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The
“To the Yankee Bbaggabts
American crisis is one which is only to be met
by the most unmitigated swagger, and Mr.
Punch hastily constituting himself head swaghetuhn
gerer to the British nation, hereby answers
OF THE
the Yankee journals ‘with shouts as loud and
shrieks as fierce' as their own. War with
MORRIS
England, indeed, you long-faced, wizened, ugly, ignorant Occidentals. Do you know what Fire and
about? Defy the flag
Inland Insurance Co.,
you are really talking
that has braved a thousand years the batttle
OF NEW YORK.
and the breeze ? Laugh at the lion and give
JANUARY 1st, 1865.
umbrage to the un,corn, bah 1 bosh! tremble!
Do you know what we should do in the flash
COMMENCED BUSINESS SEPVR 10,1864.
of a luclfer match ? We should recognize the
*200,000.
Confederacy, proclaim Davis king of the Amount of Capital paid in,
Par Value. *100 <ach.
South, and steam into all the Confederate ports A o. rf Share*, 2 0 0.
*12.906,693.
Amount qf Outstanding Risk*,
armed with 300,000 guards, all six foot and
most six foot and three quarters, sinking all
ASSISTS.
your blockading ships to David Jones, except
*100,10000
▲mount United State* Stocks,
such as we should seize for our own use in
17,657 86
▲mount Cash on hand,
22,414 17
blockading New York. We should put Sir Amount Cash in hands of agen ts,
on
Loaned
122,800 00
Hugh Rose at the head of our stupendous ▲mount of all other Collateral,
▲mount
Investmens,
68,639 19
land force and relieve Lee, who would rush
South to exterminate all your
Total Assets, January 1st, 1?65,
Generals, sober
*831,41122
or tipsy, while we marched
upon Washington, Amount of Losses reported upon 'whieh
and lor the second time, ha, ha! give it to the
the liability of the company is not
*13,270 00
determined,
flames.
We should then walk over
devouring
Amount of all other Claims,
82 75
all
and
you
straight into Canada, where we Amount of Cash received for Premiums
should instantly hang every Yankee who had
on Fire Risks,
88,891 76
7.409 16
dared to set his foot on the sacred soil, and Amount Fire Loeses paid last year,
16,116 3d
then we should annex the North to the Colo- Amount paid lor Expenses ol Office,
B. C. Morris, President.
ny, making Quebec the Empire City. MeanWm. W. Whithby. Secretary.
time our Australian soldiers would be up and
doing; the Swan River Volunteers would oc- Amount Capital and Anets, January
cupy Texas, the brave Van Diemans would
lit,
8331,411 22
clear Missouri, the New South Welshers Amount Additional Capital being paid
in
9
(Feb
8300,090 00
h)
would answer for Arkansas, while the New
631,411 22
Unking Total Aeeeto,
Zsaland natives, amnestied and thirsting to
show their love for England, would sweep Tike
Branch Office, 43 State Street, Boston.
a tattooed avalanche through Minnesota, Iowa
Joseph Horeisok, Resident Director and Generand Wisconsin. We should have a grand real Agent.
union of forces at Michigan, where a British
Congress would proclaim aristocracy, primo- J. W.
Manger ft Co, Agent*, Portland,
geniture and the Church of Ireland as the esClares Humphrey, Yarmouth; Geo. G. Wight,
tablished religion of your country, and then
febl6d3w
Bridgton.
we should consider to what death it would be
most satisfactory to put Gordon Bennet and
Mr. Seward. After which a grand display of
fireworks, and a transparency two miles long,
bearing in flaming letters the legend:

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

—

T.U1XJ4AJT,Editor,
Ho. 32* JCXCHAHGK STHEET.by

•TOHM
paMv.bed at

W. A. If 08TBB * CO.
T*u Poutlamc DAILY Fasasis published at 88.00
per year in Advance.
fan Mauds drs m Penas Is published every Thunday morning,at 82.03 per annum, In advance; 82.26
If paid within six month..: and 82.6U.if payment be
delayed beyond six months.
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Advertising:

Gneluch ofepaoe in length of column, constitute:
*s<. rAOS."

81.6'.' per squire dally first week; 76 oents per week
•fer; Hire*'insertions or lees, 81.00; continuing every other dev alter first week, 60 oents.
Jlolf square, three insertions or loss 76 oents; one
neeh tll.OO; 60 cent * per week after.
(,‘nrterhrad of Abusembstb, *2.00 persquare per
wo.k; one ifiiertior, $1,63.
Special Poncas, *2.00 per square first week,
81,00 pet square attar; three insertions or less, 81-60;
h» f a square, throe Insertions, *1.00; one week,
*1.60.
Advertisement* Inserted in the Maims Stats
i Bah) (which has a largo circulation In every part of
'he Stria) for 8100 per square for first insertion, and
60 cents per square icr each subsequent insertion.
jfimuA L Serious at usual rates.
Trraaienta iveitlseinents must be paid forln adtaaca.

BrPiMaseKoricaP,ii readlr v columns, 20 oents
per lice for one insertion. Ho charge lesi than fifty
sects for each insertion.
tP$"A;icou:munieaUou:' Intendod for the paper
thoalii bo directed to tht“Xditer of the Press,’’and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
Bf'Jos Pkimtibo oi everydssoription executed
w;‘h

tleyatoh

Tuesday Morning,
A Democrat

on

Feb. 28, 1865.

the Constitutional Amendment.

Hou. Anson Herrick,

a

member of Con-

gress from New York city, made a speech on
the Constitutional Amendment question, from
which we make the following extract:

“the union is no mobe.’

THE POWKB TO AMEND.

“Put that in your pipes and smoke It;—
there’s plenty more where that came from.
Let’s liquor all round.”
Chubby Children. It should be kept
before the people that babies ought to be
plump. A letter from Berlin contains the fol-

lowing:
“
To

I think
see such multitudes of children from six years
of age down to six weeks, all ruddy, plump,
and healthy. Look to the first five hundred
you meet, and that universal American nuisance, a cry ing baby, is not to be seen. Why
should they cry ? They have plenty of simple food—no devouriug of pound cake. If
the child asks for bread, they do not give him
such a stone; have plenty of fresh air and
play here, and sleep in their plump nurses’
arms, and wake and sleep again. The children certainly do not look so delicately beautiful as with us—fairies, but frail and fair—
still, were I a parent, I should thank God for
the honest, round, rosy, plump faces of these

children.”
There is something wrong about children
that are not chubby, and something wrong
about children that are not full of fun and
good humor.

I never bad any love for the
institution of slavery. I always regarded it
as a moral, social and political evil, and a
fruitful curse to any community in which it
might exist. In this sentiment I believe that
1 fairly reprefeat the views of the great bulk
of the Democratic party of the Northern
air.

Speaker,

Anecdote

Rossini.—Rossini said the

of

other day to Marmonte), professor of instrumental music at the Conservatoire, “Im told
that my compositions for the piano are difficult to execute from defective fingering.—
This is more than probable; 1 am but a fourthrate performer, and ought to apply for admittance to the cours at the Conservatoire to improve mysell”—at which joke M. Marmontel
laughed. To his surprise, next morning Rosslna made his appearance at the Conservatoire, and asked for a ticket to M. Marmontel’s cours. M. Auber, before handing it to
him, wrote on it, “regular attendance will not
be riquired from this pupil.”

States.
The two parties into which the people were
divided prepared for the Presidential election

distinctly understood issue. The party of the administration incorporated this
amendment in the platform of principles upThe opon which they enteied the canvass.
position boldly declared for a cessation of
hostilities and a national convention to redress
all grievances, settle all difficulties, and make
an honorable and lasting peace by a satisfactory compromise. It was well understood
that the principal business ot this contemplated national convention, should it ever assemble, would be to put at rest, at once and
forever, by the agency of amendments to
the constitution, the vexed question of
slavery, which has disturbed the harmony of
the country ever since its agitation was commenced, when Missouri applied for admission
into the Union. There was therefore no conflict of opinion between the two parties as to
the power to amend the constitution in regard to the institution of slavery.
with

who has

just come from America,
hardly anything is so striking as to

one

a
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NEW

PIANO

Pianos

We would call the attention of the publio to the suof these instruments. They am equal
to & tern ways’, <J bickerings', or those tf any other

noted manufacturer in this country or Europe.
Th■: company being composed of twenty of the
b-^at worn men that could be found in the first class
manuiactoiies in New York, principally in Mr.
Steinway'* Factory, *very part of their instruments
id done in the very bes*tmanner, and this enables the
company to furnish Piano, which if equalled can
mot be surpassed for vuality and
power of tone,
easiness of action and beauty.
Ju jges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle st, Portland, Maine, any time
during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and judge for themselves.
$2T~ A Good Bargain is warranted.

SCHUMACHER

&

HOWE,

Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N. Y.
References—M. Hermann KotzBcliinar.Ftw York-,
Mr. Emry.
iebl5dtf

$300 For Oae Year’s Service.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
;

vor, while our opponents are strengthening,
because we will not venture to cut loose from
the dead carcass of negro slavery. It is plain
enough to my miud that if the Democratic
party would regain its supremacy in the government of the nation, it must now let slav-

>

$100 State

Bounty Advanced;
Making

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Paid to the Recruit

or

Subbtiute at the time ol

being

ery ‘slide.’
Muttered into United States Service.
Why, Mr. Spttksr, when the chosen representatives of the border states upon this floor
To Citizens of Portland,
stand up and advocate this measure in the elwe
have
tones
which
and
The additional ram of
persuasive
oquent
beard from the gentiemen from Delaware,
Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri, who have FIFTY
DOLLARS..
spoken in this debate; why, I ask, should the
&50 paid at the expiration of the term of service.
representatives of the democracy of the free
states any longer contend against an inevitable result, especially when no advantage from
such contentiou is to accrue to either our parParties desiring to enlist as Volunteer or Substity or the country ? Two gentlemen from Misfeblldtf
souri, a state whose people have voluntarily tutes, will apply there.
abolished slavery since tils House adjourned
last July, [Messrs. Rollins and King,] who, at
the last session, voted with me against this resolution, both 01 them being slaveholders, have
spoken at this session in lavor of it. They,
who are fir better ^ualidad than 1 am tojudge
of the.i»9tice and propriety of this measure, I
have become convinced by the events of last
year, that the best interests of the country will
be promoted by the passage of this resolution
bythe present Congress. 1 agree with them,
yr. Speaker, and I have become likewise con
-inced that the best good of the old democratic party will be enhanced by its adoption.
Upon the consummation of this measure anew
organization of parties will be inevitable, and
the slavery question being forever disposed of,
other issues connected with the future interests apd policy of the government will divide
the people; and it needs no prophet to foretell
the speedy triumph of the true democracy
with the great principles inscribed upon its
£
.-j.
banner by Jefferson, Jackson add other paat the City Hall
Recruiting Offloe,
triots and sages who have borne it aloft through
Substitutes for Enrolled Men intn.iCity,
to whom the highest
me great struggles oi me past..
Suppose, Mr. Speaker, this House should
fail to respond to the popular sentiment in
passing this resolution, and the President
should call an extra session of the next Con
For One, Two or Three Years' Enlistments, in the
gress, at which it should pass, as it undoubtAumv or KiW will be paid.
to
so
as
become
an
issue
in
ourstate
will,
Substitu’es wishing to enlist will make direct
edly
elections next fall. In the light of past ex- application to tbe
perience I would ask my friends on this side
of the House if we could reasonably expect
to successfully meet the prominent question
Where ttey will receive the highest Bounties paid
that would be forced upon our party. All canto them in person.
didates (or the legislature would be confront
ed with this measure, and ail our elections
Recruiting Office, City
would necessarily be oonducted with special
Feb 17—dtf
reference to it. In the State of New York, if
this negro question should be put out of our
politics by the adoption of this resolution iu
season for the legislature now in session to
pass upon it, the democracy, I doubt not, will
Lieut.
Ellis
elect a majority of both Houses of the next
legislature, and reclaim full possession of the
recruiting for the 20th Maine Regiment, now in
6th Corps, near Petersburg.
government of the Empire State upon the expiration of Governor Fenton’s term. But if
Office 229
this question remains at issue I do not hesiStreet,
tate to axoress my opinion that outside of the
Feb
Near City Building.
cities of Now York and Brooklyn scarcely a
senator or assemblyman could be elected next
Town
Novmeber in the state.

Beoruiting Office, City Building.

WANTED

CASH

BOUNTIES,

City Recruiting

Office,

THE

New Weed

Sewing Macliine,

all the recent improvements, possesses
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which place it far in advance 01 any other Machine
now in use.
While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have long folt the nea
of
cessity
Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of Family Sewing, as well as Heavy
and
Leather Work; and to meet this deTailoring
mand a large amount of labor and oapit&l has bean
in
expended
perfecting the Weed, which we unhesitatingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thov have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experieiioe and
constructed upon true meohanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part Is made of the best
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines oan be seen at the

WITH

Sales Room, 137 1-3 Middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds «re constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.

Spear

IS

Congress
9—d2w*_

Scrip.

''If You love Me lean hard.”
The Boston Recorder relates the following:
“Miss Flske, while in the Nestorian Mission,
was at one time in feeble health, and much depressed in spirits. One hot Sabbath afternoon,

whisper
‘Lean on me.’ Scarcely yielding to the request, she heard it repeated, ‘Lean on me.’
Then she divided her weight with the gentle
pleader, but that did not suffice. In earnest
almost reproachful tones the voice again urged ‘If you love me lean hard.’
This incident is worth a whole volume of
commentary
on the nature of true love, which is
happiest
when it can do moet for the loved one.

Fifteen

Thousand Dollars,

CAPE! ELIZABETH

TOWN
IS

SCRIP,
OFFERED
FOR

janJltf

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
ASSETS

Board of References :
John B. Brown & Son, Hbebby, Fletcher a Co.
John Lynoh A Co.
H. J. Libby A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agbnt

and Attornhy tor this Company. is now prepared
to issue Polioies on Insuiable Property at oorrent
rates.
CP”Portland Office, 186 Pore Street.

JOHN W. HUNGER &
• Junes, 1884.-dtf.

C. H.

Cape Elizabeth,

St.

Academy,

OSGOOD

Term will oomnence Feb 13.
For
particulars address E. S. Hoyt, A. M., PrinciJAMES BATES,
pal, or
jan24tf
Sec’y

THE

on Gold, Silver, end
All operations xoarranted to give

Teeth inserted

DR. C. KIMBALL,

M.,
fsb8dtf
to

or

AT REDUCED

TRIPE!

I

Commission.

Office rtf the U. S. Fanitary Commission, \
828 Broadway. N. Y.. Dec, 20, 1864.
J
ISK VEL WASHBURN, Jr., of Portland.
Maine, has consented to oooept tbe duties oi
General Agent of the Commission for Maine, and
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commission.
He will be ready to furnish advice to the friends
of the ^Commission’s work throughout the State.
All money contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to

HON.

persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole
by the Commission tor Maine.
dec28dkwtf

agent recognized

J. FOSTER JENK1N8,
General Secretary.
SKINNER’S PULMONALE8
relieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness Lossof voice
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
and every symptom o- the first
.stag sol Pulmonary Consumption. They are white, in form
ot a wafer, and as suitable for
the infant in tbe cradle as a patient of three score years and

immediately

ten. Orators and all who overtax the vocal organs receive
instant relief by thtir use. Sold by all Druggists.
Prepared by E. M. Skinnkr, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street,Boston. H.H.HAY,qqt Fr*e and Middle
sep27 eod&eow6m
streets, supplying agents.

Notice.
Portland, Jan. 28,1866.
certify that we have thoroughly examined
the Machine Shop ofthe Portland Company
accident.

WE
and that th^re is

no danger of
defect was in a few

of the floor timbers

The only
of the third story.
This has been remedied so as to be perfectly safe
until tb© whole structure can be made doubly strong
by new beams and columns which are in progress,
and will be completed as soon as practicable.
Thos. J, Sparrow,

Spring Term of this Institution will
THE
mence Wednesday, March 1st, and continue
eleven weeks.

com-

Freburg, Feb 14th, 1865.

i

Don’t Swear

I When you slip

on the ioy
side-walk, but yet a pair ol
Bailey's
Pat uni
Cnnspuns” and you can’t
slip down. Ladies, as well
as well as gentlemen, wear

decUcodtf

To JLct.

TO

M

WOODMAN, TKVE
,M*M 1,4

luneldtf

_

L.

MANUFACTURER

8&id farm

a

situated in

is

a

BRYANT, STRAP TON * GRAY,
Portland, Me.
jan27eodfew3m

considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.

STATE

Commercial,

College,

Washington St., Boston,

228

Hass.

Oollege,

Oonoord,.N. H.

THESE

address

WORTHINGTON, WARNER A CO..
At either of the above plaoes.
jan27eod6m

Wesleyan Seminary,

Spring Term, thirteen weeks, will
THE
March 13th. Normal Cia:s will be formed
the commencement

commence
near

otthe term.
For particulars send lor a Circular.
S. ALLEN, Sec'y.
Kent’s Hiil, Feb 20, 1866.
feb21eod3w

Franklin Family School,
FOR BOYS,
TOP SRAM,.MAINE.
R spring Term ot this highly successful school
will common, e March 16. For “Circular." Ac.,
pleaeo addresi the principal.
feb7M WSSw
W. JOHNSON, M. A.

TB

jan26eod3m

THE

FOR SALE.
Store, near Fal month Depot, form% Co.
Enquire of
REUBKN MERRILL.

story
A erly occupied
by R. Merrill
TWO

the subscriber.

decl6d3ai*

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

at
ABOITT

bargain.

Enquire of FRANCIS B
Babcock's, Federal 8trect,
head of Berlin Whari.

HANSON,

at Goo. H.

of ASA

or

HANSON,

HOTELS.

HOUSE]

CA PISIC POND
THREE

MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Tt’e’puhlio are respectfully inlormed that
it is the intention of the Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a first-c'ais road

Hanover St., Boston.
undersigned have taken the above

The
House for a term of *ears, and have entirely return shed it with n*w Furniture, Orbets. Bads, &c. so that it is now one ot the
._neatest and best furnished, and in every
refptc one ot the most comf. rtable hoielsof its class
in Boston, containing all the modern fixtures of fir3t
cl ss hotels, hot and cold bath*, Ac. It will be Conduct* ■ in connection with our new Ocean House, at
N H, which will be opeued July 1,1966.
Rye B
We solicit he patr onage of our friends a ad the
traveling public and will use our best effort* to
please our patrons. Our charges will be as low as
the market will afford.
febl7d3m
JOB JENNES8 A SON,

?ach?

HALLOWELL HOUSE
REOPENED!

PAID

BY

CAPT. JAMES FRENCH & CO.,
~t the Albion House, No 117 Federal st, Portland.
Men wanted for the Array and Navy; men wanted

lor a Lew Regiment of Sha^p-Shoo er». Men wantted tor the irontier service
Volunteers and Substitutes wanted. Sailors, Firemen and Coal Parsers
wanted. Colored men wanted for the army and
navy.
Now is the time to get a bio boukty, as the war
is likely to be settled m three mont&s.

specially informed

that the
convenient and well-known Uallowkll
ouae, in the centre of Halloweli, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togas Spring, has
been efurnished, and is open for the
oi
oompany and
Every attention will be given to the comfort oi

reception

Hoary A. Jones,

E.

STABIilNO,
popnlar hotel
mcb25

eodtf

a

of

man

leb21itf

D. H.

INGRAHAM, 101 Middle Bt.

COTTAGE House,

K.

P.

European Plan.
0“ Meals Cooked to Order at all hoars.
lunch every day at 11 o’clock.

Free

0. D.

MILLER, Proprietor.
decl4dtfr
FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

A

chop
price
highest
TOpaid.
For partic ilars enquito oi Arthur Dyer,

No.80,

Yoik

St.,

Scott Dyer,

or

cash

The

(

ape Elizalwtb.
feb 18 d3w*

befire the first of April, a house,
or fourteen Rooms, centrally
Post Office Box 674.
febl6dl*m

rent, on,
TOwith
about twelve
located.

Address

Wanted.
one
requiring ilieservioes of a Book-keeper,
Assistant Booh-keeper, or Copyist, that can

ANY

Wanted

A

are

Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,

house,

MORRILL’S CORNER,
miles from Portland, has been re-furnished and is
for
the
open
reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of guests.
OTThe Cars from Portland

every half hour.
WINSLOW & THAYER.
Westbrook, Oot. 10—dtf

STATEMENT of the Condition of Massasoit
Ihsubabce Compact, o: Springfield, Maes.,
January let, 1665.
Cash Capita) paid in and investigated, $200,000 00
Cash burp us,
83,299 88
Assets of the Company are
Ca h on hard,
14,088 04
Cash in hands of agents,
10, 6171
Leans on Mortgages, rial estate,
60,93000
Leans on Collaural
do
2 Ot A 00
Loans on Pe.sonat
do
1,60000
Bank Stocks,
70,184 00
Bail Koad Stocks,
21 0 0 < 0
U. 8. Government StockB,
105 83" 00
Other Investments,
0 9i 613

ion,

one

month

ENOCH KNIGHT, Lovell, Me.

WANTED I
cents per lb. for
pay
Pamphlets
rWILL
delivered at the office of the Poi tland Sugar Co.,
teh

corner

all

Commercial and Maple sts.

jan21dti

F o u

J. M.

BROWN.

a

NEWPORT

OF
TOE

—

ARCTUSIME,
-MADE

CANADA

EBOM-

BEAKS’ OKEASE,

For the growth and luxuriance of the hair.
Beware ofimitations—obkerre the name and signature. Trade inrrk secured
For sa'e by W. F. Phillips k Co.. Agents
For sale by the Druaeistp.
febSdlnt

Box Manufactory.
making, and are prepared

to make,
Wooden Boxes of all kinds at our Steam Planing Mills, loot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial streets.

WE

are

febTeodlm

WINSLOW,

DOTEN & Co.

and Water

set up In the

on trusted

at tho owner's risk.

marchlOdtf

Carriage Manufactory.
F. JB. Ha

An

Overcoat.

P. MORRELL 4*CO., have a
good assortment at*hir
deol4dtf
pnees, 118 Exchangestreet.

Wanted,

SITUA1

ION
A establishment,

enoe

given.

a

BYold,

as Book-keepor
or as a

Address “H.

in a wholesale
of letterPress Office,
tf

Best
Copyist.
"

If. D.

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wile and Daughter,

8 years
with board. Rooms

a

good suitof rooms
furnished or unfurnished, for Which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
Portland, Oot. 26th.oot27tf

POKTLAHD, ME
lylldli

WHOLESALE

DCflcAW

ly

The latest styles of carriage* and sleighs constanton hand, and made to order.
The new and elegantn tor” sleighs are now

exhibition,

and those

wishing

to

and examine.

Repairing done

WO. 165
lT

nov4dtf

dispateh.

Coal and WoorU
£ subscriber having purchased the Stock ol
Coal and Wood, ana taken the stand rooently
oconp iod by Messrs. Sawyer 4 Whitney, bead ol
Mains Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
formtr patrons and the public generally, with a
One assortment of

TB

Old

Sugar Loat Lehigh,

BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
Possession to be had May 1st 1*06.
No. 70, P^rt’and P. O., stating locality, price &c., lor three weeks.
deolddwtl

White and Red Ash.
Diamond and

A

with the best

<m°l1-_sept38dtl
At B. D. VERRILL’S
LAW AND COLLECTION OFFICE,
Ifn. 117 Middle St., Portland.

STOVES,
On Sale

are

respectfully

Fresh Beef.

C. 8.. U.«. A, 1
Portland, Maine, Feb’y 1st, 1866. }
EAL«JD Proposals will be received at. this office
until Monday, February 27,1866, at 12 Bff, for the
supply °f Fresh Beef to all the troops stationed at
the Camps and Forts in the
vicimry of Portland-,
Maine, tor one y ear (or such les time as the Commissary General shall direct). The Beef to be of the
best quality in
quarters, with an equal proportion
of ore and
hind; necks, shanks and kidney tallow
to be exn uded.
Each bid mutt be accompanied
by a copy of this
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (resident! of Portland) to ent?r into a sufficient bond as sureties for the faithful
performance
of the contract.
s' re'cvo. the right to reject
any or
op the

A.

S

mont

UOt oeemc<1

Propoa.u

advantageous

to

4-dtdC*Pt-

A*-

171 and 173 Middle Street.
COME

AND

SEE

celebrated large oven P, P. Stevmrt Cook? and
Parlor 8toves.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
8toves, :or City and Country use.
Deo 1—d8m

and

ECONomrjs

on itmy DisoBiraow

AT SHORT NOTICE AMD FAIR PRICES

Invited to

Money can be Roved in (tore War linus.

So that

quality of

1. B. BTOBY, No.as Exohange 8t

Ang K—dtf

Coal !

Soil

Wood,

HATCH & FROST,

Produce

Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

PORTLAND, ME.

give ns a oali.

The highest market price* paid tot

roduce ot al

kinds. Consignments solicited.
Deo 1—8m- d

Portland. June 13.1864.—dly

PURSUANT

LASSES.

The seme having bees decreed forfeit to the United 8'atesin the District Court tor said District,
and ordered to be sold and the proceeds disposed of
according to law.
Dated at Portland this eighteenth day of February, a. D. 1866.

DElTsTTIST,
Congreei Street, corner of !e.ple Street

Dealer,

Ho. 256

Carer of Extra Family Hams,
Railroad Hotel Buildings,
Detroit, Mick.
Campus Mariius,

dec29d3m

7-dtf___
DANFORTH & CLIFFORD

Cow mission

Produce

CHEESE,

BUTTER,
NO.

LARD.

Apples,

Ac.

LIME STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

3

dtl

gept29

Gents.

TO

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

FARMERS,
-AVD-

SHIP

other celebrated Makers.

strap9-

BUILDERS.

KAA I1HDS. SALT, slightlz damaged, suitable
OVJU lor larming purposes and salting vessels.

ASSORTMENT

DANA

to be
of SKATES, and at as LOW PRICKS,
found in the oity.
Ploase call and examine before pw®
Jr.. 11« Middle 8t.
Nov.l—evd.f CHA8. BAY.

A

CO.

Feb 9—d8wis

Information against.One hundred ullage Bar,
<f 1‘eae, and one hundred and nintit—tx Bexof Halting, seized bv the CojKCtor ef the District of Portland and Falmouth, on tie tenth day
of February ir stunt at Portlano in said l ist riot.
An

ee

Wbiob seizures wore for breaches of the law. ot
the United States, as Is more par'iooarly set forth
In said Libels and informations; tbata hearing and
trial will br h»d taenoa,at Portland In said District,
oa

the Fourth Tuesday of February current, where

any pet sons interested therein,may appearand show
oanae. if any oan be shown, wuereiore the same
should not bo daorsed forfeit and dlspoeed of aooordlag to law.
Duteo at Portland this fonrtaeth day of February,
A. D„ 1866.
F A QD,MBT

ton.

Particular attention siren to th* sett lenient of
Claims aad Accounts of Deceased Officers ana Sol-

diars.
Pensions, Bounty, Back Pay, Prlao Money, and
all claims against Governin' nt speed »’y procure a.
JAMESB BEIX.
a
(Late Capt L S. A.)
a e 8t. J bcatou
No. 4 Comhill Court (opposite b* ad 8
*°:
RKVltRS BT fWMiaatO*
Gen. F A. OaHon. J. Th s. 8*ephenson.Br't brig.
Geo. W Fratt Esq
r
H g
uot Rftht
KoDt H
Ut

hu been mad* by which all
oontributiona fortbe National Freed men'a Bewill
be
forwarded promptly, with
Aesociatlon
lief
«' onto be
out expense, to New York. Commodities
securely packed, and directed toC. C. Axioa, Noe.
ot
George B.
1 A 3 Mercer street. New York, Care

\

DANFORTH

Mew Steam Grist

for portable light.

CHARLES

JOSE,
153 Vot* 8t.

3 Lime street.

sorSOtf

5

1

Mill,

Mechanics' Mill,, oorner of York end

f
NOS
Maple ets.

sale at Wholesale by

febl3d4w

CLIFFOED,

A

9

LlTTLEmjL
fcbl8dlm*

fc

WILSON,
Proprietor*.

Per-’and,

Maine

_

PortContributions in
Wll. GKO. HAWKINs,
Me
8ee’y of Kx Comm, of N. F. B. Association.
iankrtgan
Janiarv2d. lHdb.

.and

A
NEW EIGHT. for
sale by
Thing

KBANGEMENT

Davie

receivedm

JUST

evenaon

MtJ Ewd c ,,uto daon.
feblS tedlmo

Aid for the National Freedman.

lot of Nsw BtJCEWHEAT. Gea*am
Flour, Oatmkal, Hop Ybast Cakis, tad

For

S. Deputy Marshal, Dlst. of Mateo.

Officers’ Accounts.

NICK

Or© at

U.

With the OKOHAWCE. QD ARTERMASTER'S and
oth.r DUTAKTRKN IS of the United tjia'H Me DA
OUT and ADJCSTKD Cert'li a’cs ot nen-.ndebtedneee obtained. btoppa<ei o: I'm removed.
Lang and va-ied ex. «r enee as an i.flicer in the Arms ana wlththe Deiartmmi, wt’h the ise seance
ala reliable Ageut In Waabiogtcn, and a per bet
knowledge ofwhatfa qeliei and w.l be aocep ed
We a-e
by the Diparttreuta ine.erv given esse
prepated to mi kv ut audidjcst tin aiocuntao Uthbeen
or
Marw
ho bare Rf»Ignoo,
Discharged
eere
ie red ut, with aoouraev ai.d at leia expense, time
wcu.dbe
than
to
visit
Weehingrequired
and trouble

_________

UG-ae-mE.

Notice.

rele

T nwi. u.
ii rray
Prav taqKaaLewtt

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

THE LARGEST

EGGS,

Hams, Beans, Dried

Skates,
Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,
LADIES’

Skate

merchants,

and dealers ik

Skates 1 Skates I

And

TO

gUOOlBAOBB

HATCH, CLIFFORD & CO.

Bangor Courier copy.

Douglas’s

PORTLAND, MAJN*.

Opt

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
of Hogs, Flour, Tallow, Grain, &c., kc forthe Eastern market, and would rospetlully refer to, as references,
First National Bank of Detroit,
P. Proston k Co.. Bankers, Detroit,
Moore, Foote * Co., Merchants, Detroit,
L. V. Knigit, Esq., M. C-nt’l R. R. Co., Detroit,
Wright k Beebe,Com. Merohts Chicago, 111.

Marahal’a

trict.

14diebl4

J0S1AH HEALD.

MERCHANT;

Fork Packer & Provision

S.

U.

U. 8. Marshal Diet: of Ma'ne.

Ubitbd Status or Aubuica, »
District or Maibb, ss.
J
to s Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Wore, Judge of the United States District
Court, lor the District of Maine, 1 bT«bv give
public n tiee that the following Libels and Information have been hied In said Court, rig
A WUti-ma,
A Li*el against the rehooner
her tackle, apparel and furniture. seised by tbeColleotor of the District of rortlund and Falmouth,
on the tenth day of February instant, at Portlaad,
la said District.
A Libel (gainst Four Thou land Opart, end
Two ha/Barrele Molattee, seised by the > olleetor
t'ihe Port ot Portland and Falmouth, on the fourth
dav of February iostsut, at Portland ia said Dis-

tteorge Darling,

And

CHARLES CLARK,

feblS dtd

PURSUANT

wealth.

respootfhlly Inform, bb triondf
In general that he will
THK
Repair Gentlemens'Garments

Lorberry,

SALE.

States <s Ambbica, I
District 01 Mui-e, ps.
j
to Vend: Expo: to ire directed
f om the Hon. Ashor Ware, Judge ot the Unltec
States Ws'riot < ourt. within and tor ihe District o
Maine, 1 > hail expose and sell at publio suoiion, to
the higt. est bidder therefor, the
fo'lowtng property
and merchandise, at thetime and place within said
District ib follows, vis:—
At the Cuetcm House Building. on Bore afreet,
in Portland, on Monday, the six h day of March
next, at 11 o'clock, A. M„
Eleven thousand, seven hundred sad forty CIGARS ,- f wo hundred and twenty pounds of GUNPOWDER; One hundred and PJXty-fl vs pounds of
SUOAR; Eight barrels of MOLASSES; One barrel, SUGAR ; Four bbls of M0LASS88, Ihirtytwo hundred CIGARS; Three bbla MOLASSES;
One Demijohn IF. 1. RUM; One PUNG SLEIGH;
One ROBB; One HORSE BLANKET; One HARNESS ; One HALTER ; Ten Bottles BRANDT;
One keg of tPIRITj; Two bbls and tlx bags of
BUGAS; One bbl and ten demijohns ot SASTA
CRUZ RUM; One bbl SUGAR; Three bb’s MOCxitld

The

RANDALL, MCALLISTER ft CO.

the Govern-

be endorsed “Tropcaals for for*
152a- t'or l»n<* Poet Office,"
"nl
Will be opened at tbe t meapeoUed, atmy
J
offioe. No 292j Mor on Block,
street! BidCongress
*
ders are invited to be
present
HENRlf INMAN.
k A‘ Q' “ & A' C- 8- V-8-AFab
must

Liet 1

to

or

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

Delivered to order in any part of the olty.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer ft Whitney

jaulStl

STOVES!

—

Superior Coal for Rlaoksmiths.

Also, Hard

MIDDLE STREET.

Leave Your Demands for Collection

Locust Mountain.

Cumberland

A

for
Proposals
Ofpiob

Lehigh,

Hazeltou

Together

BRACKETT,

mbaorlber

Company Lehigh.

Johk’k,

RKTAlTj

and

orders in the oity or from the oouatry nromDl

purchase are in-

with neatness and

Sc

8. MARSHAL’S

|€.

for

ciall,

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Wanted to P urclinse;

the city.
Add ref s Box

n

pensation, to the published of any news journals
in Maine, in Boston. In Hew York or else, here who
would like to enjoy the ready .orresponoence of an
experienced writer and j urnalist at the capital ol
this State. Be flattire hlmee f that his acquaintance
with the l"eal Laniaoiiong and the public measures
ltd the public men of the Stats and ci.uo ry a. well
as hie long experience In typographical ad editorial laboie, five him an advantage in thtr ic-pect
which few others pc eases He know, bow to write
copy" (or the printer that will inquire no revision
after it pusses ont of hie hu< da.
He is aigi a good
and expeditions
proof" reader, and is willing to
engage with any publisher who may desire his services at home or abroad, in t> at oapeci y.
WILLIAM A. DREW.
Augusta, Jen’y 2, 1865.
jan6dtf

AMD

Buioessor to J. F. Li-ty,

SLEIGHS,

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of tbla oity, hereTHEbyundersigned,
tenders his service., for
reaaonab'e com-

TRUNKSj VALISES,

All

__

CO.,

General State Agents.

(Orer H. J. Ubby k Co.,)

SfUaeratus Sc Cream Tartar,

notice.
HT* Ail goods

STOKER ft

en

Bags!
COFFEE, SPICES, Traveling
Manufactured and
sate
Sno G’ojffee and Spice Mills, 13 and 15 Union street,
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Spices put up for the trad*, with any
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for tho trade at short

the thing eo long eonght for.

are

Not 17—dim

All

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers la

,

Daily

58 and 60 Riddle St., Portland Rr.

<J. T. Lewis <&& Oo.

!■ L^iU,'.

know they

ft. li.

Constantly
AD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and
BEEJ
PUM.'S of all descriptions.
ap9dtf

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

<2rTlJ± isr T

And

best manner, and all

£^rslf.to,T?oroo,mtry
faithfully executed.
Unds Of lobbiogpromptiy attended
to.

j!

them

HIM lirUHER!

04 Water Fixtures lor DwelEV?'-ByJle80ril,£on
ling Houses, Hotels, Publlo Buildings, Shoes,

GRANT’S COFFEE A aPIflg MTTXH,

Using

are

CLOTHING

Closets,

AND FURNISHING
GOODS,
Ohamter$
.Vos. 1 and 3 fret Street Block

J.

We

SUPERIORITY.

Hi OCJB

READY-MADE CLOTHING

_

ITS

Warm, Cold and Shower bulks, Wank
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,
arranged and

PEESON

A. PEIRCE,

Spiket, Naile, ye.,

ndT

good place to buy

-A.1ST Y

SATISFY

A1

at short notice and delivered atony port required.
MoGILVEEY, HYAH A DAVIS.
Sept 6.—dlf

the
side of Exchange street, about midCOMMISSION
ON way sunny
between New City Hall and Post Offioe,

*283,299 88

Total Liabilities for Claims, *6,636.
A. w. Chafih, Pres’t.
Saheobd J. Hall, Sec’y.
EL1PHALET WEBSTER, Agont,
No 18 Exchange St, Portland.
febl6eod3w

Pumps

Ma chine,

WILL

MO. 194 EXCHANGE
STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Yellow Metal A Copper Sheathing,

newspaper, by one who love3 the professchoice would make it a business lor

life. Add rots for
Iebl6d3w

This

MAK1B OB

*o.,

New Bedford Copper Oomp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE preparoa
to fttrnieh suits of

tome
ano frem

The public are respcotfully informed
that this spaoious, convenient, and well
known House, situated at

USE

Moose,)

luneltf

furnish good re ererccs, from lormer employees,
has only to address LEWIS, Portland P. 0.
fewl6d2*
February 16th 1866.

SITU ATION in the Editorial Department of

OF

Canvas,
SALB BT—

PLUMBEBI

Sleighs,

Sale Boone, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Button, Matt.

Holt

to

EXAMINATION

AN

T. PATTEN A 00.

NiUMH
Force

K11BALL,

Pvoblo street, (Hear
POBTLAHD, ME.

vited to call

or

THE

Re-opened with New Furniture & Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

—

Portland, Me.

and

ue.

Simplicity ft Perfection Combined

ornment aontraot," 1™“* w®I**i
800 do Extra All Long Bax > Arbroath.
800 do Navy Fine
J
Delivered In Portland or Boeton.
Bath. April*), 1863.
apMdU

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

[having
[term

BELLES

LEMONT,

Preble

on

smell two ftory tenement, within fifteen minutes walk of Post Office,
between this and the first of May. One with small
barn preferred.
Enquire of L P. H 5S Middle
street.
Iebl8d2w*

or

THE

Janoldtl

Carriages

in any

Wanted.

This House is now open to the Publio,
b*>en leased by the subscriber lbr a
of years, and has been thoroughly ren_lovated, and sp.endidly furnished, regardless of rxpens?. Booms to let by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

-BOB

200 300
^TBJ.ufatlot
Bleaohed)
do All tong Box
"Uov- I

JLAXfUFAOTU&BA OF

Wanted*
twenty, employment
young
BYrespectable
bcsinn-s
Inquireof

PORTLAND, HE.

McClellan

POBTLAHD.

j

Hf Carriages and Sleighs on bond and made to
order.JunelMtf

BaHOK.", Treasurer.
febl8ikwistf

years.
Brunswick, Feb 17, 1865.

100 cords wood.

Opp. Lancaster Hall,

70KMSBLT KNOWN AS

Block,

$20,000.
to borrow lor the Town of Brunswick,
CARRIAGES,
WANTED
two
Twenty Thousand Dollars, for
AND
AI

Wood Choppers Wanted.

Gfottoit House \
Center St.,

Granite

...

Prebit Street,

C.

kindeof work of any now in

It ie prononneed by the mod profound expert
be

Bath, Me.

Carriage Manufacturer,

febl0d3w

Wante
a

Scotch

CO.,

adiau Produce,

1*7 (rmnaroial Street,
Charles Blake, )

fiAgents liberally dealt with.

Sacious,

the usual conveniences of
are amply provided.
Halloweli. Feb. 1 186*.

&

vers

By Recruits making application in person, they
will r>ceivn mo.e cash in hand.
Town Quotas Prompt y Filled. Call on Cap Jas,
French, at tn© Albion Hou.e, No. 117 Federal St.,
Portland, Me.

Reeves,

Whioli bar proved tteelf to be the beet t sited to all

Manufactures to order and in the beet
manner,
itary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys (fer-

one or

DENNIS, Proprietor.
are

Very Highest Bounty

THE EMPIRE!

Ho. 16 Union Street.

ment*.

Manufaotnrer of

HEW FUBHITURE & FIXTURES!
S. G.

Nor tilt

Machine?

CALL AND EXAMINE

E. HERSEY, Agent,

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

The

Newing

Hooting

dtf

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS, JAMES
And Ho
of

Five Hundred Men Wanted!

House,

ARE TOUIJV fVAJYT OF A

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

Jutft

frnrL

GET THE BEST!

_septSdtl

BUKS, J0NKS

oct6 dtf

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

SIMOMTON b
«» Commercial

Portland, June 13, !884.

WATER-PKOOl

idivaBPOOiAtENrQ.

.,

For Sale or Exchange.
Lot of land No. 36 Portland St., containing over
3 000 quare ’Got For particulars inquire at 87 Commercial Street.
febl5d3w*

100,0003Bg?* TJtJ£lGHAIL8,f©r
KNIGHT,

IMPOUVEB

O-ravel

Nov 11—d6m*

Apothecary fehop for Sale.
cnders:gncd wishing to change his plaoe
of residence, will sell his Shop, Furniture,
St-.ok, fee The block is new ana o^mplete in all its
departments. The stand is one ot the beet in Portland, being suited to Family and Country Trade.—
rct24
Apply at 115 Congress btreet.

Treenails.

is

Alexander D.

Tower Building*

Saooarappa.

FOR SALE.
A
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
large stable and sheds^-situated two
^d-Keiftrooms.
JLMLSi and one-half miles from Portland, and the
^S§Siilrtne8t8ituation in Cape Elizabotli for a wa"
ibliSLfitering place and summer boarders. For
G EO. O WEN,
particulars enquire of
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf

Scotch Canvas*.

200Corear * Son'*" Leith,

anl Biaun

Brokers, Tailor Sc Draper,
SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
OS EXCHANGE
ST.j
And General Commission Agents,

orchard,

Institution' are embraced in the American Chain cf Commercial Colleges, and present unequalled tuoilities lor imparting a praotical
business education.
Scholarships good, for time unlimited, thorough0uf the entire chain.
For Circular, Ac.,

THE

tains 54t acres ol land, well divided into tillage and
grass land. There is on fcue farm, a one story house,
carriage house, and barn b7 fjet t>y 60, with a good
cellar und r it. It has a good
with aoout
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN M. ALI.EN,

oct31tf__Mo.

S treat*

Ship

Western and C

subscriber offers for sale his Farm on the
road between
Saocarappa and Gorham. It con-

AND

dti

X

by

DANFOKTH & CLIFFORD,
6 Lime St.

FELT COMPOSITION,

{Late Songey, Cooper 4 Co.)

FOR SALE.

NEW HAITI PS HIKE

Commercial

Eine

for .ale

If

WABKEJi’8
FIRE

Well

wooded with every description of timber, such as
and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
iroh, beech, tamarao and bass wood to any amount.
H. T. MACH1N, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb26 eodtf

Middl

lon<t

WILLIAM F. SONGEY A CO.,

No*

Cu.tom Hoiue Whirl.

®BL8. Choloe Appplee, Jut reoelved and

fr°m
experience,
ed to ?r‘
insert Artificial Teeth on tho YnloanttepreparBase "
md all other methods known to the profession
*
Portland, May 26.188*.
u

Board at United States Hotel,

as

A

BAY

OFFICE 1*0. 2 CLAPP'S BLOCK.
AgARKBT SQUARE

THOS. ASENCIO A CO.,

janlOtf

Dr. Jt. H. HEA1 D

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

sale situated Hear Dunn’s Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known

SQL ARE block of land, of about 73,000 acres
of wood land, on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada Eawt. It is interceeacd by two'

ALflOgl
400 HHDS. Prime Sierra Morena Waved Molau.
ee, for sale by

disposed of his entire Interest in hfr
HAVISO
Offioe to Dr. 8.C.FEHNALD, woaJd ohoerlo“
Fresco and Banner Painter, reecommend
him to his iormer patients and the pal-

The Bubsoriber.offers his Farm for
the “Morse Farm.” Likewise
_b?s slock and Farming tools. The
Farm contain^ about 110 act es of good land, good
building* Ac. Those wishing to purchase are invited to oail and examine lor themselves.
E. T. Dillingham.
East North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1866.
JanAsodtf

176

Portland, May 36, ISO.

Farm For Sale.

I

ness

Scholarships for full oourse, comprising both theory and praot.oe, good in twenty-nine Colleges, oons ituting tha “International Chain,
time unlimited.
For farther information plerse call at the College,
or send for College Monthly and Speo mens ot Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp Address

No.

SCHUMACHER,

__janeltf
S. C. HUNKINS, M. D.,

Molasses.
from
bri'gCu^Un

Apples.

Evnnnona...Dn.fiieo

No. 142l Middlo 8tr«et,
PORTLAND, MR.
BT Work exeouted in every part of thu State.

drop Clayed

* co^

IAQENTb,

must,

■

No, 68 Exchaa*e Btreet, Portland, Mo.
______• Jnneldti

OKAS. J.

New

aa. s. c. f£r;jald,

OF

PAPER HANGINGS.

s

A CARD.

ID ^ VIS,

Bookseller, Stationer,
AMD

merchandise.

*«.* Ule .traat.
Beadle# anil rimming* alwayr oehaaa
tuaxau

Wholesale and Retail.
H.

year, in advance.

a

SEWING MACHINES!
137 landed

AiJUC.

novlb

and

ladies
young
the best facilities for obtaing
THIS
thorough BusiEducation.

iu>-uu

gentleman

land, 15 of which is

Good buildings and not

_wood.

College,
men

of g od

Yarmouth, about one aud half miles from the G. T.
R. R. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Village.
Yarmouth, Jan. 17,1S65.
janl3 eoddfwif

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

Institution offers to

acres

ot to&ote mud upon it.

rou

G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchanyest.

of iteady habits, a large, plea ran
furnished Boom, heated by a furnace, and sup
with
gas, in a private family. House oentrailt
plied
teb 15 dtf
located. Apply to W, 42 Middle St.
a

8u

Portland.

No. 8

the

Farm for Sale.
TLat superior A. 1 farm, recently
owned aud occupied by the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing

feL16d3w

Business

on

janSldtf.

Edwin F. Ambrose, A. B. Principal,
Ohardbb U. Barrows, A. B. Assistant,
Miss rllkn A. Barrows, Teacher of Musie,
Miss Mariana Souther, Teacher oi Drawing.
For further particulars address
D. B. SEWALL, 3oo'y.

_Gko Brock_

J»n30

cords dressing.
Terms of payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of 8COTT DYER
Promises, or through Portland, P. O.

FRYEBUHfr ACADJEMY !

PRICES,

NOW offer ta the Trade a large lot of'the beet
Tripe that can be found in any market, at two
dollars less per bbl. than I have sold ita through the
fa 1 and winter. Pieasegorder.
Price per bbl. $18,00; per half bbl/$9.00. Orders
by mail, or left at No 12 Milk st. Market, will meet
C. W. BELKNAP.
with prompt attention.
febl6d3w *
Portland, Feb. IP h, 1866.

Sanitary

THE

JOHN A. WATERMAN,
Sec’y ol Trustees.

entist,

Kefjreooes—Bev. Dr. Carrut'aers, Rev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. E. Clark, Dr. Wm. Robinson. Capt Cyrus Sturdivant, E. Eggintou.
j*nl4.odlf

Woodbury Dana, (

John A. a. Dana.)

■

«jr k

Premium Paged Account Books.

subscriber offers hi* Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, about three and a halt miles from
Portland bridge, containing 70 Acres Land, Buildines good, Fences substantial 8* one wall, young Orchard, choice grafted Fruit. About 200 cords wood,
half Oak and Walnut. Also Farming tojls, aud 50

THE

No. 1361*2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

TRIPE, TRIPE,

of Lind, BoUdin^s good.
enquire of E. N. PERRY, at

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,
Portland,
Luther Dana,
j

Farm for Sale.

GOBHAM SEMINARY.

JuneSOeodis&wly’Sf

I>

acrea

Forrarticulars
the
Sheriff 's Office, or through tho Pori laud I’ost Office
Bo* 1786.
feblidtf

Spring Term of Gorham Seminary will commence on Tuesday, >eb. 21st, 1865.
For full
particulars apply to the Principal, Wm. G. Lord, A.

and all

S3T*AftUoial

16

gueets.

Square,'

BUSINESS CARP8.

_

permanentgboarders.

FOR T L AND,

Vulcanite bate.

contaiug

Spring

QTThe public

DENTIST,

satisfaction,

Fa*m lor Sale.
riiue Subscriber off.rs hi* Farm, situated lu Cape
X Elizabeth, abou If miles Irom Portland Bridge,

YARMOUTH MAINE.

Co, Ag’ts.

Ho. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market

^

Feb28d2*

40.

Portland

At the Sheriff’s Offloe, City Bnildiag.

The Schooner E. A. William*, £4 ton*
bnnhen, now lyiogatbymoiiton 'sCore,
Cape Elizabeth, it offered for gale.
H. E. WILLARD,
Apply to

$1,204,188

WM. K. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

SALE.

Sale.

Company

I

Of New York, Office 118 Broadway.

PERKY, Town Treasurer,
For

Yarmouth

No.

_i

INTERNATIONAL

Apply lo
E. N.

HANSON,
feb!3tf871 Congress
J. il.

Webster

UEGIMEXT \
Col.

THIS

House.
The choicest Suppers served.
eb.20—tt
GEO. W. MURCH.

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

Insurance

The well known Hotel, situated at Gray
;Comer, I6inileafrcm Portland, wi.h Siaibles, Homs, hheds, fee.
| Also, One Hundred and Fifteen Aores of
_iGooo Laud, about iliirty-flve of whiuli is
W ood The rest i3 divlied into Mowing, Tillage and
Psstnrage.
For further particulars inquire ot the subscriber on
the premises.
THEOPHILUS 8TIMSOM.
Gray, Ftb 21, 18B6—d2w*

Feb. 27.

Begin

Sahool is for both Misses and Masters,'without regard to age or attainments.
Pupils any be admitted at any time in the term.
For lurther particulars apply to

Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Building.

miv

will

And FEMALE COLLEGE.

SUBSTITUTES
WANTED !

Spring Term

The

Maine

TV OTICE.

BUSINESS CARDS.

For Sale.

ACADEMY!

CO.,

perior quality

Fire
;

PORTLAND

For Sale.

FORTE

Terms $$
:

391 Hudson Street, N Y.,

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

and disturb the harmony of onr
Every year and every day we
weaker and weaker iu popular fa-

she sat on her mat on the chapel floor, longing for support and rest, feeling unable to
maintain her trying position until the close oi
worship. Presently she felt a woman’s form
seated at her back, and heard the

for the

No. 187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland.
eotM
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

SLAVERY AND THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY.

Looking at the subject as a party man, from
a party poiut of view, as one who hopes soon
to Bee the Democratic party again in power,
this proposition seems to present a desirable
opportunity lor the democracy to rid itself at
once and forever of the iueubns of slavery,
and to banish its perplexing issues beyond the
pale of party politics, no longer to distract

received the agency
HAVING
manufactured by the

FOR SALE & TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PIMO FOBTESMMO MIES!

“I have no doubt of the power to make this
amendment to the constitution in the manner
proposed. By the adoption of that constitution, the states translerred to three-fourths of
their number their entire sovereignty, which
can be at any time exerted to augment or diminish the luuctions of the general Government, save in the two particulars ^excepted by
special limitation. Three-fourths of the states
can, by an amendment of the constitution, exercise throughout the United States any power that a state individually can exercise within its own limits.
The institution of slavery is purely a creation of law, and completely under the control
of the state in which it may exist, at whose
pleasure it may be modified or abolished.—
What the state may do, the higher power to
which by the adoption of the constitution
the btate voluntarily ceded its whole sovereiguty, except in two particulars, is certainly
competent to do, whenever it chooses to assert its authority. In amending the constitution, three-fourths of the Btates actually represent the whole, and the agent is invested
with all the powers that belong to his prin-

cipal.
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23,1802.—Vol.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

THE

copartnership heretofore existing
and style of

under the

name

JOHN T. ROGERS Jt Co.,
this day diaeolved by mo'nal ooneent. the a&aita
of the l>te firm will be settled by
CHARLES B KOGEK8,
At the Old 8«nd, No 61 Commercial a net.
Portland, Me.
f.-Wdln
1, 1366.
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of

Tuesday Morning,
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The

daily

issue

bined circulation

half past four on Satmitting a good deal—at
Lesialature of 1865 was a
the
and
urday,
Its good and bad aits and
thing of the past.

comof the Press is larger than the
all the other dailies in the city.

of

Terms-$8,00

advance,
per year in

tar Reading Matter

on

all Pour Pages.

Prince Napoleon.
The recent appointment of this gentleman
of
to the very responsible and impoitint post
Chief of the Imperial Privy Council of France

has excited considerable attention in Europe
this
and is suggestive of many thoughts in

a
country. This Prince is unq eslionably
man of strong mind aud exercises a good
He has showu
deal of influence ia France.
himself as belonging to that class of persons
own
who see for themselves and do their

ty-five acts, and sixty-seven resolves; a great
work, if carefully considered and matured, to
be condensed into forty-six working days.
The Legislative experience of forty-five years,
in this Stale, has rarely shown work like this.
If my memory is correct, there has been but
working session of so brief duration as

He even went

him listen to his

silence,

so

died, and
feeble.

the

in three months.

All the

as

expressed

is well

in the

“Speak

language
of

me as

of Othello:

I am,

Nothing extenuate,—nor set down aught iu malice.'1

Saturday was a day for racing, and some
due specimens were exhibited. The drst race
was

in the forenoon, iu the effort of most of
complete their busi-

the Western members to
ness so

as

to mike their exodus iu the half-

This they did,or thought so,
and the two bodies were thinned out very materially. Iu the Senate, at eleven o’clock, it

past ten train.

far as

h}

as use-

favor that belongs to those who composed
body, or which they have a right to ask,

was

quorum. The Serut-arms was directed to hunt up the

evident there

geant

was no

skedaddlers. The venerable Judge Tenney
frowned upon their absence. It was probable
they would return, but it was not quito the
thing to be away. The amiable Judge apologized and eensured. At last seventeen were
found in their seats, and the Sergeant was relieved from duty.
Another race was that or me eastern mem-

I

bers to drive
four o’clock

through, so as
train. By the

to get otf in the
time these two

had been run, and the cars lairly off, the
balance remaining shew “a beggarly account
of empty boxes.”

races

health is said to be

The luflnence of the Prince

stantly Increasing,
people of France is

weeks’ time, and bo

this

personal observations of the

Emperor’s

seven

lully performed

and made

position of the North and tue South. He discussed the great question as one having experience, and his arguments were lisle ued to
on that account.
Now the Emperor has always been jealous of his cousin, and yet respects iris ability and statesmanship, in this
case the Prince prevailed and his advice was
followed. The rebels were much disappointed, and our Government owes the able i'riuce
a debt of gratitude which we trust, at some
future day will be acknowledged aud paid.
Becently Billault and Mabquanu have

a

worthy example set,

be put into

By his rank he was a member of the Privy
Council, and in an excited debate on the subject of recognition he denounced the measure
unqualified term-,

given, and

which I trust will
not be lost upon our future Legislators. It
Iras beeu proved that, by faithluluess and assiduity, the duties of this annual service may

most

firing on Sumter was heard across
the waters and the rebellion broke out, Prince
Napoleon took sides with the North. His
liberal spirit was aroused and he desired to
witness the working of the great insurrection
against our Government, the better to judge
what the probable result would be. For this
purpose he visited this country and studied
our affairs as one who wished to know all the
secret springs of action. After his return to
France he ascertained that the Emperor and
his ministers, ^lllault and Walewski were
inclined to recognize the South.

to command BilUiult iulo

Au illustration has been

this.

There was a third race run on that eventful
day, which eclipsed either the eastern or

con-

and his power over the
feared by Louis Napo-

western race, in speed and bottom.
run on the “Milford and Princeton

That was

turnpike.”
Thereby hangs a tale. A bill had passed intermediate stages in both branches, granting
in aid of a turnpike between Milford
$30,000
L
it
rumored
and
farther,
proposes that the
Prince shall be regent of the empire in case and Princeton, in Washington county. The
he should die before his sou has reached his joke was, as it came out afterwards, that neimajority. Whatever may be the motive of ther branch desired to pass the bill, but left
the interesting work of decapitation to the
the Emperor, we believe, as at
present adother. In the meantime, Mr. Granger, the
that
the
of
vised,
Prince Napoleon for
reign
member from Calais—a man of ability
a season would be
entirely satisfactory to the worthy
Government of the United States; for in him and influence—had gone to work to popularize the measure, and had so far succeeded as to
we should find a liberal minded
friend, moie
it
in
To make matters easy, the Emperor
permits the Prince to become the leading
character in Fiance. The Emperor has gone

leon.

get

reliable than he has ever been who wears the
French crown.
Tho Emperor may ‘‘shuffle

yeas and nays were takan and declared,
members insisted that the count had not been

kept correctly.
names were called again. The first decision
was confirmed, and the turnpike loomed up in
Much confusion ensued.

the

finally passed the House the opponents of
the measure in the Senate were in the ascend-

ant.
were

wanted.

& F. A.

long

and as snowy as ours, and their R. It.
companies were as well provided, it would be better
for all parlies it'here as with you the first con-

siderable suowstoim
ade the track for the

were

allowed to block-

Sed paxUo majora canamus. Who shall
compare the beauty of our Portland surroundings, seaward and mountalnward, with even
the undulating Common or the elaborate
gar-

den, with

its

fountains, statues,

and swans?

That Sierra Nevada as seen from the two
extremes and many more central portions of
our city last week, was worth all the
glimpses
of the country that can be obtained in Boston

body.

But two votes were

In the full belief of ultimate

defeat,

they
departed before this glimmer of day.
At last the motion to consign it to “the
tomb of the Capulets” was reached. “Beferred to the next

Legislature”—a doom which
blighted legislative
hopes, than could be recorded on that huge
pile of stationery which the insatiate maw of
each legislature swallows, and as it swallows,
cries, “more, more.” It was run over the road
again to the House—a rough road this time.
has been written on mote

Will you agree with the Senate. No quorum
voting. Gentlemen must vote. Batura the
House. Gall the yeas and nays. No quorum
voting. Bring in the members. Call the absentees. Secure the doors, so that none shall
leave. At last seventy-six are found, and the
measure is again killed'.
There is a tarce called

“Killing

no

Murder.”

The action on the

bill might have been of this character; but it
was not of that light shade on Judge Granger.

j

It nearly killed him lor the time; and I heard
a
whisper “that the mill had not ground very
slow" in this particular cose. That when he
carried his forces for the third rail, he forgot,
for the nonce, that his turnpike was not quite
ready for travelling. Of this I know nothing.
However it might be, the western members,

especially those from Portland, stood by the
Judge as long as there was a breath of life in
the child. But apoplexy set in early
Saturday
morning—though it did not expire till 4, P.
M.

The satirical fellows—and there are si
ways more or less about—cried out in their

grief,

season.

kept

In its

bad

unventilated and

os

There was no quorum. The expedients
various by which the life of the scheme

could be

runners,crowd-

step into the winter cars of the P.
Co., and if the Boston winter were

“died of a

superfluous strip

of iron on

the brain,”
The list of acts and resolves denotes tho finished business. It will be furnished you ia a
day or two. Those who don’t find their
measures named In that interesting
catalogue,
may

depeud

their cases were continued to

a

future day.
At

half-past four, the business having been
completed in the House, Mr.
of Limiagton, moved a vote of
Bradbury,
lower than the State House dome.
thanks to tho Speaker. It was sustained
by
Those who can by a five minutes' walk or two or three
members in complimentary recar-ride see the view from Bramhall, or Munmarks, and Mr. Speaker Dillingham replied,
joy, or look from the Deering pasture upon in a
straightforward, sensible speech, which
the Westbrook slopes, and the Bacs
Bay with was highly creditable to him. The speech ot
its snowy northern ramparts,—and then! beMr. St jwart, in the Senate, I did not hear—as
yond, above it all, the White Mountains—how it was rather difficult to be in
two places at
white—with their morning blush of Alpiue
once—but I am assured it was a fine effort,
rose color and their
evening shade of blue re- and I have no doubt of it, for Mr. Stewart is
lieved against the rich
orange sky, and again an accomplished
gentleman, and has sustained
lighted into momentary visibieness by the auhis position with marked ability. Mr. Weston,
roral coruscations,—need not
envy the dwellof Gorham, just before adjournment,
proposers in the trimountain or
any other city, so far
ed a society of the members of this Legislaas scenery is concerned. So
thinks your aud
ture, to continue so long as two of them should
their old neighbor, now a
Non Resident.
survive; Speaker Dillingham to be President,
and Jas. F. Miller, Esq., to bo Secretary: to
Mb. Woodman's
Speech.—By request we meet on the 22d of
February in each year, at
shall publish the speech of Mr.
Woodman, in the Capitol. After the adjournment, as I was
the Senate, on the Railroad
gauge question,
told, a meeting was held, and the measure perIn our Thursday’s issue. It is
impossible to lected. I was not able to be
and can-

do so earlier without serious inconvenience.
Mr. Woodmanmade a very lucid
argument
against the repeal of the law of 1860, aud did
not fail to lift the veil from some of the
Poor
tricks which have been played in order
to
give Boston better facilities for drawing the
business from this city. With the publication
of this speech we shall shut| down for the
present upon third rail discussions—now settled against us by an overwhelming vote—and
labor with what power we have for the

legitigrowth and developement of onr city.
Its destiny is onward, in
spite of a l rivals and
mate

enemies.

Rebel Wab Vessels Abboad.—ai the
date of last accounts, the rebel pirats
Olinda
had pnt into the
Spanish port of Ferrol, having met with considerable damage in the
Bay
of Biscay, after
leaving the French coast She
was considered a
failure. The United States
steamer
iagara and a French steamer had
gone to intercept her. The New York Herald
says a new rebel pirate, the
Ajax, sailed from
Eng and some weeks ago, and three
others
would shortly sail-one ot
which, the Hercules, in the Clyde, was about ready.

Correy,—where we changed cars again,

—took the Oil Creek railroad for Titusville where
Found the hotels all
we arrived at 11 A. m.
crowded and of the poorest kind. The city has
the re
grown up as if by magic- A few years ago
was aothing but a very poor farm; now I should
judge it contained from 7,000 to 10,000 inhabitants, and is rtill growing in the same

announced as

present,
not, therefore, speak of its features.
To-day,“silence reigns supreme” iD the halls
that but
yesterday reverberated with the eloquence of the wisdom of the State. The
passing from the scenes of interest which have animated the State
House for the last two
months, to the quiet of night is more painful
to the sensitive mind
than tho most discordant sounds. The tattered
flags 0f onr brave

soidiera, earned successfully in
ma„y a bloody
fight, hang listlessly over our heads iu
the roand
the
tunda,
rotund form if General
Knox
as depicted by the
artful painter, looks
down
upon us with his jolly bearing-bat the
breath
forms
that made all cheerful are
ing
withdrawn. I turn with a sigh from the
solita-y
and
scene,
dropping my pen, relinquish a task
which has been most pleasant to me, and I
trust of some little amusement and instruction
to my readers.
Pelham.

HTThe Lewiston Journal says the gross proceeds of the late Catholic levees in that
city were
$1,320; that the new church proposed by the
Gatholios of that city will be one of the finest in
the state, and that the fund
already collected
towards its erection is $12,000.

resides in

begin to see the oil wells in full operationlarge numbers are seen even in the city
Here we

itself, while Oil Creek and all the little runsflowOn
iug into it are literally covered with them.
the Watson flats just below the city, you can
stand in one spot and count more than 100
either producing or those being sunk.
Fabulous stori 8 are told of the fortunes made
in oil and oil lands; many, no doubt, are true,
others slightly colored.
The most significant fact that came under my
own observation wasa donation party given to
the Methodist minister of Titusville the evening
we were there.
His church was small, his numbers few, yet he received in cash three thousand
dollars besides other very valuable presents.—
Certainly men must be making money or they
r rom Titusville
could not be quite so liberal,
we went down Oil Creek to Shaffer Farm—the
ond of the r .ilroad. There we took a span of
horses and sled and passed down the river a
short distance, then crossed the river on pontoon
bridges, and went over the mountain to the town
of Plummer, on Cherry Eun, the most celebra
ted oil territory in the United States. The derricks are to be seen up and going upon each side
We followed down the run
of the run for miles.
on the road to Bousville three and one-half milesOn the road we passed the celebrated Reed and
Yankee Wells as well as many others that are
flowing from 40 to 280 barrels of oil per day,
and many more that are flowing from 20 to 80
per day.
me iieea
not flowed

wen is a

Bieauy uowmg weu,

auu

less than 280 baTrels of oil per day
Binoe it began. The Yankee well is a great curiosity and worth many miles travel to see. It is
what is called the intermitent well—flowing for
fifteen minutes, then stopping for the same length
When it begins to flow it sputters
of time.
and spurts and throws up large volumes of
gas, then the oil comes rushing out in great
force, roaring so you can hear it for a long disfence*
Coquette well is a short distanoe from those,
over the hill on Oil Creek, aud is yielding abeut
000 barrels perday. Rousville is near the mouth
of Cherry Run where it enters Oil Creek. From
the hill in the rear of the village you can count
1000 derricks either pumping oil or boring for
oil. Rousville and Cherry Run may be called
the centre of the oil territory. From Rousville to
Oil city, 3 1-2 miles, the oil wells oover a large
portion of the ground on each side the creek,
At Oiloity Oil Creek forms a junction with the
Alleghany river and on each side of the creek
and on the banks of the Alleghany is the famous
Oil City itself, much larger, faster, nattier than
For miles in any direction you
even Titusville.
see
the teams moving over roads, and places
where there are no roads, It reminds one more
of an encampment of a vast army than anything
else. The roads are horrible, mud deep and
sticky, the country very uneven indeed. The
J ones House where I am writing has the river
dose in the rear—a narrow street in front and a
mountain so high and steep that a dog could
scarcely climb it, yet the people are happy, contented and rich.
The first producing wells we saw were at Titusville—the last at Oil City.
Between these
places for 20 miles, I was told by those who
99
100s
of
the
oil
now produced
that
all
know,
may be found. I have very little confidence in
the sinking of wells outside of this section, yet
some oil has been found in other places, and may
still be found, but it is not one well in fifty sunk
in other places that produces, while on this portion of Oil Creek and Cherry Run a failure is
the exception—and the most immense fortunes
are still being made in these places.
Another
singular fact: I was told by the most reliable
on
the
cash
that
no
men,
company organized
basis, which had ever bored on Cherry Run or
Oil Creek liad proved other than successful.
But thousands of Companies are formed—on
the purchase of some wila mountain land—purthen some
chased for a few hundred dollars
Geologist’s opinion purchased for a few hundred more—and put into a Compahy at some
hundreds -%f thousands—still no oil is ever
sought for or bored for. Thus we see the failI have not the
ures in go many Oil Companies.
least doubt that a Company with a few hundred
thousand dollars oash capital, pan go to-day and
buy lauds or leases, (about the game thing as
the leases run for ninety-nine years,) on Cherry
Run—at the enormous prices asked forthem,and
For if they
double their money in one year.
bore ten wells and strike but one, their stock is
worth double its par value—while oil-mep will
tell you and Jacts prove they will be more likely
to strike six in ten in this locality, than one in
ten; therefore I cannot believe with many, that
the time is past for forming sound, reliable companies, or for making a great deal of money in
boring for oil.
I designed to give a full description of the
prooess of boring, with other facts of interest,
but I find this letter
already too long, C.so I will
leave that for the next.
P. RYours,

—[Argus■

proper, but what shall be the character and
manner of this celebration ?
Shall it be merely an outpouring of hilarity and mirth, of
gaiety, of dancing aud sensual gratification—
of vain boasting and exultation that our own
have

gotten

those great aDd glorious
victories ? Or shall it be one beflting a rational, moral and religious people t 1 do not mean

arms

us

that we should put on long and dolorous
countenances and appear sad and gloomy and

desponding—not so by any means; for if any
people under heaven are bound to look cheerful and joyous and pleasant, it is those whose
trust is in God, and who acknowledge Ills
providence in all the events ol human life.
All readily admit that our evils brought this
calamity upon ur, and when we sineerely and
truly repent of, and forsake those evils, the
war

will cease.

Wliat 1 wish to suggest is, that whatever
we may do ou uiat day in consideration of the
great and glorious victories we have gained
over our enemies, whether it be the
firing of
cannon, the ringing < f bells, the making of
speeches, the interchange of happy and social
greetings, engaging in the pleasant and healthful amusements of the times, listening to patriotic songs; or whatever be done in a rational,

consistent manner, and in a way calculated to
elevate the national character rather than demoralize it.

Let every individual keep constantly
mind the fact that we are indebted to a

in

high-

power than that of the human intellect for
the victories we have won. Our rulers, our

er

generals,

aad our brave

soldiers,

merely

are

instrumental in the hands of Divine Power
through which these great achievements have
been gained.
S.
Life in Macon, 6a.—“Cabbages, $15
head; cucumbers, $10 each: a bunch of

per
six
fish $20.’’
“A. disgraceful affair is now going on
uptown. A mob of women with the black flag
are marching from stole to store on a
pillag-

ing expedition.

doi ed out to

The

Pelham Cadets
disperse them.’’

ate or-

The above paragraphs from a Macon paper’
suppose, are explanatory of each other.—

we

The

description

is

short,

but to the

point.—

Oftm have the rebel leaders threatened to
raise the black flag all over the South, and the
Macon women have commenced the work.—
'Tis a pity that Sherman did'nt cal! at Macon
while ou his march; he. would have improved
the state of society there. Bat there is time
enough yet, and soon the Stars and Stripes
will tak j the place of that black flag.

Papax Ambition.—The Abbe Mermilisa,
at the Catholic Congress of Molines,
that the
Pope had used the following language
to him. We
opine the Tope cannot make
much music on that
triangle:
stated

intend

to break
up the Protestant triaDI have put
up a Cardinal in London, I
will put a Bishop in
and I will take

gle.

Berlin,

the

Philadelphia.

Lnmaculate^yUgin.’’I{oiU8

<^eDeva'> for

s|,K'!Uh

Deafness
BY DU

^DffJ^ua<Sor^lrnt®u*'8
136J by Drs.
Ltghthill,

the District Court of
District of New

Southern

a misfortune very much to be
deplored,
depend upon the sense of hearing for the developmeut of speech in childhood, and our instruc-

intercourse in after life. Speech is
acquired by the imitation of sounds; if therefore a
child is deprived of his
hearing, it cannot sponta-

neously or imitatively form articulate sounds,
though not the least defect exists in the organ of
voice, because it is impossible to imitate a tiling of
which we have no idea; or, in other
words, which
the brain is prevented from
conceiving—hence such
children will be dumb.

son.

jyThe Richmond papers say Lee must again
invade the North. That is just what hecan’t do.
too

wondered at when we consider that individuals of
ripe years articulate badly, and are unable to properly pitch their voices, should their hearing become
very defective; they speak sometimes in a loud bellowing tone, and at other times not above a breath.

lace

parasol, with

war

held by the

rebels are now

exchanged the same as white
prisoners. This comes, probably, of the contemplated arming of the negroes by the rebels
themselves.
y The war minister of the Sultan of Turkey
has expressed a wish for specimens of our rifles
and cannon, mentioning
the Dahl-

particularly

gren gun and Berdan rifle.

His wish will be

gratified.
yThe Dover Enquirer estimates that
Union majority in New Hampshire will be

the
not

less than 6,000, and that Marston will be eleoted
over Maroy and the malcontents
by at least
1,000 majority.
OT When Moore was getting his portrait
painted by Newton, Sydney Smith, who accompaniedthe poet, said to the artist, “Couldn’t
you contrive to throw into his face somewhat of
a stronger expression of
hostility to the Church
Establishment V
ST The Bath Times complains of the publicspirited residents of that city, who, with abundant means, steal their
morning news from their
neighbors* door handles, being too mean to
subscribe and pay for the Times. Put it to

them, friend Lincoln; they deserve it.
y A lawyer, somewhat disgusted at seeing a
couple of Irishmen looking at a six-sided building which he occupied, lifted up the window,
his head out, and addressed them thus :
“What do you stand there for like a
pair of

blockheads, gazing

my office. Do you take it
for a church T
“Faix,” answered one of them,
was
thinkin’
“I
so, till the devil poked his head
out of the windy.”
A new Hibernicism is mentioned by the
at

Limerick Chronicle.

It says:
A learned ooroneighboring county the other day, being asked how he accounted for the great mortality this year, exclaimed, ‘I cannot tell; there
ner

in

a

people dying this year that
fore.”’
are

died be

never

jyOur neighbors in Saco, finding it difficult
to negotiate a loan of $30,000 at nine per
cent.,
with which to pay bounties, opened the books
for a popular loan, the subscribers to receive
town notes, payable in 18 months, at six per
oeut, fn twenty-four hours $35,000 was sub-

scribed, which

was

subsequently swollen

to $38,-

000.

gyA beautiful young lady named Regers,
sister of John R. Rogers the well-known type
founder, while getting out of the oars at thp
Worcester depot in Boston, Saturday afternoon,
the cars

having commenced to baok, slipped
from the step, and fell upon the track, and the.
truck of one car passed over her leg mangling it
from the ankle to the knee in a most shocking
Whenever recovered from the shock,

manner.

during

the

evening following.
ingenious pieceof
mechanism at Merchants' Exchange
yesterday.
It was a Coffee Roaster, the coffee
being put into
a wire cylinder which is oaused to revolve
slowly
close to the surface of the stove, by clock work,
wound up precisely like a clock, and running an
hour's time.
The coffee does not need to be
touched during the whole operation. It will
iy We

saw

roast peas

as

ity A Mr.
and

a

very neat and

well as coffee.

Stebbins,

his wife, three chidren

negro woman were
death in Richmond, Va.
a

recently burned to
They were in the
house when it took fire, and

seeond story of the
by some confusion or other did not make their
escape and all perished in the flames. The eldest
daughter, 15 years old, was a beautiful and accomplished girl. The family were much respected.
jy A reoent paragraph in the Press spoke of
the great many thousands in Iowa that had been
“cut up and packed” the past
winter, and an
inquisitive correspondent “Down East” writes
for information, wishing to know what it was
that was thus disposed of. For his
private ear

will state that it was hogs, but we
beg of him
not to tell of it, lest it should
create
we

a

among that
lation.

species

HT Bidwell &

panio

of our “Down East” popu-

Company,

playing at Deering Hall, has proved to be
of the most successful companies that has
ever visited our city. They have had a
regular
series of good plays and
houses.
now

|

Impairment

of

hearing

to any considerable de-

interferes seriously with usefulness in almost
every sphere of life; consigns the sufferer to solitude in the midst of society, and deprives him of
advantages and pleasures which are among the
chief enjoyments of our existence.
Considering these circumstances, ft is undoubtedly desirable for the public at large to become acquainted, to some extent, with the more important
facts pertaining to this precious sense and its delicate organ; how useful will prove a knowledge of
those conditions of the ear which are likely to be
followed by an interruption of its functions; and
how advantageous a general idea as to the manner
in which such conditions may oftentimes be
preventI
gree

Ear must be removed.
All authorities on the Ear concur in recognising
catarrh, or inflammation of the nasal passages and
throat, as one of the principal causes of its diseases,
and that deafness in the
majority of cases is attribinfluences. Our own experience fully
sustains the statistical report of others, tor, in three
out of every four cases of deafhess
presenting themselves for treatment, the
exciting cause is catarrh
and the inflamation of the
throat, which is invariably associated with it. We have, therefore, enjoyed
the most ample opportunities to
acquaint ourselves
with the deleterious effects of catarrh on the ear and
other organs, and are now publishing a series of articles embodying the results of our observations.
uted to its

DR LIGHT HILL,

OCULIST

AND

AURIST,

No 20

Bcylston Street, Boston,
Will be at tlie UNITED STATES HOTEL, FORT
LAND, from Monday noon Cth, until (Saturday noon
March 11th, where he can daily' be consulted ou
Deafness, Discharges from the Ear, Noises iu the
Head, Catarrh, and diseases of the Era, Eak, and
Throat.
Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.
v
53F*For Certificates of cures, see the other Fortlaud daily papers.
Feb.

27, d3t

Immediately.

Wanted

MAN acquainted with the Apotlicca-y business, and com meat totilte oLarge ot
the retail department at
W. F. PHILLIPS fc CO.’S.

AVOUNG

feb22tf

Anatomy of the Bar.
The ear is anatomically divided into three
parts—
the external ear, middle ear or tympanum, and tho
internal ear or labyrinth. The external ear is composed of the auricle, which collects the undulations
of the atmosphere, and the external canal,
through
which these are converted to the drum-head or
membrana-tympani, (a thin and very delicate mem*
brane, Stretched over the inner termination of the
auditory canal, hermetically closing it,) which vibrates under the influence of tho impinging atmospheric waves. The middle car or tympanum is a
small irregular cavity, about the size of a small
bean, internal of the drumhead, which divides it
from tho external ear. The inner ear consists of
minute delicate canals aqd spiral windings, oarved
in the bone adjoining tho tympanum,^whioh contain
filaments of the auditory nerve spread on a delioate
membrane. This membrane has the exact shape of
its bony case, but is somewhat smaller, leaving an
intervening space, which is filled by a peculiar liquid, called perilymph, so that the membraneous
labyrinth floats in the bony one. Across the middle
ear stretches a movable chain of the most delicate
little bones, one end of which is grown to the drumhead and the other end is attached \o q giiqilgr but
much smaller membrane of that part of the labyrinth called vestibule; consequently the vibration
of the membrana-tympani producesa like vibration
of the membrane of the labyrinth, and this a corresponding agitation of its fluid. This agitation
produces a certain impression on the nerveTflbres,
Which is conveyed to the brain by the agency of the
auditory nerve, and conceived by the miqd as sound.
On the floor of tho drum, immediately behind the
drum-head, is a small aperture wliioh is the orifice
of the eustachiau tube, the other end of which
opens into the upper part of the throat Immediately
behind the posterior nares. Through this tube the
middle ear receives tne supply of air necessary for
the vibratility of its membranes and the communioanne* of Drafoefii.
loss of hearing results from the abnormal condition of any of the parts of the ear, above described.
Thus it may proceed from obstructions of the external canal, whicli would prevent the undulations of
the atmosphere from
reaching the drum-head, or it
may be caused by inflamation and subsequent thickening of that membrane, tjy which its vibratility
would become impaired or destroyed.
The tympa
num, or lqiddle ear, may be affected
by acute, sub
acute, or chronic inflammation, producing various
effects. If acute, it usually results in an
offensive
and irritating discharge, in the prooess of which the
small bones may be lost, the
labyrinth inflamed,
and even the brain become affected. In the chronic

produces a thickening of its lining membrane, which diminishes the size of that
already
small cavity. The quantity of air
necessary to the
vibration of tho drum-head and for the communication of the vibrations to the
labyrinth, is correspondingly reduced, the peculiar secretion tJiro\vq
out so abundantly by th§ diseased muous iqema
brane, tends still further to diminish the size of the
drum, and to exclude a still further portion of the
form it

necessary air.

The small bones of the

being covered by the
by its thickened condition,
ear

membrane, are,
as by
|he diminution of $he size of |he drum,
prevented from acting with that freedom and premucus

ag well

Deafness, in such cases, is owing to the imperfect
interrupted communication of the vibrations of
the drum-head to
fhe labyrinth.
The custachian tube may be obstructed by mucus,
incrustations, or by thiokening of its lining membrane, similar to the condition of the nose during a
cold; atmospheric air is thereby prevented from
entering the tympanum, and the vibratility of its
membrane impaired or lost. The
auditory nerve
may be affected either in the labyrinth or in its
course to the brain,
impairing its power to receive
and convey impressions to that organ) and even the
brain itself, by some morbid process, may be unable
to conceive as sound the most perfect impression
received by the auditory nerve.
owe

thing Abiut Noitrumi and EmpU
rlclam.

abnormal conditions briefly enumerated
their various shades and gradations, produce a common effect: Loss of Hearing. Deafness
is therefore not adisease in itself, but merely the
designation of an impaired condition of hearing,
which may arise, however, from a variety of causes.
It is the height of absurdity to suppose that any
The

j

The unconditional Union Voters of Westbrook
heroby requested to meet inCaucus, at Brackett’s
Hall, Saccarapa, in said Town,on Tuesday,Feb28, at
So'c'ock r. m, to make arrangements fur the ensuing
Municipal Election.
feb22d& wtd
Per Crier of Town Ccmm ttee.
are

DR. HARVEY. Having sold out my busiin Boston, 1 have permanently located m Portland, Me, where I shall pay particular attention to
ness

the treatment of Chronic

Complaint $

with iry

new

Chemical Rt me dies.
1 have cured hundreds of cases after all other remedies have failed.
Consultation Free.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., and from 2 to 6 p.
*•

ieb21dtf

THE GREAT

GERMAN

Will positively

Catarrh,

HEILMITTEL

“JOSH

LECTURE,

;APPht°n,

lnit^Ll.Mi,>"e?u'*'

—ON

ttSV orVni oVb

•Putty

MS^*"'cF^?„’eh^,“l Bott,’>ofOreno.and
J!i“ Berni’cebl^,43

» Seamy. M D, and

Theresa^nricb^iB!’

For sale

by

all

Coughs,

Colds,

preventative

FrarendenTBarro^Twifa

In this city. Feb 26. Sarah
W8’ w,Ie
ot Dr. Thou F Parley, aged 60 years.
in Augusta, Feo 28,
Col Chaa F Little
ot Portland, aged 61 > cars and 9 months Col
hau
the Quarter Maetei '*
b. eu «ngaged tor » >nie time i
Depart incut at Auguj a.
In Westbiook. *tb 25. Mrs Sarah W, widow of
the late Geo A Bailey, aged 68 vears 4 months.
In Bath, Feb 25. at the refaidei.ce ol E C Hyde,
Mrs Rebecca, widow of the late !Ku Moses Tebbeta,
of Lisboa, aged 80 years 11 mouths.
In Bath. Feb 24. Mrs Sarah, A, wife of ILnry 8
Farrell, aged 83 years G months.
in Waldoboro. Feo 17, Cipt Joseph Miller, aged
79 years 10 months.
la Rockland, Feb 4, Mrs Elizabeth Joy,
aged 68
yearg2 mouths.
In App eton, Feb 17, Mr Nathaniel Sprague, aged
76 year« 1 month.
In Foxoroft. Ftb 14. Mrs Elizabeth C D, wile of
Franklin Maybew. aged 41 years.
In Uuilftrd, Feb 19, George II Douglass,Esq, aged
60 years

suddenly,

LIVERPOOL SALT
A FLOAT.

NOTICE.
DB. P. P. Quimby would give notice that on and
after March 1st, 1865, his terms will be as fjlljwa.—
Examination, at offlot,
$2 00
Bach subsequent s ttlng, at cffioe,
100
PirstexanUuationat residence, it within the

Fir,t

oity.

2 50

subsequent visit,
Terms for visiting patients

150
in ottmr plaoes can be
learned at his Office, Mo. 13 International House,
or by addressing him a letter there, enclosing stamp.
Portland, Keb 17,1866.- d6w*
Kioh

Hilton's Insoluble Ceuiciu,
For wood, leather, cracker/, and other autatancea
is the tost aid to economy that the housekeeper can
It ia in liquid form, and iaaoluole in water or
have
oil. It will adhoreoily eubstanoesoomp ecely. Taoounce bott'e, with brush (family package) 26 cents
each.

Proprietors, Providence,
a lamily package will

Ou reoei^t oi 60 cents,
be sent by mail.

Liiok,
500 Buif

febTdSm

.Southampton,Mcli

Sheep WpsU.

99

feb8d4w#

PORTLAND

Photographic Q-allery
DAVIS, Proprietor,
Portland, Me.

80 Middle St.,

Copying dona in the

deo2Stf

best manner

Read This.
$$ to $10 per day made by sellingDrtsser's
Prize Fao. ages. Agent* Wanted.
From

• 'Ok» »ndLice on
ocher article. 1 or «a?e by

KENDALL

NEVvrP

fel>9d2m*

Portland, Maine, Box 132.

COLGATE’S HOfljEY SQAP.
THia oelebrgtt 4 Toilet Suae, in each universal
demand, is made front the Qiioioest matdrials,
is mild and emollient in It*
nature, fragrantly
aoented and extremely beneficial in its aet upon
the skin. Fur Sale by all Druggists and
Faney
Goods Dealers.
Jan31dlyr.

ITCH, ITCH, ITCflJ
Scratch!
Scratplj!
Scratch!
WHEA TOJV S O IJVTME.YT
Will

Cure the Itch

In

48

Honrs.

Also cures Salt Khkum. Ulcus, Childlaiks,
and all

Krnptions

of the dkln.

Price 60 oents

Fur

«»le by all Druggists.
By sending 60 cents to any Apotheciry in Portland, it will bj forwardsd by mail, free of postage,
to any part of the Unittd Stater.
WbKKS k POTTKB, aolO A g Dts,
170 Washington street, Boetont
*
Also for sale by
W.W Wrupj?LE,
and E. L. 8tan wood.
Jan26dod9oi
DU.

TEBBETTS’

PHYSIOLOGICAL
H A XXI

K

E

O

ARRIVED

f®*rFeb

in bBias'.

OB 1‘JuUw,

(ebZNtf

leaking.

Per steamer Havana, at New York.
Ar at Sagua 19tli lost, brig Hattie, Hi key, from
Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 18th inst, barque Mary E Libby,
Libby, Portland; brig 8aruh E Kennedy, Key Weot;
19th. brigs H H Moliilrery, Uiikey, fm New York;
Har. iot Mo Ale vy, Portland; rang nt.lm Key W«.st;
soh Ruth H Baker, Knight, Portland.
Si t 19th. brigPreuths Hobba. Morgan, Boston.
Sid tin Havana 18th iust. brig Prairie Rose, Lit loiitld, for bagua; 20tb, bark Mary Ann, Dunhaoi, lor

Lady’s Port IHouaie JLost.
one of ,he
tars or
a
moroooo port monaie, eoLfaiuing atou
t«» o\v7
rtvedollar* in $6 bills, »oine post gesam ,g
%c

at

ENERATORI
IV8 MODUS OPBBAMBI:

Immediately beneath

the sealp there are very
bodies oallod Glands ;or more
commonly Boots
of the Uair. ft is from these Glands that
every hair
olthe head is formed and seoreted. As
long as the
scalp is tree from disease these bodies also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps ils natural appearance
and color But when humors and other diseases affect the sealp these glands beoome involved In the
same disease, and the hair
gradually tarns gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair
b£gin)S to fall
off, and in many cases, if not arrested, will produce
small

oompiete baldness,
To remedy this pathologloal eondltion of the
glands,and creates new and hSalthy notion,the
Physiological Uair Kegenerator has prorod a per.

FISHERHEiy.

\y«e washed ovtrboard
on the Bank.

and drowned white at anchor

rewarded

.,v

];„ln(J

lt

rtb28i3t

Freedom Notice.

i f"!
h£

at 88 75 per hhd
for U S Northern ports—Am vcsa.ls 851 a
5} 1* r molasses; neutral vea*-o.g, $GJ.
Ar st Trinisad 14th, brig Clara Brown, Brown, tin
Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 19th, barque Herirude. Chase, and
H D Store*-, Store?, Portland; brigs J W Drhko,
and Nancy N Locke, MoCalmon, Portland; sell A E
Willard, HitohelJ, do.

Ar at Gloucester 24th, «ch Win 15* b»on._from
Gurnet Bank—reporta, Uortt.o B.ril.tt.ol Camden

anll»hly

Vitdva

That I Ttomas Uranvill of Briuvt a do
Char.es A. Graavill LW 'ia.
l .u
W»o debts of his oontrading or claim
any oi
K
w8we*

tat

wreck.

wJ1 be
*"**'£'
tnlsoffioo.

son

18.A, brig Jehu Pierce, Strout, Portland.
brig Loch Lomond, tor -.
Chartered—brig Prairio Rose, lor New York, GOO

lqng boat, binnacle, split sails, Ao
Ship Juliet Truudy, (of Kookland) Gould, at New
York from London, had heavy weather on the pas
sane, sp it sails, Ac.
Soh Flash, before report.-d ashore near Tab sco

or sscl* n, a lar^e b'aok Newfouiul «nd Dog. W..oever wili return the
Mme. «-r give r format* jr whuio he Kay
•ball receive the above reward.
8 II. LIBBY, Henry 8t, Portland. Me..

T«§ enlar afternoon, either in
LOST
alter leaving it,
8priu« Mtrtet
lino

Boston.
Ar at do
Sid 18th,

from Ilavaua for Pa tla’-d, arrived at Boston 26th, iu tfist'Css. having been
ashore in B oad Sound and come off leaky.
Brig J P Kilicott, Bray, trom Sagua for Boston,
arrived at Ho mes* Hole 24th imt and reports—17th
inat, lat 21 44. Ion 78 10, spoko soh Atlantic, et Bangor, 4 days from Cardenas tor h\ ankiort. havii g the
day before fallen in with brig Young Uepublio, of
Port'and) Davis, fm Cardenas for Boston, ib a sinkThe crow, tour in number, were
ing condition.
transferred to the J P El teoit, thjcapta n, mate and
one man, remaining on board the Atlantio.
Brig Sampso i. Delano, at New York from Mitanzas. exp-rlenced heavy NW winds, lost deck load
and vessel leaking badly.
Ship Missouri, Hughes, at Ne\y York from Glasgow, reports, Feb 4th. In a heavy gale from NW,
shipp d a sea aqd carried away starboard bulwa sks

m

5Ioreward:
Strayed

[BY TKL. TO MXBCHANTB’ EXCHANGE.)
NEW YORK. Fob 27—Ar, barque Uunter. Yo k.
Sagua; W A Platiuus, Wallace. Cadiz; ach Wide
Wo id, from Port Royal SC lor Portland, put iu

a

Per Order Town C

28—td

CLEARED.
(Br) Drue Caiba.i n—E Chur-

DISASTERS.

Vetikd.^m

HoUce.

Monday*...February 27.

BJg Katahdin, Saunders,

vy

Will TNKTT

k
*

1 he unconditional Union voters of
Windham, are
requested to meet at the Town Uoute, iu said Town,
on ha urday, Msroh 4th.
1S85, at two o'clcck r. u. to
seleot candidates fer Town "fleers
|<or tbo e-su!u*

PORTLAND.

Barque Auua M Palmer, Skoilield, Port Royal SC,

has become

L. DI1KS81CH,

Addrese,

Sheep Wash, a rare rtmedy r
bh^ep; ctuupor
it»u 0
v

1 Of)

At A

Coobt

PaoBAT

°»

hold at

K

Portland, within

oef %TZtV JJSrSE*:? *• £;2
“IdaVhundred

_®,Sbt«3n

and

^ d

sixty-B

Administratrix of the osUansom S. Stevens late of Bridgton, in
a'ce*'**d'
having
presenled tier brst
0H0,*r'
01 admlniatrauun of taid eetate for

V,1 ***••£
probate-le00uut
I
I

j

EnveloposlOnly Sl.35,

ALONZO S.

BBLS- Co®’' -S»P'r Ph°opb»!o of Lite*

8idVtoU;,,tMXf BoXbr"1-1 w,ftrebo“9
Portland Fib 27,18^*°^*

Nova Sootiau.Portland_Liverpool_Mch 4
City of Boston ...New Y'ork.. Liverpool— Mch 4
4
Saxjnia.New York.
China.New York.. Liverpool.... Mch 8
New fork...New York. .Liverpool....Mch 11
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Mobil
Edinburg.New Y'ork. .Liverpool. ...Mch 11
Mob 15
Canada....Boston.Liverpool..
Hama.Now York.. Southampton. Mch 25

BATH, Feb 27—Sid barque Oak and, Batcheldor,
San Francisco.
Ar 2«th brig Hyperion, from Ruston, to load for

CO.

600 bbls. CruttheJ Bose
1 uO bbla. Littlefield* 1'ondre'tc

Asia.Boston.Liverpool. ...Mch
Star.New York. .Ca’ifornis. ...Mch 3
Evening Star.New York. .New Orleans. Mch 4

North

Brig Polly Jones,
ch.11 k Co.

A

Fertilizers.

1500

1
1
1

Nassau NP.

Look !

DRESSER’S OLD STAND,
Exchange 8t., above th9 Po3t Office.

AT

^NA

Fob 28—d %wi*3w

1
4

Corsica.New Y ork.. Havana, Ac.. .Feb 27

OF

r«-

300 Dm. 6 to 30 pounds.

Cuba.Liverpool.New York... Feb 26
United Kingdom .Glasgow.New York.. ..Feb 25

MAKHSTE

4

Cotton Cod Lines.

..

Europe.Boston.Liverpool. ...Mch
La Fayette.New York..Havre....Mch

Libby."

UAS1

‘)AO D0Z 9tf 18 thread. English Cod Line*.*
£\J\7 p r steamer Worth American.

...

Australasian.Liverpool.New York .Mch

“W.

HEMP COD LINES!

Y’ork....Ftb 14

Y'ork. .Mcli

CtLTt° »b'P

Feb23-d»,l.8.

.Southampton.New York... .Feb 16
Moravian.Liverpool.Portland_Feb IK
City of Limerick..Liverpool.New York
Feb 18
Cauada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 18
City ol Baltimore.Liverpool.New York .Feb 23
Beigiaa..Liverpool.Portland.Ftb 23

llama.3...Southampton.New

BHD®

3500

BAILS.

FOR

Association,

Tlcke e 25 oenti, to l e had at Troee-on t Monl
lon'i, at 1 owcli fc eenUir'e, and at the aocr
L)our« opju at 7 o'clock, lecture comnuuoc ni a
Feb 28—dtd

SAILING OF OC EAN STEAMERS.
FROM

Camp Hospital

Maine

;

L

1st

(be Iienellt of tli«

Far

PORT

WEEKS & POT TEH.
Druggists, No, 170 Washington Street, Boston, Maes.
General Agents.
febloddw

It. I.

Yttimsli,”

Wednesday Ere’ng, Mar.

UI£U.

for

DIPrUEttlA.
Price per Bottle $2
Druggists.

Sold every waere.
HILTON BROS. & Co.,

au&

*

ITtT'h

C

Fred G Parker and Miss

—

Portland Feb. 28. 1866.

the first stages of

a sure

BILLINGS,”

Will deliver hit celebrated

CONSUMPTION.
It i9

ADVERTISEMENTS.

;

cure

Bronchitis,
And

NEW

Pennsylvania.Liverpool.New
New York.

Westbrook.

cision necessary for so delioate a meohanism. Bands
of adhesion (similar to the false membranes
produced by oroup) are sometimes formed
by the
inflammation between these little bones and the
walls of the drum, and their action becomes still
further impeded.
or

haxoied.
lu Bangor, by Hev Mr Field, Mr Andrew J Chase,
or FoitUud, and Mi s llattij W, eldeet daughter of
Win Lowuey. Keq of Bangor.
In Bath. Feb
Burns
Wing and -Miss Emily F
Dexter, both of Waiue.
lu rushing, Feb Id
Judaou Uoffsea, if Friendship,
Fracoella Moody. o< C.
F.b 11, Sam-1 k Bennett, of SearsM 'had wick ot Washington,
“ ibum*# °* C““d“’
and

STKA MBR

cation of sound.
The

|

No 149 Middle St.

ed.

1

Pike’s Dramatic

has

brought to us for examination, who, having beoome
totally deaf at the age of ten and even twelve years,
forgot by degrees the words by which they were
wont to convey their ideas, until at
length, every
recollection of language being obliterated from
dumb
as
were
as
those who had been
memory, they
born deaf. Neither hearing themselves or others
speak, their memory was unable to retain the
knowledge of articulation.
Such cases though sal in the extreme, need not be

one-—[Prentice.
(y Preparations are being made by the farmers of Vermont to make maple
sugar and
syrup on an extensive scale the coming sea-

y Colored prisoners of

speech

been clearly developed, it
is sometimes lost or forgotten, should total deafness
supervene in early childhood. Children have been
Even after

GPFernando Wood is said to be on his way
Holy Land. He has generally been supposed to be on the high road to a most uuholy

other day, the skin of a bl ,k (ox. The animal was oaught near Little Falls, N.B. It is
the only one, probably, ever found in this region.—[Aroostook Pioneer.

we

tion and social

to the

a faint soupcon of lavender silk
foundation, exhibited in a shop there, and the
price was $700.
jy We learn from the Rockland Gazette that
Rev. H. A. Hart, pastor of the 1st Baptist
Church in that oity, has resigned and will remove to Yarmouth.
ar g. B. Wellington exhibited to us the

York.]

Deafness is

for

children under five years of age.

point

aet of Congress, in the
in the Clerk’s Office of
the United States for the

year

1#"Drafting is going on prosperously in Philadelphia, and the newspapers publish each day
long lists of the conscripts.
Uf Thursday of this week, is the time assigned for the consideration of the constitutional
amendment by the New Jersey legislature.

a

LIHGTH1LL,

Author of a •‘Popular Treatise on
Deafness, its
Causes and
Prevention,” Letters
on
Catarrh,” Ac.

HTTliere were ninety-four deaths in Boston
during the last week. Forty of the deceased

CPA New York letter tella of

•

Aud tls Kdli -ii'il Tre.MUl ;nt

Eir lhe new ntty cent postal currency has
made ita appearance. It is the
largest and neatest postal ourrency yet issued.

altogether

TIC IC*

3cy*- arriera f the Jiaity Prea (ire not allowed
c tllfapen oh their
route!.

yOneof Dupont’s powder mills, near Wilmington, Del., exploded Friday morning, killing
three of the operatives.
y There were private sales of real estate in
Boston last week which amounted in the
aggregate to $588,550
The
and
y
Army
Navy Journal thinks the
result of the present campaign is no
longer a
matter of doubt

The vise in which he is held is
close for such an excursion.

S ()

to

y Municipal election in Bath next Monday;
the same day it is in this city.

were

of the Ear; constitutional treatment has usually to be combined with them. To cure deafness
permanently, the causes which excited the disease
ease

of the

y Great preparations are making for cotton
culture in the Sandwich Islands.
yOen. Saxton has already apportioned sea
island lands to about 5000 freedmen.

and died

Pourth of March.
Mr. Editor:—I see by the papers that
large preparations are being made all over the
free States, lor the celebration of the approaching fourth day of March, In consideration of
the glorious victories that have crowned the
efforts of our army. This is all right and

Richmond, charged with

wife of the late John Bell of Tenn.,

gyThe

ratio.

—

street cars.

thu luxuries of such a ride, to
Koxbury
South Boston! It is really a luxury, to

moun-

it

best, and at the worst, comfortless
and dangerous have been the substitutes for

or

a

of the House that the child was killed beyond resuscitation, had raced home, aud when

cient at the

agine

that

it

huge as the Alps rose before him. The
Washington Senators, satisfied by prior action

covered.

every chance of crushed ankles and severe
braises when two vehicles sleioed into contact.
And when it rains, or is cold and
windy, im-

action,

run

Senate, in order to
he might take his

tain

This has been the case in soma directions
most of the winter; and
lamentably insuffi-

top-heavy,—open sleighs
carry fifty and even sixty passengers in five
rows, setting and standing, including two lines
on outriggers, holding by the
top rail with

to be at least half-

pet out in his pocket and go home,

fashionable New York neighbors.
Then our winter car-sleighs. I should like
to flud one, so commodious, among the hundreds of contrivances on all the Boston
routes,
for carrying railway passengers when the rails

ed,

appeared

the air line into the

confirm this

which it is strange our friends ot the “Hub”
borrowed,either from us, or, if their
pride preferred, from tbeir more ambitious and

on

and

But when the venerable Granger bad
over

have not

Old-fashioned omnibusses

distance,

The

built

Letter from Boston.
Boston, Feb. 1865.
To the Editoi of the Press »
Your Portlaud correspondents travelling or
residing In different cities, naturally dwell upon the new aud desirable things they see, contrasted perhaps with our own smaller municipality.
But while we cau boast no such public gardens, parks, libraries or hospitals as larger
places exhibit, it is pleasant to a native or one
long resident in the Forest City, to observe the
per contra account, of matters, great or small,
in which it bears the palm.
Among the latter may be mentioned the
street names painted on the street
lamps; a
convenience by day, and a necessity by night,

are

the House on
close work. When the

through engrossment

Saturday morning, by

off this mortal coll” at any moment, and we
hope the rumored arrangement wtU be made
and that the Prince wiil be the reigning power in France in case Louis Napoleou should
be summoned to another sphere.

at the St. Nicholas Hotel, in New York,
several Boston frieuds who were going to look
over the oil country, and I soon yielded to their
We left New
solicitations to accompany them.
York at six in the evening, over the Erie railroad—was due at Salamanco at 3 p. m- next day,
but did not reach there until seven in the evenand
ing. There we changed cars to the Atlantio
Great Western railroad for Correy, but learning
t here would be no accommodations at Correy,
of Gov
we laid over at Jamestown, the residence
Fenton fa very fine place.) Next morning we
went to

one

UUQKing.
When the

in

*f^met

revocation by
resolves wereseaiad up, beyond
sent forth to the people of the
and
body,
that
condemnation.
Sa»te for their approval or
Its labors, when summed up in a few words,
huudred and sevenwere, the passage of one

I wo negro women have been arrested in
the theft of “a bale of
confederate notes.

OHJtUSA it ASt> SEi.EVrtSly.

Hegiona.

Citt, Feb. 17, 1865.

Mb- Ediiob:—You as well as many of your
readers will uo doubt be not a little surprised to
read a letter from me dated at this place, yet I
am here, but assure you my stay will be short,
tor with all the flowing and pumping wealth
of tins
city, it is one of the most disagreeable places on earth.
But having seen the
I
feel
it would not be amiss to give you
sights,
and you readers some taint idea of the great oil

penMy labors la the pleasant avocation
close with
ning letters for your colnmus,
this number. “Othello’s occupation’s gone.”
The hammer of the Speaker came down with
admore force than was its wont -and that is

-m • ^

UU

Oil

Augusta, Feb. 27 tb, 1865.

PORTLAND.
■

Letter from the

Glimpses of the Oapitol.

I

«r*tred,That the said Admini .trat.ix give

by
?,b ,Al^lIr,L.re0""ntre,ted'
three weeks successively in
,1“^printed
State Press,
at Portiaud, that

notice to
the Mains
they may upConrt to be held at said Pori laud
lueeday of Mirth next, niton ottbw
oiock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any «htv
have, why tho same should not be allowed
JOHN A.
Judge.
■>.»»»*».
A trueoopy, Attest,
w3wP»
EUGENE
b«

.P®*'*t*Pr«'*t«
d,*tb* 'h^i

WATERMAN,

I

HUMPHREY. Rogjater.

CoDBTOF PBOBATiihald Bt Portland, withm
County Qt Cumberland, on tho third
lotsday of Feuinary, iu tho yoar of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-live,

ATA

B

"

P*

-LP

S*rau P. 1>« art

trx'°r of the estate of
“d™i',li
tt late oi p
said
r

w

Ccua.v, decea^d, having prede»»iid
*f

0i

iu

bi# fiia; account
administration of said esiatn for prc bsp:
^•flhc »«id Administrator give
by causing notice to
be published three weeks
suecossively iu the Mains
btatol ress,printed at Cortland,that
nicy may appear
held at said l'ortlaud,on the
Cuu?be
01
xt ,en 01 ‘he clock
uext>
?aroh
*n<l*how
if any
J they have.
the same

x!!tl^a^^0riere',,

fhirrfr-?ba,?i
}|?ihafcUe*day
!?t,t*>?ifW8noo“’
why
should not be

allowed.

JOUN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
8
A true oepy, attest,
»8wu»
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
of Probateheld at
Portland, wltiuT^a
A5.xCoort
for the County of Cuiuboriaud,
the third
on

day

Tues-

of
iu the year of our Lord eightFebruary,
* 1
hundred
and Hixty-flvu,
s CJ. ANbBI£W8.
Adminiit'rsfor of the e#tnte of W.PerWeib, late of
(l.i-lleid, i*
ooun y.dccea
sd.havmg preseaiedhlsipet:tin»|oi lioen-e lose i snd
convey oeriatu rsa-estate ot said
deoia.cd as do cued la caiti
petition, an advantageous ny having Hreu mad therelor
'fhet the saiiT Administrator
give
notiee to all persona interested,
by causing notice to
bhshed three weeks successively
in the Maine
State I res* priutod at
Portland, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland
*e" of the
next¥*S!‘
clock In the forenoon, and
show eause, if any tbev
have, why the same should not be sisnttd
JOUN A. WATERMAN.Judge.
*
s true
....
..
A
copy, attest.
wttwfl*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
ecu

Iit»>taSTIC FORTS.
NEW ORf.KAi.8—Ar 14th,
brig Stocktou, Uichboru. Bo,ton.
Ar loth, barqnoe Argean,
Lindacy, Boston: Marv
Ann, Pow 11, Pliiladulphia.
a'ry
“'owarf,
Dennison, Matanza*.
SI?
Cld 14th, brig* Caroline Eddy, Smith, Cleufue os:
Kith, brig Abby Thxxter, Wixoox, do; 16th barque
Fioroeco, Smi h, Boston.
FORI KK8S MONROE—Ar 23d, toll T C Uart ett
Ca d. Bath.

GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 24tb, brig Rush, Owens,*
New York.
Cld 24th, seh Susan. Sears. Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—A 24th inst, brig Maria Wheeler
Wheeler, James River; sch Christina. Richards fm
City Point; Harriet Baker, Webber. Now York
Ar 26th, barque Miudora, McLeod, Matau oras.
Cld 24th, Honest Abe. Con ary. Fort Fhher.
Ar 25 ht soh Uanuie Westbrook, Littlejohn, fiom
Portland
Cld 26th, brig J Leighton. Leighton. Boston.

**PU-nL«L>ELFIilA~Ar23d>
Merrill.
M&tanzas.

brig

Frank K Allen

AJso ar24tb, barque Tejuca, Herriman. from Port
Royal SC; brigs Fidelia, Stone, Pensacola; C V Williams, Thompson, Key West; Shibboleth, J ohm on,
Providence.
njiow. Darques
awnee.and iddi Kimball to load
eoa' a* Newcastle for fort ltoyal SC.
The licet before reported at Delaware Breakwater
left on Wednesday morning
Cld 24th. brigs Moses Day. Loud, for Otenftiegos;
Shibboleth. Jobuson, Providence; Orozimbo, PeasPortsmouth; sch Idaho, Weeeott, Boston.
Ar 23th, ship Lizsie Moses. Delano, Ini Liverpool
brigs Sitka, Brown, and Maine,-, Irom Trinidad;
Atalanta. Daw, Sagua; Omaha,-, ltn PensacolaRolereon, Crowell. Norfolk
Ar loth, barque Palo Alto. Wiley, Sa;ua;
brigs
S G A’ams. Holland. Pensacola; Win U nick mure
1
Bicltmore, Newbern NC
Below, barque Nettle Merrtiqan. from Key West
NEW YORK—Ar24tb, abip Horatio.
Palmer, im
Manila; (Jrig Uosotute, Peterson, Ponce PR.
ArKtb, ships Juliet Trundy, Gould. Im London;
Missouri. Hughes, Glasgow; ha-que Andaman,Otis
NewOrleaus; brigs Julia K AeM vy eg., fm lurks'
Islandt sanigon, Delano, ^alansas; A C Titoomb,
Titcomb, Cardenas; sch JdncttC. Saunders. Arroyo
Also ar 2»th, barque Lamplighter, Bahrs. lm Port
SC; sob Florence Rogers, Grant. Baltimore.
Royal
Old 24th. barque \Juion, Syarks. Clenftiogus
Below 26 h. barque Stlacia. Pslersou. from Amoy:
Pride Ot tbe Sea, Humphrey,from Messina; Hunter,
Yoik, Sagua.
Ar 26tb, brig Torrent, Packard, from Elizabethport tor Boalon.
Sid 24th, ship Edith Childs; brigs Susan Dunoan
A C Merriman; sob 1 L Suow, and others.
PROVIDENCE—Ar25lb. Wk superior, Paul, from

EHhi

tUn

*2"

eh^1nU.h°/',“aay°f

At a Court

ow

and for the

Puobatb held

County

of

at

PortlanaTwttkin

Cumberland,

on the th rd

luesdayof Kb-ourv, in the year of ear Lord,
L ^
eighteen hundred and sixty-flve
TOitJEliUOM MILLiKBN Exeoater of the
-T will and to tan entof Silas Harmon, latar'
borough in *aid County, deceit**} h*vir>tr 4 ”®*r’
petition for
-Ut.said deoeased as will
duD<1
and chargee of adminiauution.saT-ly1 hi.
It was Urdsreii, That the said K>
tl«e to all persona interested, by
"Hi
pabUshed three weeks succws.vel, ^ .l *°\.'0,b'’
State Press, printed at
Portland, ti

lieejt^o s^muJi?-

clock

lt the^ma^'i?8
-T P^an‘S;
inb,he fottn?fanJdYhohwDecV.,.e*,ueaUn °f,htb9

have, why the -me should
Atrite dopy,
w8wa*
KU*s«NE

att«JHN

A

So.VSM"'
WATERMAN,

Judge.
HUMPHREY. R,gi«,r.

County of Cumberland, ou the u i d Tuesd»y ?< *«b'aary to 4* yoar of our Lord eight,
ei*nt.
eeu hundred and sixty tire.

UANNAH

B.

WOOli/OttD,

Administratrix of

the estate of Betsey
Vmng late
to .aid canty, deoeas-d. h

01

Wustorrak

“fg prwwtTd h«r a»i
«donlym»ount ofadu.inish„foS
ofr.idestate^

ft wa. Ordered, That the said
AdminisHcdrix give
notice 10 all persons interested,
by causing n.tice to
be pubilsheo three weeks
to the Maine
State Press, printed at
Portland, that they mm,
•*» Probate Conrt to be held at said Port
°' *«”h next, at ten
oloek in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any tW
7
have, why the same should not be allowed.
JOHN A.
* Judga.
*
A true oopy,
Attest,
w3w9*
EUGENE

successively

P«Vk

0^

°nJbe.tU,1K<1 ,ruo,d“l'

WATERMAN,

feet sucoess.
HUMPHREY. Register
New York.
It is not a "Dya,’’and will not stain a particle. It
sch Abby Gale. MoDonald, irom ElizabethAt a Court of Proratr held at
%lqw,
will positively "UbstobbUbay ILAIS'Mn all oases
Portland, wtthto
porf.
and for the County of Cumberland, ou the
to its o-iginal color. It promotes a growth of new
third
fjjll
Murray
„*,k* Abby Gale, McDona’d. and Isis,
Tuesi4%y of February, in the year of opr Lord
ha:r in all cases on Bald Hoadi when the
or I Harding. EHzabethport; R B Pitts,
is the star of the company, but Miss
glands
Bishop, New
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
Bidwell
roots of the hair are not completely disorganized_
L. HIGGINS, U-ia.oia;i of Alice B
and several of the other performers are exceedIt prevents the hair from fallingolT, and removesall
Ar 26th. sch GrapeshoL Snow. Baltimore
Higgins, minor ohrld end heir r/Fzra L Figdandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp
**th'
late
of
ingly pleasant and successful actors Mrs. Mo
one remedy or single operation can remove it, bePortland in aaid oount«, deceased, havfine,
Cu,ler)
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly
hoalty.and Buakori
ing presented her petition ior license to ae)l and conDonald, in Irish characters, is almost a match cause effects can only be removed by an eradication gives it a glossy and beautiful appearance. It is
Hal1'
Wtat® 01
In"
miu0T> *• dwrihed in
highly perfumed, and as a dressing it has no superiof the cause from which they proceed; and as in
for Murray.
or. The
81d 24fh. sobs Bengal, l'inkham, fm Fall
Begenerator" is warranted to produce the
River fcr
It was Ordered That tha aald Guardian
the same effects arc produced by
deafhess
entirely above results iu air-eases, iriiot the money to be New York; .Sarah. iloJden. do lor do; Abby Gale. notice to all persons
glee
5y The editor of the Brunswick Telegraph
interested, by eausing notice u>
With it every "Gray Uoad” lu New Enghas discovered that “the coldest place out” is “a different causes, specifioes, whether in the shape of refunded.
FrovJdeucp; superior, bo published three weeks, successively,
in the Maine
I aul lm New York for
remedies or operations, are impositions and impos- land ean be restored in less than thirty days.
do.
State Press, printed at Portlaud, that
they may anseat near the transept door of Rev. Dr. Adams’
8oh ® K- Quuteu, Jameson, New York.
sibilities. These remarks are from observing frebe held at said Portland,
Price $1. per Bottle.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 24th. barque Acacia, (ol on
Pf*r,the third Tuesday of ‘0March
churob,” in that town, and we judge that when
m
at ten of the
next,
announcements
in
the
of
speciflces
papers
quent
Harpuwel)) Pinkham, from Bonaire Jau 19 for Bo*- cloek in the forenoon, and show
cause, it any they
he occupies that seat, some persons who do not such as ear-oils, electric-oils, acoustic-oils, Ac.,
TEBBETTS BBOTHEBS,
ton; brig H S Emery, Flit* CardenrB 14th for PortAc.,
have,
the
same should not be granted
why
land; J P Ellico’.t, Bray, Sagua 14th ult tor Boat-on.
John a. Waterman, Judge.
have doors to their own houses, or having do not and also of “new discoveries’, or “new modes of Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester, (see
*
disasters); ecbs Addie P 8 impaoq, .st:mp«»on,
A true copy, Attest,
treatment for deafness.” A surgeon may, through
New York for Salem; Shooting S ar, Marsha'I, trcra
use them, are in the habit of
N. H
w3w9«
leaving the door
GKORGB
O
win
EUGENEHUMPHRET.
GOOD
38
Register..
f
CO.,
close
for
Uanovar
Revlon;
Georgie
study,
Deering, Willard
observation, large experience, or, favorElizabethpprt
open and thus exposing him to the drait.
street, Boston, General Wholesale Agents.
We ed
Philadelphia for Portland; J D King McGregor, fm At a Court of Probate belu at
by accident, be enabled to improve, perfect, or
W. W
Whipplb, Ageut for Portland, Maine
New York for Calais; Catawamtcak, Micks, im do
Portland, within and
hope our contemporary will not let the severe even discover a method of
7
a
2eod
4m*
County 01 Cumberland, ou the thlm Tuevjau
for Por land.
treating particular discdld keep him from church, for he will
* 7"r01 °Ur L°rd
Ar
§ch
2fith,
Fletcher,
of
the
Mary
ease
but
he
must
indeed
be
Tendletcn.
Elizabcthprobably
ear;
possessed of a
hnndred andaixty-five
receive full compensation if the creed of that inport for Kant port
DB. WADSWOETH’S «DBV UP” isaoertain
most peculiar inventive gepi»s who lips discovered a
/"THAULkB ROGERS, Guardi’n of Charles »
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 25th, sch Sarah Wooster
for
Catarrh.
There
is
stitution is to be relied on.
no
remedy
mode
of
mistake
York.
new
treatment for Deafness for in that case
BBd helr ®* George Pasty,
about
Lord, New
lato of
tu 8
1 ho -Dry Up
has cured thousands o
1'Bld Conuly, deceased, having
BOSTON—Ar 25th, barque T»l*ver», Merrithow,
cases,
iyAs the legislative session has drawn to a lie must have discovered a new mode of treating all the and the sale of the article is constantly
Curacoa; sch Joseph. Cobh, Cutler.
petition fbr license to sell and convev
7 increasing
®
^“
t,g
the
diseases
A
word
wine
is
the
various
ear which result in the loss of
tufflciEnt.
oertain real estate of said
of
Ar 25tb, brigs C B Allen, Gray. Belize; Katahdin
close the letters of our correspondent
j
minor, as described in said
“Pelham”
*•
“ adTB“ BKe0“* offir having been nudo
Saunders, Havana 20th nit for Portland.
hearing.
will be discontinued, at any rate from the
Below,
Cathedral,
from
ship
Melchtr,
Calcutta
capiAnnouncements like those to which we have called
It was Ordered, That the said Guardian
Ar 27th, ship Cathedral, Meloher, Calcutta;
tal. We have no doubt his letters have
grvw
baroue
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
proved attention may safely be taken as an evidence of the
*r~l 1 yon arein want ol any kind o t PBINTING
Muneynlek, Smith, from New Orleans; ech bashing
**
as interesting to others, as
he
Wave.
they have to ourself. ignorance of the party from which they emanate, all at the HailvPress Office.
published three weeks successively in the Main#
Conary, Camden.
ti
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may %r
Cld 27th, b hip Cbtefq.n, (new) Thomas
For the information of such as may be
McGuire
curious in I of the pathology of the ear and the causes of DeafSan tranyisco; brig Aroostook. Lord Norfolk
pear at a Probate Court to bo held at said Portia* *T
such matters, we will state that “Pelham”
on the third
ness, or a desire to deceive the unsuspecting public.
NEWbOrYPORT—Sailed 24th, brigK Vincennes
is the
Tuesday of March next, at ten of :J“*
oe“**1
Boston Stock List.
clock In the forenoon, and show cause, if auT .J~®
Hodgdon, for Philadelphia.
norn deplume of Hon. Chables
The Rational Treatment of Deafuese.
J lDe/
have why the same should not be granted.
Holden, of the
Sal* at th* Bbokbbb' Boabd, Feb 27.
Executive Council, who has had long
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
FOREIGN PORTS.
To treat deafness successfully, the first and most
2,000 Atnerioan Gold.1993
experience
uage.
attest,
A
true
copy,
in journalizing, and who wields one of
7.600 .do. 1993
“*• C»'k«T.
necessary step is to ascertain the cause which produces
the readEUGENE HUMPHREY. B
W8w9*
2.000 .do.. 60 197
iest, raciest, and most reliable pens in the it, and for that purpose the Ear has to be personally inb"q"° S"Uy Bonsai. X.e.y.
10.000 .do.a 60 199
spected and carefully examined, so that the remedies
State.
1.000 .do.20u
** iD8*' bri* J*8TAbb°“. »»•
27.600 U 8 Coupon Sixes (1881)..
110)
may be directed to the effected part, on the same prinbim.elfthe tru»Wt AJ
tw A Biddeford paper repeats the
‘»*«u
6.000
.do (registered)..110?
puerile ciples on which every other disease is treated. Besides
Sid Id Inst, bri* Valenoia. Small.
°a“
Mausanilla
statement about the monopoly in the
4.000 United States Ten-Forties.......102j
.TAMES w RoBir.SOV
manufac- constitutional treatment, in a majority of aurul dis8Cb AUce’
11 000 .do.
1021
ot^ee.tor
ture of printing paper, when the
tb»
2.600 United States Currenoy 7 3-10ths,....... 99$
r of Cumberland,
business is eases, we have the additional advantage of making
“d “ «"> l»w
for
85.000 United States 5-20’s.Ill
open to the free competition of every man who
‘">",i»b^rqno R,b*. Drisho.
dlrenU;*
local applications with decided benefit.
D-is
600 .do (old).Ill
Eepub!io’
can command a moderate
In diseases of the External Ear, remedial agents
86 000 .do (new).1101
capital, when it is noB Ay®»G Carr, ?m
into the auditory oan&l, by ooming Into direct
600 .do.lluj
torious that no general combination
rh8rt•»>‘o
exists put
200 .do (small).
DO)
with the diseased surface, will be found useSid l»th. barques Hanson
_do (Coupons off).1031
among the paper makers, and when paper is ac- contact
HOOO
Gregory. Gregory, and
°f
■:oNWinslow, Swett. Boston: brig H B Emory. Bradford
In affections of the middle ear, where the mem10 Eastern Ballroad.101 j
for Holmes’ Hole for orders.
tually as cheap as any manufactured article in ful.
1 Boston and Heine Koilroad.118
brana-tympani is not perforated or lost, applioa*
Ar at. Havana 19th,
Western Railroad.140
the market, and cheaper than apples,
18
barque Either. Prince. Porttions to the external ear are not only useless but
land ; 20th, brig Geo Burnham. Mountfort, do.
potatoes
**I®® Public ootloe to
4.000 Massachusetts State Sixes (1876).119)
*Bd
Sid 18th, brig “Birdee,” ror Portland.
beef, pork, butter, cheese, fuel, or almost would prove injurious! the ouly means of
taken upon
Maine
State
Six*s(1889). 96
2.000
reaohlng
Wl,h
1.000 Vermont State Sixes. 96
any article of ordinary consumption.
the tympanum is through the eustachian tube.
The
By
Eastern
SPOKEN.
Railroad
Sixes (18741. 991
3.000
the experienced Aurlst can introduce
world will net
Jan 26, off Cape St
66 Vermont and Uusaat-achusetts KB.40
Koque, ship Otago, from Boston
stop to allow our Biddeford this channel
of Cumber,
for Melbourne
and medicated vapors, such as
friend to outrun it, and he may as
boncl « th« >»w direct.,
maybe
.lau 2tf. at 87 IQ, ion eg 40, wai seen a barque showwell realize air, gases, the
be
i**.*."*
who
into
are
particnlar case,
the Middle
iweon.
ing a whtte flag with L D in it, bound East
indebted
the fact first as last.
ta the ..id
miniature almanac
The commercial law of required by
®*ta,e. to make immediate
reb 1, off East
payment
Ear, and bring the diseased mucus membrane to a
Cape of St Domingo, was seen ach
tb<M» who have any demand, theredemand and supply can alone settle the
Tuesday.February 88.
nn'V o exhibit
i.ivi'J'ithe
Me ring East
value of healthy state. Local applications should never be
Mine for settlement to
Sun rises.0.37 | Length nf days.11.12
b lb 7, lat 88 86 Ion 6117, waa seen a barque chowany article.
H4KTLl.Tr A. MEKBK L
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The fallo wing regulations will bo rigidly observed
the Proprietors ot the Press;
1. No papers will be delivered by Carriers ezoept
to those who have subscribed at the office.
2. No Carrier will be allowed to sell papers on his
route, or to collect money from subscribers.
3. Carriers found guilty of violating the foregoing
rules they will be llsoh&rged.

XXXVIII CONGRESS-Second Session.

Washington, Feb. 27.
The Richmond Despatch ol Saturday say3
unbroken quiet reigns along the line on the
north side of the James river.
The enemy concentrated in a new positron,
on Hatcher’s Run, during Tuesday and Wedgrown
nesday, but nothing ofconseqeence has of
our
out of it.
They captured a portion
picket liue in the vicinity Tuesday night, but
next
the
morning.
the lino was re-established
An affair occurred last week in the vicinity
250
men
bslougiug
of Burwell’s Bay, in which
to the naval brigade were deiealed by a small
under
Lieutenant
scouts,
force of Confederate
Shadbourue, assisted by a party of the indeThe enemy had been
pendent signal corps.aud
capture a secret exsent out to intercept
known to have been dispatched in
pedition,

that direction, recently, by our government.—
While resting at Burwell’s bay, they were
“Josh Billing’s” Lecture.—It will be
attacked by the scouts and signal
noticed by advertisement that “Josh Billings," 1 vigorously who
eventually succeeded in killcorps men,
whoso humorous productions have been pubing and wounding a number, and putting the
to
One
hundred and sixty dead
lished far and wide, is to give his celebrated rest
flight.
lecture on “Putty and Varnish” in the City bodies were subsequently found; sixty lying
in the
leading to Smithfleld, and
Hall tc-morrow evening for theljenefit of the ten in roadside,
the place where they died of their
Maine Camp Hospital Association.
WOUllUS.
The following was received
The real name of the author Is Henry W.
yesterday
Head Quarters. Feb. 24—To Hon. John C.
Shaw of Poughkeepsie, New York. He is
oi
Breckenndge,
War:—Gen.
Secretary
Echols
pronounced to be one of the most promising reports that a detachment of
Vaughan’s cavhumorists in the country, and this lecture,
alry struck the railroad beyond Kuoxville at
Sweetwater and Athens, capturing the garwherever it has been delivered, has been
risons at both places. A company ol the 20th
spoken of by the press as a melange of sense Ohio
with horses and equipments, were
and nonsense that kept the audience highly taken.regt.,
amused tor the space of an hour. It is said to
r. e. Lee.
(Signed)
The last of the Confederate forces left
be “racy, risible, rollicking, funny, fanciful,
fantastic, full of queer conceits, unique ex- Charleston during Friday night, and the next
beday the federals entered. Three
pressions, eccentric thoughts, without system longing to the Confederate navy gunboats
went up the
or method, yet poiuted and satirical.”
People Cooper River. Nearly all the government
stores in the city were brought away, and the
in these times like a good, hearty laugh, and
in the place burnt.
they will enjoy it by attending “Josh Billing’s” cotton
There seems to have been some tolerable
lecture.
heavy skirmishing but no general fighting, beTiie Mysterious Disappearance.—Up fore our forces evacuated Columbia. The
South Carolina Railroad Depot took fire from
to a tale hour last night, no clue bad been oba Yaukee shell, and some ammunition extained to the disappearance of Mr. K. L. Rob- ploded, killing two or .three persons, and
inson, though the police officers and the con- wounding six.
We learn that the Yankee ra’ding party
nections and friends of Mr. R. have been unwho were advancing on the Weldon railroad,
ceasingly at work to fathom, if possibly, the have returned to Wilmington. We are unable to obtain the amount of damages done.
mystery in which the affair is shrouded.
There is not the slightest grouud of truth in
Union Prisoners Liberated at Wilmington—
the stories which were circulated yesterday,
Their

that lie had been seen in this

city, Saccarappa
Friday night.

A Soldieb’s King.—One of the New York,
Volnuteers came home last summer to New
YorkStite, ami brought with him a silver
ring engraved on it J. F. Knight, Portland,
He. Co. K, 16th N. H. V.” The ring was
taken from toe huger of a soldier who was
wounded aud soon after died in Hospital at
New Orleans. His friends can have the ring
and

by sending envelope

pottage stamp to
Knight, Sand Bank
Pott Office, Oswego County, New York.
Hiss Henrietta

Messrs. Duprez & Green’s Minstrels
and Brass Band will give two entertainments

city this week, at Deering Hall, on
Thursday and Friday evening. The merits of
In this

this company are well known to oar coinmu
nity. They have always drawn full houses,
and have always given satislaction.
They
will be greeted on the evenings above named
by their hosts of friends in tl is city.

Ho fjb Saccabappa.—Prof. Robinson’s
boat sleigh and an extra will leave the head
of Preble Street at quarter past 6 o’elock this
(Tuesday) evening to convey an inTited party
to a Temperance Meeting at Warren’s Hail in
Saccrappa. Seats obtained on application to
Mr. Tborndiko at the office oi the “Old Oaken
Bucket” before noon.

feed them, but the food was taken away by the
officer in charge. They presented a most
sickening spectacle, many of them having having been rendered idiotic and forgotten their

own names.

Richmond

ning, at Congress
ted, and only a

commence

The ticket*

Hail.

few remain

this eveare

uusotd,

limi-

in the

These assemblies
have always been very popular—none have
been more orderly conducted, and few better

hands of the committee.

patronized.
The general committee of Chestnut Street
Chui ch Levee, hereby tender their thanks to
the Mayor for the gratutious use of the City
Hall; to those who kindly loaned us their
flags; and to ail others who assisted in any
way towards making our Levee so complete a
Per order committee,
success.
W. T. S. Bice, Secretary,
Theatuk.—The Irish drama of “Peep o’
Day* attracted a large audience last evening,

t*nd

play

the

repeated to-night.

will be

In

order to make all the necessary arrangements
for bringing out “Streets in New York” in a
proper manner, with new scenery, the company will give up the hall on Thursday and

Friday evenings

for other purposes.

Special Notice.—Poi Hand Council No. 1

U. L. of A., will hold their next regular

ing

meet-

at

Wednesday (to-morrow) evening,
A large attendance is earnestly requested as business of
importance will come before the meeting.
on

7 12 o’clock, at the usual place.

Per order.

Kkcsuitisu.—Sixteen substitutes and recruits were eulisted yesterday at the office of
the Provost Marshal. They were credited as
follows:—Portland 0, Harps well 2, Hollis 2,
Newfield 1, North Yarmouth 2, Limington 4,
Buxton 2.
The best hotels

use

Burnett’s

Flavoring

Extracts.

Complimentary.—The Pictou Chronicle
of

date, referring to the approaching
inauguration of President Lincoln, and the
possible changes in the subordinate officers of
a

recent

the Govern ment, says:
“We sincerly hope, as we believe, that there
will be uo ettauge in the Consulate at this
port. Major Norton has been with us for
nearly sixteen years, and faithfully aud ably has
he discharged the various duties incumbent on
him, as the representative of the United States.
And amid ail the troubles aud perplexities
of his position, he has from the flriug of the
first gun at Fort Sucntjr, been true to the
flag of the Union, and we question if a man
can be found, either in or out of the United
States, whose loyalty has been more conspicuous and sincere.
Well do we remember when the report of that
gun was heard of in Nova Scotia, the remark
made by Major Norton, the Consul, that it
was the death knell of
slavery, and that the
States would ultimately be united more
strongly aud firmly than ever.
During his long residence in our midst, he
lias by his genial maimers, his kindness to the
poor, and the deep interest he has always
evinced in our varied enterprises, endeared
himsell to oar entire population. May he
long be spared to us.”

Major
a

native of this

beth.
Musioai,.

brought

M. Strakosch has recently
two artists, Mdlle. Helene de

—

over

Wehli, who made their
first appearance at Niblos, a short time since.
Helene is a beautiful woman and plays the violincello with great taste and skill, a id Wehli
touches the piano with remarkable power.—
Their debuL was successful, and the probability is that they will have a “sensation season,”
and then give place to some other stars in the
Katow and James M.

musical firmament.
Lady’s Fkiend.—We are Indebted to the
Messrs. Deacon &
Peterson, lor
the March number of this comparatively new

publishers,

deservedly popular magazine. The steel
engravings, colored fashion plates and general
appearance of the work are fine, and the contents are rich and varied. Published in PhilPrice $2.60, or two
adelphia.
copies for
ft.00.

but

They
very boastful
overwhelming defeat to
are

Richmond papers are very indignant at the
failure of the bill to put slaves into the army
and the Gulf States are charged with abandoning the cause.
The Raleigh Confederate says the people of

Wilmington had 15,000 bales
away, waiting the arrival

of cottou hidden
of the Federal

forces.

Kirby Smith's Army Refuses to come East.
New Yobk, Feb. 27.
Advices from New Orleans state that Kirby
Smith’s army still refuses to cross to the east
side of the Mississippi. Two atteay>ts have
been made to move the men, and it is thought

that a third attempt will result in open mutiny.
All the Union prisoners at Camp Ford, Texas,
have been exchanged.
Capture of

a

Blockade Runner,

New Yoek, Feb. 27.
By steamship Memphis, from Charleston

Bar on the 21st, arriving here yesterday, we
learr. the new blockade runner steamship Deer,
with a cargo of liquors, was captured in the
harbor on the night of the 13th inst., while
running up towards the city, her officers being ignorant of the change iu affairs there.
Fire in Lowell.

Lowell, Feb. 27.

At 11 o’clock last night the Merrimac House
owned and occupied by Henry Emery, look
fire, which destroyed all the inside of the ell
part, and the main house and furniture were

badly damaged by water; loss about $15,000,
probably covered by insurance.
Offers

to Garrison Southern Forts Declined.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 27. <•
Got. Fenton to-day received a dispatch de
dining the offer of ten militia regiments to
garrison the Forts at Savannah, Charleston,
and Wilmington for 100 days. The offer was
refen ed to Gen. Grant who declined, and the
Secretary ot War concurred in his decision.
Arguelle* Sentenced.
New Yokk, Feb. 27.
By steamer Havana, we have Havana dates
of tire 23 i. They contain no news from Mexico.
Arguelles has received his sentence which
is eight years jn the prison gang. He was
sent from the Uuited States by Mr. Seward.

The OpeniDs; of Parliament.
Koyal speeches on (he opening of the British Parliament are generally more formal
than instructive, but the debates on the addresses are more significant and better show
the state cf public sentiment, at least so far
The Queen
as the Government is concerned.
barely alluded to our struggle, and hoped it
would soon end. We thank her Majesty for
that, We hope so too, and think we have
good and substantial reasons for such a hope.
Almost every speaker, espeaialjy in the House
of Lords, alluded to the scheme of British
American union or confederation, and not
one—Ministerialist or Oppositionist—opposed
the plan which is now agitating tho public
mind of Canada.
But what interests us most are the relations
of these Provinces and of the Empire with
The general tone of the
our Government.
speeches uttered on the occasion, touching
our affairs, with the exception, perhaps, of

Derby, is satisfactory to us. True,
policy toward Canada was by some noble
Lords considered unfair, but Earl Bussell and
nearly all the other speakers made every al-

the Earl of
our

lowance for the irritation which we have experienced from the raids and other causes. In
looking over their debates on the addres of
the Queen, we fail to find any evidence that
John Bull will do auj thing so provoke a war
with this country, or to secure the IndependHowever some of the
ence of the South.
aristocrats may feel on this subject, they have
not the power to persuade the British Government or the British people to do anything
to

provoke a

war

with the United States.

Benj. H.

Norton, above referred
city, and resided here
during the early part of his life. During the
Taylor campaign in 1848, he published and
edited a prominent political paper in Boston,
and when appointed to his present position—
under the administration he helped to bring
into power—he hailed from Massachusetts.
He has a daughter residing in Cape Elizato, is

Prom the South.
New Yobk, Feb. 27.
papers are still silent as to Sher-

man’s whereabouts.
in tone and prophecy
his army.

Social Assemblies.—The Assemblies of

the Spiritual Association

Inhuman Treatment.
New Yoke, Feb. 27.

The Herald’s Wilmington correspondence
says a large number of Union prisoners were
released by the capture ol the place they were
confined in, Camp Lamb about one ihiie from
the city.
Their treatment was of the most
brutal character, and for three days preceding
the evacuation they had not received a mouthful to eat. The citizens had endeavored to

Harie

Fortifications in Maine,
The appropriation bill for fortifications,
which has passed the Senate, despite the efforts of the finance committee of that body to
cut it down,contains the following appropriations for the fortifications of this State, to
wit:
Fort

Knox, Fort Popham, atrd Fort Georeach, and

ges, seventy five thousand dollars
Fort Scammell fifty thousand. It

contains
appropriations of fifty thousand for Fort McClary.and twenty-five thousand for Fort Constitution.both to guard the entrance to Portsmontii harbor.
Gkx. K. E. Lkk.—-This General Is now the
order No.

cynosure of all rebel eyes.
HU
is” contains a strong%nd pathetic
army and the

appeal

to his

people, aud shows the narrow
straits Into which the rebellion has been drivThe closing part of this order speaks
en.
volumes and betrays his fears that the courage and power of the Southern people are
“oozing out.” The following Is what he says:
“The advantages of the enemy will have
but little value, if we do not permit them to
impair our resolution. Let us then oppose
constancy to adversity, jortitude to suffering,
and courage to danger, wilh the firm assurance
that Ho who gave freedom to our fathers will
bless the efforts of their children to preserve

it.”
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Washngton, Feb. 27

SENATE.

A communication was
received from the
of War,
declining to lurniah themlOrmation called .eras to the
nurnW

Secretary

bUte0“ ““

oZ Present
Mr.

Lane,

troops

CiU,a

of

committee on

Kansas, reprrted from the
Agriculturel, a bill to protect
^e'DS decoyed into the army

andnavy1*8^rom
rvir

,.90 UUon to authorize
a

7?^ ^owef,» for
ezo,000 was taken

naval

a

contract with
to cost

picture

up and discussed.
Mr. Suihner offered a
proviso that the picture should be
put up in the National capital,
and represent a
victory of the American people
over their own fellow-citizens.
The subject went over owing to the expiration of the morning hour.
A motion to postpone the Louisiana
ques-

tion, aud take up the tax bill
24, nays 11.

prevailed—veas

Mr. Davis moved its indefinite postponment,

and upon this motion made a lengthy speech
upon the conduct of the administration in regard to affairs in Kentucky.
The Senate here took a recess until seven

o’clock.

EVENING

The tax bill

SESSION.

considered, the motion of
Mr. Davis to postpone it indefinitely having
been rejected.
was

Mr. Sherman from the committee on Fisaid that owing to the late
period at
which the bill was received from the
House,
the committee urged the Senate to pass
upon
tho numerous provisions of the bill, rather
than discuss them. They report the House
bill with several amendments.
Mr. Sherman spoke at length upon the
financial question.
M.r. onermau argued that we have
passed
the resource of borrowing as far as is expedient, thatjwe date not extend it, except for the
highest object of national existence. Every
dictate of policy, every sentiment of
patriotism demanded that the largest taxatiou now
be fearlessly assessed, and impartially collected. The same general principle must be
applied to tariff as to excise laws, as oar inwas
now
dustry
sufficiently protected by the
necessity of custom duties in gold, And we
were in no condition to protect commerce
from competition, because our vessels were
the prey of British pirates. Our immediate
want was revenue payable in
gold. We could
not forego that revenue without
destroying
our National credit.
Our tariff laws must
then be framed solely with a view to revenue
the whole duty, modify the present
duties,
when such a course would increase the
revenue.
The true principle is to frame the
tariff laws so as to produce the greatest
revenue from the least importations.
When the war ceases, the English rule should
apply of levying the requisite duties on the
fewest articles with a vtew to increase commerce and foster industry.
He believed if the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue and his
subordinates did their duty, three hundred
millions would be raised during the calendar
year, and thus give an ample base of public
credit, which would rapidly reduce the present debt.
If the war Bhould close this year our system
of finance would soon enable us to commence
the redaction of the debt.
Mr. Sumner opposed any tax on books, and
moved to Btrike out the clause in the bill of
last year taxing books, magazines and other
printed matter. After debate it was rejected
—5 against 12.

The amendment of the Finance committee
exempt magazines from the book tax of live
per cent, was rejected—12 to 20.
The Finance committee amendment not to
exempt bibles, testaments and common school

books from taxation was

adopted. Adjourned.

HOUSE.

A bill was reported

amendatory of the act
imports. It was made a
this evening.
The amendments of the Senate
reducing
in
appropriations the fortification bill one halt,

imposing duties
special order for

on

concurred in.
The amendments to the legislative bill were
taken up.
The House voted on the Senate amendment
to add the delficiecty bill to the one under
consideration and disagreed to it—54 against
75; because the Senate bad omitted the appropriation to pay extra compensation to employees of the House. The bill thus far goes
back to the Senate.
were

Tin amendatory enrollment bill was then
taken up. The pending section was that which

penalty lor desertion by disfranchising deserters who do not return in sixincreases the

ty days.
Mr. Townsend moved to strike out the section, Negatived alter debate.
At this point Mr. Morrill reported on the
dieagieeing amendment to the Navy Appropription bill, and it was passed.
Mr. Chandler offered anew seqtion to the
Enrollment bill, repealing so much of all bills
as authorized the President to raise troops by
conscription. Rejected—27 against 88.
Some other amendments of no particular interest. were made, when the bill having been
perfected, Mr Schenck moved the previous

queet.iop.
Mr. Mallory

moved to table the bill.

tived.

Assigned

From

EVENING

missary

rebels.
The House in Committee of the Whole, considered the six hundred million loan bill.
Mr Stevens offered his substitute, viz: to
borrow the money at a rate of interest not exceeding eight per ceDt. The bill and Mr.
Steyeus’substitute were printed several days
ago.
Mr. Hooper explained the bill.
Fernando Wood Bpoke ol the erroneous
financial policy of the government and the
corruption and frauds of government officers.
Instead of relying on loans he advocated the
taking advantage ol oar mineral lands for revenue, and expressed himself in favor of levying export duties.
Mr. Hooper reported an amendment from
the committee on Ways and Means, providing
that the act of June, 1865, shall be so construed as to authorize the issue of any description of bonds authorized by this act, and that

any Treasury notes or other obligation under
any act may be converted into any description
of bopd. This was agreed to.
Mr. Wilson offered an amendment to tbe
first section of the bill to borrow one hundred
millions at a rate of interest not exceeding
7-3 10 per cent.
On motion of Mr. Morrill the first section
was amended so that for the $600,000,000 the
Secretary of the Treasury shall issue bonds
and Treasury notes instead of bonds and other
obligations. At 11 o’clock the committe rose
and the House, without coming to a conclusion on the subject, adjourned.
_
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United States 2-20 registered.110}
closed at Gallager’s Evening Fxohauge at

^Cold

Kentucky.

Louisville, Ky., Feb.

26.
The Vice President elect arrived here this

evening.
The Chattanooga Gazette of the 23d says
Bridgeport was almost entirely destroyed by
fire last Tuesday night.
Gtn. Palmer has just issued orders promising military protection to all desertsrs from
rebel armies who register themselves as renouncing all connection with the rebel government, and threatening guerrillas or otherwise as circumstance of each case may demand.
The Journal, speaking of Lee’s army editorially, says: We have reason to say the rebels are expected very soon to startle the whole
country and astonish the world. No matter
what our lesson may be, it is a good one.
Gens. Granger and Hobson arrived here to-

night.

Gen. Burbridge has been directed to report
to Gen. Thomas for service in the field.
A report from Frankfort says there are
about 6000 rebels in the
of Mount

Sterling.

vicinity

JOHN

lukey,

Published

w3w9*

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland within
aud for the County of Cumberland, on the ih rd
Tuesday of F bruary, in the year of our Lord

eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
W. MITCHELL, Guardian of Jacob
H. Mitchell, minor heir of E!e mor
Mitchell, late
01

CHARLES
Yarmouth,

deceased, haviBg presented his second
account of guardianship Oi'suia minor fur probate:
It was Ordered, That the said Guardian
give
notice to all persons interested,
by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press,printed at Portland,that
they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
the third Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
w3w9*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

At a Court ol Probate held at Portland within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-live,
N. WOOD, widow of John M. Wood,
late of Portiend in said County, deceased, having presented her petition that a m nitration, with
tho will annexed, on the estate of said deceased, in
this .State, may be granted to some suitable
person,
the execu'ors named in the last will and testament
of said le-tator, having severally declined that trust
within this Slate,
It was Ordered, That the said Petitioner
give
notioo to all persons interested,
by causing notice to
bo published three weeks
successively iu the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland
on the t-ifd Tuesday of .Wsroh
next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,

HARRIET

W3w8*

EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

subscriber hereby givespublic notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
takou upon himself the trust of Executor of the
last will and testament of

THE

Hannah Tavloh,

Into of Portland, in the

County

of

CumberlanJ,

de-

ceased, by giving bond as tho law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the
said deceased's estate to make immediate payment;
and those who have any demands thereon to exhibit
tho same for settlement to
GEORGE

PoarLAHD, Feb 1, 1885.

EDWARD TAYLOR.
w3w9«

m HE Bubsoriber hereby gives publio notice to all
■ concerned, that she has been
duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix oi
the estate of

Nahuh Litti.kpikld,
late of Portland, in the county ol Cumberland,
deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; she
therefore requosts all persons who are indebted to
the said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment; and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to
AUGU TA H. LITTLEFIELD.
Portland, Feb'y 21, 1885.
w3«9*
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NEW

KID

GLOVESj

OPENED THIS WEEK,
D02. of nice Kids, plain and stitched back,

in desirable
the

colors, which

wo

shall

present at 81 60 per pair,
154

Feby 26,1866 —diw

Middle,

retail for

Glove Store*
of Cross St.

comer

SPRING HATS
CAPS,
Now ready, at

Shaw’s,
Feb 25^-isd4w

136 Middle St.

__•

A

PARTNER

light and p ofltablo business, capab'e of being
largely increased.
Re:erenco4 excharged.
Address P. u Box 1711, Porrlaml.
feb25dlw*

IN

ft

Portland Petroleum Office,
ON

LIME STREET,

First Door North of Post Office Entrance.
mHE subscriber is preoared to sell Petroleum Oil
X Stocks in some of We Best Cmpaniet t* New
hnglana, and will purchase end furnish stock on
the moat tavorable terms, in the inoBt desirable 0 cm
pastes n Bos on, Near York and Philadelphia.
mr borne of these Companies offjr super.or inducements.
JOHN c. P&OUTER.
Feb23—d&w3w
1.

W.

SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
PU>VR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally,
particular attention given to shipping by
quickest
and cheapest routes.
Xo. 1B9 South Water St.,
P.

O. B-x4Tl.

Illinois.
m

8. G.

Bewd'ear & Co: Mayn*
ara a &ons; H. & W.
Cbickering; c. H. Cumm'n^
& Co; Chas. H. btone; liallett, Davis 8c Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon, Esq, President Newton National Bank,
Newton,Mats; C. B Coffin,Esq. w.Y City fel28dly

lOHW

F.AIVDERSON,
and Civil Engineer,

Surveyor

OFFICE, OODMAN BLOCK,
d&irn

Tmmplb Stbubt

Pork and Lard

These Bonds

ary now worth
apremium of nine per
inoluding gold interest tram November, which
makes the actual profit on the 7-30
loan, at current
rates, including {interest, alout tea per cent,
per

scum, besides its exemption from Mate and municipal tr-zation, whioh adds from one to three per
cent, more, according to the rate levied on
other
coupons attached to each note, whi. h may be cut off
sold to any bank or banker.

and

interest amounts to

me

One cent per day
'Two cents
Ten

a

••

ao
$1

“

«

Ouly

Loan

that Us

People.

will

T

!

8JO REWARD,
between the foot of Chestnut St.
ftn
Umtf d btat.s Hotel, a leather
pocket-book,
containiutf a small amount of money an ’, the dincharge papers of a returned soldier
Whoever will
return it to Henrv L!hy No. 13 *• 15 Warren Market,
sha lrecdve theabove reward.
»feb24dlw

SOMEWHEKE

Siiitce.

LOAN.

lers ana Cooking Apparatus whioh ho will loan m
reasonab e terms, so that these wl -hing for the same,
wi I save expense of Trucking, Backing, Help fro.
Apdlyattho Fat ng House Nos 13* 15 I'nmple

500

Floor>Managers-W

Jtt. C. M. A.

•'

6,000
110 W

^ey

caa

AS^UMf.'

°f

due in

are

Library Boom, on Thursday Evening,
2d, at 7j o’clock.

▼
A tull

F<,burary'1866;

years
Y,2: on

and

a

lebZidtl

7^'

,‘,0t uu:cs?

y°u

hVJ^n^

Secretary.

LAMB &

QUINLIN,

half

16th

TCCe,wba#k “y

won

March

attondonce is requested as business of importance will be brought be tore the Association
STEPHEN MAB8H,

Uoveriim-nt pw

two

meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic's Association, will be held in the.

0‘>*

it be collected?

v«r,—they

A stated

sa

1,6

~ihv CouPi
or Interest Tickets are due
15th ol *e iruary, and ?8
15th ot August iu each
year
and can be out off trom rhe
note, and will be cash d

Sf SfSSK.smu'*tUe
J\'LTer£?r'VUen
Ans

by Raymond.

All persons wishing to learn
Fancy Dancing, will
meet at Mechanics' Hall, WodnesdayEveniiig Marl,
at 7 o'clock. No extra
charge.
II Coxley, M T Dunn, E S
Wormed, J V Colley, W W Weeks.
Tioktts can be had of the Managers and at the door.
Assemblies oommenoe at 8i o’olock.
fcblhtf

Auswer.-They are for sa'e, at par, and ajerued
inarist, by all bub-lreasuries. National and other
Banks, aud all Backers a d Brokers.
3d Question.—When is the interest
payable and
bow
caa

7th.

«*

i,0jo

~~"riien a°d

t^uedi11

of GCMISSIGN

«>

MERCHANTS,

I¥o. 57 Sooth laii

yonjsalf pr fer to

ST. LOUIS

St.,

MO.

Particular attention given to the purchase of
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Orders solic-

November,
they

are, to
worth

lrom 1st

of

are

no

mere

>ou I “tea right to
fh&r
than .eIld"a"ni1*'
this prcmlnm added to the
they now are, w£cu

uef

inl«t^ta‘tteTS^r,er adTanU*eiMht'e

in

tie Government oollects,
by laxes.interna1 revenue, and duties o
imports, lully three
hundred millions each y<ar. This is
neariy three
amts asmuoh as is ueelod o
pay the interest on all
thi debt ana as too a as the war s
ended, the amount
1 ay th*iu^roat will be used iu paving
off the debt,
ur iTovtnimtnt hat twice
paid off
all her debt, and enn
easily do so agam. 1 he interest l* sure Si be pa d
promptly, andthe debt itsftfjs
tbe very safes; inv stment in the world. It is
as
site as a mortgage on a
goo 1 form, and pays a better
inter st. It» in tact, a Firtt Mort
ige on a.l lands,
allhuc-imes, all rtilroad and cmal bonds, bank or
other stocks mortgag. s, &o., &c.
Nothing can be sifer. for we are all bound fo- it,
and ail that we have is held and
firmly *onnd for the
payment of pnncUa and interest. How ioolish
those people are. who
keep idle, and looked np, their
golo and greenbacks, or purchase mcra.oj cr railxoad stocks and bonds, which
pay only 5 or 6 per
cent insetest, when the e Seven-Thirties
pay (count*
mg (he premiums on Five-Twenties,) over ten per
cent., and much safer wnd surer.
9th Que8.son.—How
many Seven-1 hirties are
there and how much remains unsold.
Answer —There are only abcut three hundred
ana twenty-live millions
authorized by law, and only
nine‘y*millions remain unsold.
llKh Quesf ion.-How
will it take you to sell
the balance?

long

Auswe*.—Ihere ar1 about 800 National Banks all
*n
***& them; also a large number of the
8e} at
cld banks, ami
hast tbrso thousand of private
banket s and brokers, and
apecia1 agents will be engaged m all par.a of the country in disposing of
them to the people.
11th Queatlon.-How long will It take to sell the
whole ?
A' swer.—In less than three
months, they will be
all sold and will no
doubt, «heu sell at a premium,
as wssthe osse with the old Seven-1
hirties, the first
Twenty-Year Loan,and the Five-Twenties.
1 hea^ovequestions aud
ai«wers, it is believed,
will g.ve full information to all. If
n^t, the General
Subscription Agent, or any of the Banks or Banker*
employed to sell the Loan will be glad to answer all
question a. aud lo tarnish IheSsven-Thlrtiea, in small
sums, [a, tbe no es are issued in denominations of
860, 81i 0, 8600, 81 00b and 86 000,1 and to render it
easy for all tosubtoribe—tlius lulfilling thj in.truc09 of Mr. Fessenden who
rarnestly desirs that
the People ofthe whole land ,'as well as the
capital
Os's.) n,a!l have every opportunity afforded them of
Let

no one

THROUGH

of this

delay,

most

bbt

valuable

subscbibe

IV at ion a I

at

once

Bank,

v

SEVEN-THIRTY

WANTED-Partirs

wale.
OWSE and Lot No 43 Franklin street. Price
Tbirti-three hundred dollars iS3 800 ) Terms
easy Address.
WH E. B MINES,
Ieb24i2»*
34 Old Slip, New York.

Portland,

Will receive in payment for subscriptions to the
above Loan, from actual investors, all kinds of

Five Per Cent. F. S.
Allowing interest

up to the

Notes,

day of subscription.

The Bank will also

Pay

Maturity,

at

The Five Per Cent.

ol

7-30

Legal Tender Notes,

Notes Due
on

exec .irg half a
7b uCc.h of land.

Feb U, 1886 -d2w

Oanal

can

•trength;
tho

stock

ered for bale

office

only of the
at the Company's

Exchange Street

LOAN,

a»

Portland Feb. 16.1865.

\

Hiram

febliisdtf

Tucker,

Iron

specific and will, In a short time, restate the suFtrei
to the vigor of health.!

TEETH I TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still aontinnes to En tract Teeth by Elects it
its/ without Pain. Persons having decayed trrih
or stamps they wish to have removed tor
resetting
he would give a polite invitation >o call.
Superior Plectra Magnetic Machines for sale foe

family use with thorough instraotions.

Stock

Dr. D. ran accommodate a lev patients with
board and treatment at his house.
IdSoc hoars from 8 o slvt tw*r !Jai. t
from 1 to 6 p. M., and 7 to 9 in the Evening*
Oonsultatisb Fro.
novitf

Removal!

SPRING
——

FOLDING

WOULD

Commission and

9ZST Particular attention
Flour and Tobacco.

BOOMS,
Boston,

rilHK following HOUSES
JL sole by

PROCTOR,

are

LIME

wooden

cedar
Park P.aoo,

"

'M
J

’’

2,800
3,o00
n.OyO

••
'■

2 tOO
4 760

4.260

4,000

Casco Bank.

a
M. lor the
purposes, to wit:
First—To see If ths Stockholders will vote to surrender the.Chartcr 01 the Bank.
Second—To bao if they will vote to
change or ocn*
vert the Case Bank into a National Banking Associat on under the laws of the United Slates.
Third—To set upon any other business that m&y
legally come before them.
^
Per order of Directors.
E. P. GEUKISH, Cashier.
feb22td
Portland Feb. 21,1S66.

following

Groceries

lo canvass

THE

name

of

dissolved.

J.

hereto‘ore

existing

as

Tor Bale at wholesale by
F. A. SMITH,
Jan23d4w
19 and 21 Silrer St.

ride oot of town by

an*

janfdtf

NEW FERFUIHE
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

e

PH&ICH’S

ill.

PLUSIEB

&

|

CO.,

Continue business a* the old stand, where maybe
fouad, as usual, a well aeleeted assortment ot

A Mnl

Flour, Groceries,and Country Froduce,

grant
Rare

uu4

whirh

it

which the attention of ft
Portland, Feb 20, 1-65.

To

rmer

patrons is invited.
fcb21d2w

Eastern

Packet

Company.

Seminary.

MISS
?ALLiS!#°PeTiitheu

86X68

feb27d2w

anal Fra.

Distilled from the
Reauiiful Flower from

takes

it*

name.

Beware of Counterfeits.
Ask

i to incorporate' The Eastern Packet Co. ol Portia d" are«hertby notified that a weeiisg cX said

for J*hnlon'n—Take no other*
Sold by druggists gensrally.

ora wJi be held at 7$ o'clookP M ha u day,
«l»ri7d8a
March 4lh, at tho Bocm.i of the Board ol Trade in
this niy, fjr t^.e purpose of aoce tin* Mid »«t01 corLITE ELECTION.
Also, a code or By-Laws, and to take
poration.
to wan ant* fr< nt.the Mayor and Althe uectrsary rtcasurts to orhanize said company
of the City of Portland, the Inhabitant*
dermen
acco diug to aw.
ther ol.qual bed according to law to rote In the
iturat-d lately a^er the above meeting, ft fame time
and place, a mating of Tbe utockholdirb will I election <f City Officer*, will me*' In their re*p*ct01 tuoh business as
iye ward Room*, or nenal places of meeting, on
tekeplacy for the tra. sactijn
Monday, the ilxtn day »' March ni xt, at ten o'clock
may properly come before the meeting at that time.
Wm. l. Southabd,
in the forenoon, to gire in thoir rote, for Mayer oc
M. N. Rich.
Mid City; for One Alderman end Three Common
Connotlmen. a Warden and Clerk, and lor 1 wo City
Portland, Feb 27tb, 1866—dtd

coipora

PURSUANT

Valuable

Property

for Sale.
held or tide-water, at the
rnilE Mill, lituiled
JL out- et of Strontwater river, occupied by the subscriber ortho last twenty-five years
Property consisting ol buildingS) by 86, stone dam, and lour acres
of fl*ti and land adjoining.
»he mills are in good
repair, and now unaor lease exmrtng Nov 1.1866.
W. C. BliADLEY.
4i
particulars enquire of
fiAlLEY
k CO., 18 Exohang St.
,kotUENHY
,,

>or

feb26eca*w3w

Dissolution of Copartnership.
>pirtnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers, under tho name of Knight k
Smardon is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Stephen M Bright will settle tbe aff iis of the late
firm.
Stephen M. JK*1***;

TilE

c

Samuel E

Smabdon.

Itbl8d2w_

February 8tb,1865.

8 Idlers,

EAWKES cesi8 €d by Misi Mary C
prin^ Term of tbe above
School on Monday, March 6th.
There will be a utputment for Children of both

Bxqaielle, Delicate
Perfume,

Manufactured only by Pll AI.OM Sc SOM.

corporators named in the act entiled An act

f? 11K

I'tir Sale-

Conatable* for raid Ward*.
And the Aldermen of..hi

For Sale or T# L«|.
Do.'tor Le Prohon, No
rnaE eremite* occup ed
I 7 sout'i •*. The premises ore ooevenient, sopnil,.h «|tli bsrd end soft wster, foroooo, *o» *°p
\Pk> o l«t o* l»“d 37 by 76.
the premiers bet wees 11 end 1 P. V.

bjr

Fnijtfreot

Feb

20—codim

City

will he

In **f*lon

“’
tecuiar day* next pr eceding
and from three o’clock
,
noon 0 <* & e'*‘*
nee of the qualification oi
g tide
porpeae
net beon enterea on the
”d for tl,e 8eTer“ *

i

to*”£?*£* d°“

£

anil Aldermen
°j^7of the Mayor
j M. HEATH, City Clerk.
wertl.rd. FtbfiB. 1SS6 did__.
Per

Older

Flour and Oats.
III. Choiet
U\i I bbls St. Louis and So.
1 (IIl\ family Flour.
000 Bbls Dnublo Extra Flour.
700 Bbls Western Extra Flour.
S50 Bbls Canada Extra and Super Flour.
b»
Oats by the Car

-*/

I°»d>a^£bj^!^fS!.rK“l#
Block, Commercial St

No * Halt

rortland. Feb

18.188"._febllOdtf

Tow

Boat

K°°d

for

Sale-

Boat of about 70 toM
in gco.i running order, will
&gggfc3a,l.urtrien.
if
iolor
par
tanned.atel7«
t*T *old
applied
vicular? enquire of
E. M. PATTEN, No. 1* Exchange.
Port’and, Feb. ft 18*5 —dtmai?6

-IT—a,

or

Portland, Feb 26,1866.

a

the Commander.

under the

Plummer f Cole, is by mutual consent

men from the
country, will
lessant and profitable busiuess.
For
partioalsrs address N «!. PEKKIN8. Gen-

H.

plyftitf to

Dissolution.
oopartn* rship

t

Casco Street

Wo ROBINSON, Commander.

Parties can arrange for

strainiug Nursery

W. 8 Williams a
Agent, Portland, Me,
Co., Publishers, Hartford,Conn. febl6dlawfcw2w*

eral

Cabhikk.

ol

and

inevcryTown
County
for The Nurse
in the State of Maine,
AGENTS
and
in the Union Army.
Disabled
a

t*.

J

2.2j0

SPECIAL meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco Bank will be held at their Banking House
Wednesday the 8ih day ol March next at 3

find this

children 16

Jbancy drinks, Cubta (T-, ;'t,rch UUcc *fa:ige, dyrups. Julies, and
f‘i ai
oo
akAs. Piea, fcc
n.4
Two sixes of
ti eitlovt gvodh, ooti? plain and silver plated, and
for :> o by thy ^ross, dczen or single one at the manufacturer's prices,

fbbStd

further

for
and

offered ior

Stetson conn,
Middle street,

WANTED

the purchase of
feblldSm

lhe Handle Strainer

First—To see if the Stockholders will vote to surCharter of the Bank.
Second—To see if they will voto to change or convert tha Canal Bank iato a -National
Banking Association,*' under the laws of the Uni ed 8*ates
Third—To act upon any other business that may
legally c ?me before them.
Per Order oi tho Directors
B. <7. 80MERB1T. Caohior
Feb
Portland,
21,1366.

A

Saturdays,

shown in the cutis used

Canal Bank.
SPECIAL Meeting of tho Stockholders of «he
A Cans! Bank will be held at th*ir Banking
*ionse,on Wednesday, the 8th dsy of Ma ch next!
at 11 o'clock A. M, for tin
following purposes, to
wit:—

on
o oiocb

aad

Wednesdays

commencing this artornoon. Jan'y 7, for »be benefit
of ladies and Children.
Fare xer adults 26 cts:

vr LAHW, 4 Free Street.
Feb 8—eod2m

York

23dfcwlw

to

fall

grounds.

Mass.

Spring street,
'■

••

IN

One trial will oon vince
any one ot their worth.
Ton will tind the bot
tom of i-our cop free
from
Tea or Coffee

STREET,

Lincoln
Cnestnut

••

rig. will leave bar moorings at the Riding
School, South street, far a cruise around town,
at2 o'clock p. m,,

By using 8her wood’s
Tea and CoffeeStrainer.
It is both ornamental
and useful, and easily
adjusted to Tea or Collee Pots.

Together with many ether desirable residences in
the city and adjacent thereto.
On Line ol Railroad,
A 2 story wooden House on Atlantic
#8,000
street,
••
*•
"
"8
brick
wooden
brink

The Portland Belle,

TEA AND SUGAR

Beal Estate for Sale.

a

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE !

Forwarding

given

OOTB,

I also manufacture nil style* of Iron
Bedsteads,
in part of Tester, French, Pipe, Ciulds’,
and Servants’ Bedsteads, Chiles’ Crad es ai d
Cribs,
which I should be pleased to show, at my

2
3

Decalcomania,
Oil Colors upupon Ch'na Glass, Marble or Wocd.
Plain Vase-* Ornamented, Defaced ones Renovated.
Pictures and Materials for Sale. Instruction Free,
MBS. J. W, EMEU*,
Corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets.

Ho. 102 H, Second S*, Second Floor,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

consisting,

SALES

STREETS,

Or the Art of Transferring Pictures in

Sawyer,

117 and 119 Conit Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

JOHN C.

CONGRESS A CHESTNUT

has removed

Feb. 20—d4w

AMD

117 & 119 Court Street,
Feb 24—dtf

Emory

public that she

inform the
to corner of

Exchange St,

BEDS,

WOOD

Removal!

Mrs. J. W

is offNo. 66
feb!7dti

MAINE.

IMCelvill©

Bedsteads !

active circulation maintained.

o

lilt
an#

all that long train oi diseases will find lr. Hoot Hetty a sure means of onre. For painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladies. Hectrioily is a certain

SAVE YOUK COFFEE

Manufastarer of and Wholesale Dealer in

the blcmiebee

L1DIEI

Merchant,

Tl. O. SOME R a Y, Cashier.

upright;

move

Who nave odd hai.d» und feet; veaJr atcmaoir,
lame and weak boohs; nervous and sick headache;
dtulr.ese and swimming in the head, with in digestion and constipation ox the bowels; pain in the side
and back: lenoorrham, (or whites); felling 01 the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and

Feb 21—dim

VO (US

the blind mado to see, the deaf to hear and

palsied Iona to

youth are obliterated; the accuitxti of mature
prevented; the calamities of old e-ge otvUVd,

companies, with t api’as
million of of dollars have less than

companies
a iimiraited Portion

Hauls..

\

Teachers, and young

Grocers.

andatgortment
A8 goodbe quality
fonnd in Portland.

Capital

_

By XUeotrlolty

Only one producing well of ten harrela per day will
pav us n ndsome dividends.
It Is apparrent that as soon as our first well strikes
the great oil reservoirs, our stock will doable ii not
triple in value as has boon the experience cf many

FOli SALE AT THE

Spy

and niter that date.

Will. EDW. GOULD,

To

the

Many

wm

Tile Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the iaat
and move with the utility and elasticthe heated brain id ccoivd; the wod
bitter- limbi ret to rod, the unoouth delorraiticfl removed: fointne^e oo averted to vigor, weAkxit‘6i» to

possible.
lands lying aronnd us and above us
bo1hside6 ofi ha Alleghany 1* r many miles have
b-en taken up and none can now bo
procured except
at enormous priors.
At Fredonia, not for from our lands, the town is
lighted with gas procueeo Irom a natural spring.
And a: Sjvcral places there are gosd produ.ing wells
ot oil.
It is evident from the great extent r f oil territory
bv our Company, that
p^ssessod
is varv email.
other

...

leap with joy,
ity of youth;

GENERAL

“Nurse and Spy.”

Feb’y 15th,

*

Will be paid

mplaintsj

▲11 the

No. 14 and 16

S A JL< EJ

U. S. 7 3-10

With the accumulated intereetthereoa.

Coupons

patsy ororparalysis, 8t. Vitas' Dance, deafness,stammering
hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, indi/es
tlon, constipation and liver complain t. piles—we ours
tvery oase that osn be presented: c sthma, bronchis,striotureaof the chest, and nil form* «* 'sail s

on

PORTLAND

Feb

PORTLAND, ME.

Feb 15—dfcw2

hk

soon as

FOR

invest-

,HE

First

RICHARDSON,

McBRIEN,
Oyster and Steak House,

k

An vver —i

portion

CHA8.

pools.

1>n*-_

Question,—How does the Government raise
to pa/ the
int-rea., and is it sale and

a

rq.nounoe to theuitiaec. ci
vioi ;*v, that he has permanentthis
Liu
inn the two years we
ly
eity.
have been in thin city, we have cured acme 01
the wont forma oi disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatmen t In vain, and caring patients in so short a time that the question is oitea
asked, do they stay cured t To answer this question
we will say that all that do sot stay ou> ed, we will
dcotor the second time lor nothin/.
Dr. D. hu been a praotiaa: electrician lor twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician
electricity is perfeotly adapted to ohronie diseases
in the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
la the head, neok.or extremities; oensumptios when
in the acute stages or where tho lungs are not fully
involved; Mute or chronic heumausm, sd*cgula,
disease, white swellings, spinal diseases, ourvati t
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted Hmba

WOULD
located in

Director*.
ELIPHALKT CLARK,
JAMES ». WINSLOW,
ROBERT A. BIRD.
iHL Company lute luae lea cm of land*
compilelug as many a i flu rent tracts and contamg aoout
714 aerts, men of tutin being for the term of fifty
yearo aud two for muety-Lite.
lhe-e lands have
been selected with treat care by a akiiltnl Agent
who spent five weeks or mere n
exphr.ng the lands
of Oil Creek, cherry bun, and other ttion a-ies of the
Alleghany itiver an<* then called these in the valley
and c 088 proximity ot the
Alleghany upon the Conewango stream in catUrangna Couuty
Y. very
near the Pennsylvania line.
I hey tre lavo.ably located near the Great Western and Atlantic Railroad in a
very lich Oil territory as ha* been demonstrated by scientific reports
and actual exploration. The Ameicn
Cyclopedia
Volume 12page 260, under New York says -‘At a
number ol piece* m Alleghany and
Cattaraugus
Counties, springs of Feiro.eum or Rock Chi i.-sue
from the rock*, and jets of Car buret t^u
hydrogen
gas hometime* accompany the cil, and are also
s«en bat bling up in the standing aud
running water,
especially ol Catturaugvs county.
A id Prof, Snepaeru ol New
llaven, an eminent
geologist, after a recent oarefnl and thorough examination repoi ts,
Here, a« in the locality of he erst
well bored on Oil Creek, oil is found
rising from the
bed of the streams, and
cozing from the bank* with
more or iess gas emanating Irom the streams and
On an adjoining lot a well is being
stagnant
bored which has struck illuminating gas and some
oil at thedepen ot 22u feet.”
Our Superintendent, who has
accompanied Prof.
Sheph rd, write*, “We found the genuine Oil, Petroleum, in many places on springs, and by digging
holes in the ground Oil and water w.uld come
up
Preparations are being made by other Companies
to sink wells in oar neighborhood, and this Company is making every arraugemont to bere wells as

tlx Ciited bttUi Hotel, Ibex bo

respectfully
Portland and

DEANE.

JOHN E. DONNELL,'
WM. CHARE,
HENRY P. DEANE,

With Stook and Fixtures, No. 75 Fore Street, Portfeb22d2w*

‘^m-oy

ment.

Clerk, H. P.

ELDORADO SALOON,

railroad and othor
to are taxed, not
by States, Couni its and

obtaining

1T4 MIDDLE ST lit FT,

Nearly Dppoaite

Incorporated feb'j «, 1866.

peesident, John e. donnell.'
Treasures, CHARLES RICHARDSON.

Feb 23—dim*

“s “U
eCnJe.Cn
£°?r
™“?' «”d JJPek 1, mortgages,
h® Govorame“t- but

on8ev!\u!\<lredaild

No AasxsSKsirrs.

,

Electrician

Hu removed his offloefrom Clapp'. Bioak to

J.

REFER TO:

Thayer, Brigham

thattimeWOrth

CiUes’''

Medical

2000.

Co; Fenno k Child; A. G.
FarwelJ k Co., Boston. Hoyt 4“
Company : F. P.
Woodbury; New York. Merchants Bank, St. Lou's.

p”miQm

day,

worib t, per cent
at the end of the two
them
merest
you recetve, will give you at least lo
cou
per
annum lor your
money—but ths opinion is that th y
m0re Ihan 9
Pur 0fcut premium at
If

DR. W, If. DEilfli. G

ited.

Answer.—C-a0s bearing Gold Intores

ISAAC BABNCM.

who have small or large
capital toinvist in one ot the best money-making invention in the Uni ed Stans
E. UHABMAN Jr
rcb26—dlw
229 Congress St.

HFor

A Full Band Furnished

—

•“

ALL,

All persons wishing <br Fanoy and Comio Dressoan bj sub sliert Dy a Gentleman and
Lady from
Boston who will be here ia FortUnl
Monday morning, March 6th. Ladies will eel ct th ;ir dresses ia
the atternoon, Gents in the
evening, at the anteroom of the Hal.
ihe Highland Fling will be
danced by two gontlemen in fall oostume; also the
Sat'or’s Hornpipe, Clog Doncirg, Ac. it is requested that ev ry pers jn in costume will
mask, when at
lit o’otoek every person in the Hall Will unmask.
Tickets for the Course, including Ball. K8; Single
Ticket for Bill, SI 60; Proscenium Tickets for Gent
and Lady, $100; Pros ionium Ticket tor Gent 76 ots.
Proscenium Ticket for Lady 60 cts; Tickets lor Assembly 76 cents.

plainly

“

H

BALL,

es

erumeni, via: the “SKVEa-iHIKiY
In entering upon uis duties he desires to
answer
the large number of
questions daily aid
hourly propounded io him, so tost his iediow-ocun
trymen miy all understand what this “7 80 Loan”
is, whit sre its peculiar merits, how they can subscribe for or obtain the notes Ac.
Ut Question
Why is this L jsnoJled the “Seven1 nifty" Loan?
Ausw.jr.-u
oear* interest-, in
currency, at the
rate ol Saven Dollars and thir y oenls each
year, on
every hundred dollars; making the interest as follows
Une cent per day on caoh $ 50 note.
Twoceuis
100 •*
Onedoilar
3 i0n

Haa removed to the spacious store IB
Bxobango Street, four doore below
Merohan's Exoha nge.
Will reoolvo consignments ol Me*pibaadise Ol
every description, lbr publio or private sale. Bale#
of Real
Eauto, Vossefs, Cargoes, Stocks and lurohandUc solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt sales ar.d returns.
moblzdly

$200,000.

Shares,

March 1,1865.

G raul Civi8'1 irentens’.Military and
Fancy

Tuesday Evening, March

Jay Cooke, of Philadelphia, who Ibr so long
management ut the popular 600 milLean, has jus; h en appoint a by Sccreta
ry Feeseni n. the General Agent 10
dispose oi the
only popuiar Lean now oflered fur ssls by the Gov"

Twenty

*

CITY

Answers

tae
5lion
llI20oH4
5 A)

Ten

HALL,

COMIC AMD MASK

TO THE

U.^.

Wednesday Eve’ng,

Dro*80

Mr.

THE

feb25 lwd

On

Subscriptions will be received by the
First National Bank ol
Portland, Maine.
Feb’li?d&w8m

7-30

No.

Commencing

COOKii,
Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.

undersigned would give this notice to the
puplio that he has lurnisi.ed a room at the
New City Building, with
Crockery, Glass Ware, Cut-

8treet

AT MECHAH ICS’

JAY

RELATIVE

Capital Stock,

The managers by request, will
give another coarse
Of three Assemblies

r own ogenls, in whom
they have conwho only ate to be responsible for the
delivery oi the notes for which they receive erders,.

and

MR.

REMOVAL!

Course,

SELECT ASSEMBLIES!

and

Questions

EDWARD ML. PATTER,

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

PAH VALUE, 8100.

seleot the

Interesting

CO*,

STATE OF MAINE

-OF-

Bankers throughout the
eountry have generally
agreed to roceite subscriptions at par. Subscribers

First National Bank of

_8

Second

In order that citi2ens 01
every town and section of
the country may be afforded facilities for
lakiug the
loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private

fidence,

A

TB£]

1 iokets 81,
admitting Gent, and two Ladtea; single
ticket* for Ladle* 60 eta; for aale at
Paine’*, Grosman & Co*8, J J
Gilbert*, R L Robinson’*, an « by
tbe managers at the door.
icb22eodtd

days,
undoubtedly command a premium, as his unitermly been the case on
dosing the
subscriptions to other loans.

will

)8f5, at one o’clock p M
said miners interest in
the estate of said George bitch, deoessed. being one
tenth part or all the Beal Estate wbtoh tho aalil
George Fitch possessed at the t ime of his oeoease,
subject to tho widows right of dower
w3w9
MART P. FITCH, Guardian.

Zianoaster
Hall,
Friday Evening, march 3d.

Less than 8200,000,000 remain
unsold, which will
probably be disposed of within the next 60 cr 9)
no 69

THE

PORTLAND,

Novelty.

Will be given at

the

when the

Guardian’s hale.
subscriber, Guardian of George He Witt
Fitch, minor, nnd grandson of George Fitch isto
Of Bridg on in ihs County of Cumberland decoared,
hereby gives notice that she will sell, pursuant to u
lioenoe from tie Judge ol Probate fbr said County,
at publio sale, on the premises. Saturday April 8th

PUBLISHERS.

FANCY DRESS4COMIC BALL

superior advantages w.llmakeit

additional

•

FOSTER

f^ente.

offirad by tbs Government, audit is oontideut-

now

ly expected

A.

Xxchange St.

OS

Address,
N.

12

kind, great speed and bottum. Black Maro, Jane
the linker, 8 years old. The abora well known ae
the McUhrohy hor-e.
Also, Sled, Wagon, Pung,
Iib28td
Sleigh, and two Harnesses.

The largest daily east of Boston,
large eight column
a rear in
Advance.|

J:

AUCTIONKEK,

at auciIou.
Thursday, March 2d, at 12 o’clock, in front of
Old City Hall, Maikei Square, onu Sorrsl Mare,
known as Fancy, 6 years old last Juno; sound and

subscri-

new
an

Auctioneers.

Horses, Carriages, HurnrtMa *c.

pages, at $8

organics
existence, tho result of eleven
yo»rs experience. Patronized by the fashion and
01 the entire Continent
to
oommence at 4 to 8 o’olock.
Admusion 36 cents.
Chas. fl.Dupk«z
Samuel Pond, I
Manager.
Flem Adam.,

In Market

*• M. PATTEN,

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

nttrnotiv. Program-

ni^ht

The Second Great

will send

ws

copy gratis, for his trouble.

elate

Notos of all the denominations named will be
promptly famished upon receipt of subscriptions.—
This is

The

bers, cask in advance,

Thursday and Vriday, March 2 & 3.

0£tD<*

and

for one year wiU be returned.
To any person who wiR forward ten

Tcor.°’ the Great Sensation
Corps or Efchi ipian Artists, the ifading Model
d?he Jarge.t and most comnir^P,rSf«w°^0r
itien in
plQte

#50 note.
#100
#500
$1000
$5000

on

BAND,

At
Deering Hall,
POSITIVELY TWO NIGHTS ONLY.
new arui
mcs each

Feb28—td?1,EY BA1! *v * CO.

Intelligence by Telegraph,
Legislative Proce: dings, a lull
Marine List, Portland Pries.
Current, earefuliy prepared Reviewoi the HUrket, stock
Liat, Mew Tori
Matkets, Boston and Mew Tork Broker,'
Board,
Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Markets, *0.
Enclose S3 current money by mail, and a
receipt

the

Introkucing entirely

to.

Stov’ea0ChfiV *""*«. Tables,
Ulan and China
Wms
ware, PailL
rails, Tub., KnivesO'ookery,
and Forka, Mirrors, Ac.,

a large number of
carefully prepared OrigArticles, Stories—original and selcoted, Poetry,

Congressional

at Auctiou.
a.

extinslvo Army
Correspondence, the Current
Newsot the Day,
Latest

Canadas and ihe Great West.

property. The interest is payable semi-annuafiy by

LOAN.

JOHN LYNCH & CO.

O

an

render the

Pork,
Bbls Extra Mess Pork,
25 Tubs Lard,
Kegs Lard.
Tierces Laid.
For Sale by

L

inal

GREEN’S

& BRASS

Through

Furniture

0N„«e<ino8,1*F' March Ist, at 10 o’olook M, at
Bed. <SS?t*n invoice of Furniture, consisting of
Sets
Hprtng Bed, Chamber Bets CarCook and Parlor

contains

Just returning from a
BRILLIANT & SUCCESSFUL TOUR,

a

60

Fob 18-d2w

the largest political paper in Mew England,
quarto form, gives an unwavering support to
the Government in its conflict with a
giant rebellion,

charge.

&

Tear In Advance.

a

It is

Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o'clock.
60 ot*;Gallery 25 cfs.
Tickets for sale at the usual
place- and at the door.
Boa office open from 10 a. m. to 4 r.
m., wnen
Reserved Seats can be secured without extra

DUPREZ

flue ateortment of white aud brown Cotft.,
tons, Denims. Stripes, Ticks, DeLaines, Alpsccaa,
l Heaver aud Broadcloths, Beet kins. Linen Coeds,
Hosiery, Cloves. I.soes,Sh'rtsana Drawers, together with a
great variety of goods lor family ere. No
postponement.
ieb23td

la iu

Me. John Murray.

MlftSTRELS

Flannels, Ac.
Auction.
Tuesday, February 28th at 10 A. M and 2| p.
a

Press, ; G,N

published every Thursday

Two Dollars

fec28dlt

cent,

50ot) BBIS.
CLEAR PORK.
Pbts Mess

Celebration in New
York.

ford. The procession will be the principal
feature of the day and comprise nearly all the
military, firemen and civic societies, and the
different trades will be represented by emblems of their industry, among which will be
a complete model of the oiiginal monitor and
a representation of Fort Sumter as it now appears. Tho chimes of Trinity Church will
peal out patriotic airs at sunrise, noon and
sunset. .. full battery of captured rebel cannon will form a feature of the processsiou, and
manned by veterans will Ure salutes at various
points. Places of business will be closed before three o’clock. Public institutions, private buildings, and shipping will display flags
all day. All classes are fully alive to the occasion. Gen. Dix will preside over the meeting

Id UnioD Square.

Chicago,

Rf/erenQes—Messrs.

i„
1D

Admission—Paiquette

convertible at the option of the

“iVujl4.to

—AND—

the

New Yoke, Feb. 27.
The arrangements for the grand celebration
on Saturday are progressing finely. The committee has been in session all day, and also
waited on the city authorities and Gen. San-

ary

Maine State
Is

& Imitators Outdone
GOiB-BEABING 80* BS ! Competition
By the Gigantic and Famous

8.U

Thompson’s Hosiery &

_

Arrangements for

are

Exchange St.

12

at

I The

O’Day,

Barnet O’Toole,

PATTEN. AUCTIONEEK,

Sheetings, Shirtings,

Or, Savourneen Dcelinh.

are

Great Popular Loan of the
At a Coart of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the ihird Tuesday of February in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-five.
E. UKEY, oide t son and heir of Lydia
Ann
late or Raymond, in said County,
deceased, having presented his petition that Administration on the Estate ot said deceaed mav be granted to Jobn8awverof Casco in said county.
It was Ordered, That the said Petitioner
give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
three weeks successively in the Maine
tate Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a Pi obato Court to be held at said Portland,
on the third Tuesday of March next, at ten oi the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be grant d
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,

Poop

;

Market,

New York. Feb.27.
Second Board.—Stocks higher.
American Gold.
201
Cleveland & Pittsburg.831

Will bspresentedthe (treat sensation Irish dram.
five aote, entitled

ihe

W. S. 5-30 six Per Cent.

Feb. 5:7.

j?lour—sales 4900 bbls; State and Western dull;
S‘ate 9 85@1T 40; liuund Hoop Ohio 11@12 <0;
Western 9 9j@l0 60; Southern du'l sales 6j0 bbls
at 10 75@14 oO; Hauuda dull; saijsSoO bbls at 1025

as

issued under date of Angest 16th,
payab-e three years from that time, in

currency, or
holder into

Mamet,
Nbw York.

WEEK'

Tuesday Eve’ng, Peb. 28,1865,

interest,per

These Notes

stores.

TRIUMPHANT

AUCTION SALES.
E M

PBOSPECTU 4 FOB 1805

.mdwau t Pike

FIFTH

SEVEN-THIRTY LOIN.

Fortress Monroe.

■few For A

I****96and

sale of United States Treasury
Notes,
and three tenth)
per cent,

annum, known

MISCELLANEOUsT^ '

LOAN. DEERINGHALL.

tho

seven

1861, and

OF
JProm

bearing

—

SESSION.

The House then passed the Senate bill appropriating $1500 lor Mrs. Lucy Wright, late
of Richmond, Va., for her couiage and patriotic devotion in secreting Col. Stright and
party, and enabling them to escape from the

Agenoy for

to

Fortress Monroe, Feb. 26.
The ships Elilh and Americau Congress
arrived here to-day from New York with com-

7-30

entertainments. !

By authority of tho Secretary of the Treasury,the
undersigned has assumed the General Subscription

Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 23.
Maj. Gen. Washburn leas been assigned to
the command of this department. His appointment gives general satisfaction.

Nega-

The bill was then passed—86 against 30.
The House here took a recess.

U. S.

the Command
of East Tennessee.

Washburn

Gen.

nance

to

FINANCIAL.

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.
The subsci iptions to the 7 30 loan, received
by Jay Cooke to-day, amounted to $3,437,800.
The largest western subscription was for
$100,000 from Davenport, Iowa, and the largest eastern for $300,000 from New York.—
There were 2422 individnal subscriptions for
$50 and $100 each.

■*

l

ow

Binslng 8oHqo1.
; mHE last half of M r. oardiuuu'b Blnelo « 8ehool
> 1 commends on Tuesday Mvoutng of turl mok,
adfeowl
I at Sons ot Temperance Hall, Congreee St.

A

THE DAILY

Turkey.

Thanksgiving

The country clergymen make a great reckoning on the donations which their people delight to pour In upon them in the (all of the
year. The Intrinsic value of the barrel of
apples, the bag of potatoes or lurnlM,.*he pot
or butter, or the tub of lard, is a good deal,
since they must otherwise come out of a salary that very few other professional men would
be willing to live on. But the kindness of
heart that dictates the g ft Improves the flavor
and doubtlets the value.
A clerical frieud of ours was settled over

Fortlaad and Kennebec R. R.

PRESS,

rsfSSSS*gS

evening.

Returning, the passenger train is dua

unriv&ilod

our

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.
tarnished with nil the ap-

is

Establishment

proved

MODERN

MACHINERY,

And our

collection of

Business and Professional

Cards,

K>f every variety, style and oost,

i. PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Bill-Heudi Ruled and Cut in the Neatest Manner.

Of

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,\
every description exe-nted In the beat style.
—

Railroad,

and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fidelity.

Labels,

Notes qf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Bass*
ces, etc., etc., qf every variety and cost,
famished at short aotioe.

LARGE
Hand-bills,

POSTERS,
Progam-

Shop-bUls,

Printing

satisty.

from the most oelebrated makers. We have in conuse one of HOB’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapable of throwing off 2 500 Sheets
cm hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’superior CardPres;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed oliioe.
The Dally Press Job Office is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment In tho State.
Those sending order from the oountry may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders ibr Job Printing must be directed to
the Daily Press Job OJhee, Ho. 82*
Exohaugo street,
Portland, He.
The Job Offioe is under the personal supervision
of the sonlor proprietor, who is the CITY PBINfKB, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics In
this department of his work.

Company

819.691,02)
12,663,780

The Portland
1

811,188600
TRW^rKES

The largest paper in Hew England., sight pages, ts
published every Wednesday, containing all the

Joseph Gsilard, Jr,
J Honry Burgy,

Cornel,us Grlnnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Uowlaud,

Benj Babooek,

Heury,
Hobson,

I

telegraph, Important reading

List, Market Beports, he., of the
Daily Press, at the fallowing grloas, via

ftnglesepr.sas

.*2.00

N. A. FOSTER k Co., Piorxmoxf.
Portland June 1, 18*1.
dtf »

Ditaotartlon of Copartnership.
B copartnership heretofore exietiug between

TH

Seth B.
and Manasaeh Smith, under the
Arm name of Beedy a Smith, is this day diwolTOd
by mntua) eesent.
The business of the firm will he continued by Mouasseh Smith.
Seth £. Beedy,
Maxasseh smith.

Beedy

Portland, Feb'y 16, 1865.—.llw

Catarrh!

II. 8.

Licensed

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
re&vwvucan
Passenger trains will leave the Sta*
SSaeSiEtion, ropt of Canal street daily, (Sundays excepted) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.45 A.M. and 2.30

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
5.00 P, M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way

OR. R. GOODUES

CATARRH REMEDY,
I

BOUNTY AND BACK

i

Procured

Prize

for

Officers

Soldiers,

and

and

money

tongS^Uu”0"
.ha) ^‘kVo^ Z&tSUT*

'“*«>

-

"

•“

mothers.
Appf.oved

ir

Qeodale’s catabbh Remedy it a,harm I...
'*
liquid, inhaled from the palm of .he hand'
Or. a, Oaodale it known throughout the count™
as the author of the only True
Theory
ever published.
Where its Oririn-wLt its
of Treatment—and Rapid Cure in uii it?

0tCata3h
i£™.

jo*—Mode

Dr. Ooodale't Pamphlet
wad by arer y one. It o&n

on Catabbh <&oaid b<
be obtained,at our nearpostage stump to oar oi-

ly* by sending
HewY™* k 0o'8oLe Agents.
or

a

7p. Bieecker

Bold by U, H,
BAT,

Claims

m

Beedy & Smith,)
(Successor
P. O. Address,
PORTLAND, ME.

Office 62 Exchange Street.

Copartnership

TM8the 8

lust.
The b JsinesA will hereafter be oarrid

tation
sama

name-td ityle

at

“goed-

under the
heretofore, by the undcrUeo w. WooniiAW,
•*** b Hkrsey,
AELKa

on

Hailey,

William H. Morse,
febl6

Bottle.

REYNOLD’S CRINOLA
HAIR!

g.o.th tad ken tho

Hoaroa k C«.. »«,,
Afent,

Biaeekar «»., (I. V.

••U bp H. H. Hap * Co. rortlaag

Me

J»a«a«4 alp

San

Francisco.

*

ncLiiopcr Barque “Oakaaud." too
tone, T Batcko'der, Commander, havher cargo engaged, will
!”*
mo,.t
have quick dmpatch
Kor freight apply to the Captain on Roerd. cr
SAMUEL MEKE1TT,

FOB THE

»

Notice.

C0P*^J19,Rhip hpretofore exi'-tinir und*»r the
n*™f °<f Woodman, True 4- Co., expired by limi-

street.

8topl

Londonderry and

oan offer

superior inducements to

all persons wishing to invest in

Petroleum Stocks.
Such investments,

as a

class, offer greater induceor small means,

ments to persons of either large
than any the world has

ever

known,

not even

ex

cepting the

Silver Mines of Mexico & So. America.

A

ooet of obtaining this Oil is

Single

so

comparatively

Well Producing Only Ten Bar

Day.

rela per
Will yield

an

income,

all exponses, of more

over

than

Annum.

Per

$33,000

Many wells are now yielding from 5*6 to 75. and
several have reaohed over 1000 barrel, while one,
(the Noble Well; on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded
no less than

Worth $30,000 at the Welle.
Persons desiring intormation can rely upon receiving an unbiassed account of tbe standing and
prospeots of the various companies on the market.

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded in exchange for available ftinds, without charge; and
Petroleum and Coal

Liverpool.

The steamship Nora Scotian, Capt.
Brown will sail from this port for
Liverpool on 8VTUBDAY, the 4th
Marea, immediately after the arrival of the train of the previous day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (according to accommodations) 866 to 880.
830.
Bteeragc,

Bath, J

an

17.1866.

jan24cl4w*

Payment ofAndroscoggin R-R. Coupons.
2mder,liKned wiUJpay all Coupon, attached
•co.lis 2*1* ®* th« *econd Mortgage ot the Andro-

^°» 11'*^ 1*11 due in 1801, with interest
on presentment at his office in PortOotipons of said Bonds that led
<tue OLiore, sith
interest to Jane 80,186*.
«• WOODMAN,
M
Mortgage oftbe A. K. E.Co.
*•6 8,1866.
t'ab4dfcw3w
to

duebelore‘Ipays
TV.“hf

Capital,

Steamship Moravian,

Liverporl

DIRECT, ONCE

Warren

Sc

A

Ten hundred and

all contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acres of which is in Feb Simple

Directors,

Line.

LINE.

i^HB^HBuntil further notice, ran ae follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and 8 ATCBDAY, at 4 P. M., ana leave Pier
» North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
andUATUKDAY, at 3o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w<th fine accommodations ter paeeengert, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage 88.00, including
Fare and State Booms.
(roods forwarded by th<s line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.Joha.
Shippers aro requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.

THE

Xow England

PETROLEUM
Whose

Calais & St- John.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.
and

after

Thursday,

Portland and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS
Will, until farther notice, ran u
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, atV o’clock P. M .and IndiaWharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’ciook P. M.
Fare in Cabin.#2.00.
usual.
Freight taken as
are not

Company
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding MO in value, and teat personal, unless notice is given and pa d for at the rate
of one passenger tor every S6'0 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb. 18,1863.
The

Steam to and Trom the Old Country.
favorite Clyde built
/AUe The well-known
•SiSlMiHlron Btoamers of the Ahchor i,ihh of
Juamenu^.'HrBUBi'i*.” "Cal*dobia,”'Bbitahfortnightly
Bingers to

air-tight oo apartments.
Batei of Pottage.

FromNew York to any ofthe above plaoe: Cabins,
SI*' and #100; steerage *45, payable in American
currency.
To New York from any of the above places: CabIns, #66 and #60; *tc4rage, #26 payable in gold or

equivalent in

American currency.

oiroie.
In character and disposition j on are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect and tenderoy to reason a^d plans ) ou are decidedly masculine—when
amongtnto'lec ual men. y u wish you were a man;
wheu y cur life falls back into the domestic ohaunel,
y u are contented as a woman; but have ever felt a
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You have a good memory of facts and principles
but the strength oi your intellect lies in the reasoning de ailment; and tour reasoning power comes
from Casuality, Ideality. Co> strjetiveness, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mirthfulneaa.

giving the above extracts from my Phre ologi*
cal Chart, I do so having a two fold object in view.
First, Because I do not wi.h to be classed with
Quacks or Ilambug=, who have experimented on the
suffering mass"8 till the blood of those slain by
Quackery, ponring Mediaiuc down the throat, and
Instruments, would float all the navies in tbe world
Secondly, I wish to appear before the world in my
tru colors, 'or if rightly understood, I may ho era*
blM through m Mot .physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuable lit es from an untimely grave,
and prevent di ease from being left as an Inheritance
In

to unborn

generations.

There are many wao do not believe in Phrenology
beoause they are not abstruse thinkers. Pbr nology
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable laws.
READ THE

FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CER*
TlrlCATEB.

Curt of Catarrh of Ten

Year*'

Standing.

I, Ma. William Donnelly, corner of Dexter
and D streets. South Bo ton, do certify that iny
has been suffering frein Catarrh for the
pass ten years. She lost the sens of smell, and had
no passage hroagh her nostrils during that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
auv relief.
Seeing ilrs. M. G. Brown's Me aphysical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. After doing so, 1 must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to t< is great remedy lor that
dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have bee a cured had 1 not found this

daughter

It must ave been sent of God to the
rid them of the horrible diseases that take
hold of them. My daughter's Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell has returned, the pasbate to her hoad is clear. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Discovery to all who suffer horn
medicine.

yielding

$40,000

more

a

net

profit of #1460

than

Per

Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litgh, of Charlestown
March 16,1864.
This is to cartify that nine months ego 1 was attacked with Neuralgia in th ) most violent form.*Several physicians w<rc applied to, who did ail they
could to relieve me but to no purpose. Every patent medicine and remedy that could bo found were
applied without effect My fee** was pouhioed and
bandaged in order to find relief. Sinoe the Neuralgia attack d me I lost twenty -seven pounds of flesh.

Month,

equal to over 8 per oent. per month on their capital;
and this yield Is steadily on the inert ace. Whoever
invests in this proparty will be richly rowerded
Those connected with it are of the highest standing.

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Tunnty
Years Standing.
June 12th, 18'4.
I, John A. Newcomb, of Quincy, do oenliy that
1 havo been eutfrel deaf in my left ear tor twenty
years, cud lor the past six years my light ear baa
utm so deaf that 1 coaid not hear conversation or
pubi'C speaking oi any kind. f c-uid not hear the
church belts ring, while I was sitting in the church.
1 have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was obliged to give up
eing’ng iu church, for i had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head feit numb a*d stupid, and was
a source ct constant trouble tome.
1 tried tvery remedy that could b) thought of.—
I went to auribts; but as they wa >ted to use fasti uments, 1 would have no hing to do with th- m
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown's
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
tbo directions on the bottle > And the result is, that
the
earing of both tars is perfectly restored, ss
that I can boar ms well as any man. The great trouble
in my head is entirely gone. My head fools perfectly easv and at rest. My throat, which wa* so diseased, is entirely cured; aul 1 have recovered iny voice
again. 1 would not take one thousand dollars lor
the bereflt I have received iu the use of Mrs. M. U

Brown's Metaphysical Discovery.

—

Capital Stock, $430,000.
Number of Shares, $90,000

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
Pbbsipeut—E. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasubeb—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

DIRECTORS,
Franklin Haven, Jr.,
William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

Sears,
Smith,
J. H. Clapp,
R. W.
F. E.

Subscription Books are still open at office for a
number ot chares, which oan be secured by
prompt applicetion.
limited

the

properties of this Company, and the well known
character of its managers, fully entitlo it to the
confidence of the pubi c.

Catarrh—Scrofula.

Petroleum

Venango

Company,

We offer

is "A No. 1.”
Although not producing
present, the prospect at least equals that of the
Columbia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the time ot
organization, whioh has paid on an original sat soripton of 82000 a net profit of $54,500 in two years, and

at

oontinnes to pay in the

same

I, Mrs. William Ellery, cf76 Central Avonue,
; Chelsea, do certify that I have been a great sufferer

all my life from Catarrh and Scrofula of t*e worst
kind. At the rg of two years, the disease began to
All my life it ha-t ke».t me
assume a violent form.
in tondag?. I have had hundreds of ulcerated
throat:-; 1 wild have seven in a winter. I hed great
pain and dizziness in my head, with many other ail*
Last winur the scroiula broke out under
meats.
my cbin and run to tuch an extent, that i thought
my life would run out, as no doctor could cure me.
One told m it would take three years to stop the
running, luann 11 II ihe suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially 1 was advised to go
and see Mrs. M. G. Brown. 1 did so. In the beginning of May last, I obtained her Metaphysical bitouvery, snd used it fai h'nlly. The happy and glorious tesultd are, that I am delivered tromallmv diseases.
My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness and headache arc gone. I feel as free from Scrofula and its
effects as any being in the world. In two weeks lifter I began to use the Medicine the running sore under my ohiu had ceased; in less than a raon h I found
myself a cur d woman It is now nearly six months
since, andl 1-ae had no return of disease. My throat,
whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, is entirely cured. Every exposure used to give me cold;
I feel stronger and
now I do rot take cold at all.
better than at any period ol my life. I bad wind
1 can feel the Disou my 8tomaob; that is all gone.
cowrv searching through my sys em. **y circulation was'alway shad; now it is good. I am getting
much heavier and stronger I am sixty-live years
old. 1 want all the world to know of my great doliveranoe from Catarrh and Scrofula, and also from
the grave, where I expected soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM KLLEKY, 75, Central Avenue,
Chalsea, where I can be seen.

Sound.

Those who wish to *end for their frisnda oan buy
tiokets at these ratet from the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD A CO
t Bowling
jantd4m
Green, New York.

Advice!

cases

of

tacks of disease,

local, sudden,
a

or

box of the

metaphysical

unexpected at-

Discovery

is Quicker and Safer than the Beet Physician i«
the land. E7*Lct the wise always keen a Box in
thoir house.

WHS. W.

G. BROtVN’S

CELEBRATED

ter.

Poor

P. 8.—Parties remmitting lhnds to ns will
ase
send by express, except when drills can be
obtained,
in whioh ease we will bear th9 charges of forwarding. In this manner ttey can obtain reliable re-

Will make the weakest eves
strong,—removing ali
inflamation and humor. Kvery one should use
it, as
It proves the prevention of disease.

ceipts.

Lombard & Gore’s
Petroleum Stock
99

STATE

Exchange,
ST.j

T. C.

J. A.

LOMBARD.

J. C. GORE, Ja.

MENDDM, Formerly of the Eagle Bank.
janlS Saw 8m

D i

Prepared by the Proprietors o/uCoe)s Cough
Balsam.11

is not only the sure forerunner of death
oat the companion of a miserable life.
It bos well
been called tbe Nation's
scourge; for more persons,
both old and
male
and
lomale, suffer from its
young,
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its
vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless tc
digost the food, and has lor its attendants,

Richard’s

no

Eye

This tree was the White Fine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in
water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless ia oce grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so iavorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

TESTIMONIALS.
large number of important testimonials have'
already been received from l'hysici&ns, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine
A very

Compound.

Dr Nichols of Northfiekl Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not on>y in coughs and other pulmonic affeotions, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debl'ity of the stomach
and other kindred organs.*'
Rev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. II.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your W hite Pine Compound
I can truly say I regard it as
as an invaluable remedy.
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
I have
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

ingly.**

lion. P. H. 8weefcser of Seufch Reading, writes:
“Having long known somethiug of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, l was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial. It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with

excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on band.”
Rev. ii. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., who is a
physician, says:
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghaat;
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.’*

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
in
a
letter
to S. Dean, Esq., of Stonefcaiu,
Regiment!)
speaks in the highest praise of the Waite JH -e Compound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc send in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantifies have

by express,

Water!

wise, find educate yon
cyee daily with “Poor Rich-

Bottle,
...
*•
email,.

Mra. M. G.

foaling

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H.. July, 1800.
Da. Fouaxp—I had been atiicUd with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of teu yean’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected 1 would get
But two bottle* of your Wktt* Ptne
my health again.
Compr.u id Lave cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
1 would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ounf was
*o badly afflicted with a cough that aha eat up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
now as ever

she

was.

FROM

B. V. AIKEN.

Goffstown,

March

14,1860.

Dr. Polaxp.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your nr kit* t'ine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnjkunation of the Mdneg*. In
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before I had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pqin had all left
me
Though 1 have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.
Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bcw,

New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more I have suffered much at inwas called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that 1 could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1859. being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccommended for iuflamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately afier commencing its
use I began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pain* subsided, and In the fall was able to
attend to considerable business. I believe Dr. Poiand’s
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus far.
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question atmya^e, (64 ) But thi* I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is verycomfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains hive returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate velief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me
say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Pine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
our columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully maHis experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery— Boston Watchman and nejtector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

tervals, from what at first

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE”
upon

oar

Positively Cure the Worst

statement,

of

You,

not in a year—not in a month—nor in » week—bm
you shall see its beneficial influence at once Imribdiately, and the day yon take it. To you who have
lived lur years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who daro not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
first, because the Doctor nas ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and Bouring on your stomach, weaay sitdo’Ai
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal asyouwiyb,
and as soon as the (bod begins to distress you, fo'low it by a single toaspoonlul of
*

O O E
!

S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
▲HD IT

Relieve You

WILL

Instantaneously.

thus enabling Ton, by hearty eatuig, and tho nee ol
the core after «aoh meal, (aa often as the lbod distresses you, or sear* on your stomach,) you will get
la a very few days so that you cull do without tee
and by the time the
medicine, except
first bottle is need ap, we will guarantee yon ir- e
from ldyspepeia, and able to eat, digest and eujoj
as hearty a br-akiast as you ever sit down to in > our
healthiest hours, and wo will forfeit to yon the price
of the bottle, nyon your shewing that our statement
is not correot.
The medicine is powerful bat harmless, and whilst
a single toaspnonfol will at onoe relieve the dyayep
tlosusbrer, the whole bottle would not materially
Injure him, as *t is entirely vegetable and contain!
no opiates. All olasses ol disease that harethuir origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by tbe aw of

occasionally,

OOE'S DYSPEPSIA OUSE I
Fever and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at tl.s
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of fhintnesx and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where th« curs it used.It removes the disease uy removing tho cause, nd
like Alooholio Bitters which cover up your bad feel,
lags 'or a few moments by their exhilarating effects.
Beware ofsneh remedies or beverages, but in tbeir
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perlcet barmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
deiiu •! physelogioal laws. Thatsuoh will be the of-

toot of

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for it is increas ng beyond all previous ex
ptctationsi It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by
aceident, and it Is singular that the White Pine Compound mride for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidBut so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties known
it, so many testimonials come to u» from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Po'andis such, that
we know that he will
not countenance what Is wrong.
For years a Baptist
clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delicate consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself aud called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never knew a
more
conscientious, honest, upright man, and are g'ad to
state that we believe whatever he says about his White

Pine Compound.”

GEORGE W SWETT, M.D., Proprietor
Willb; manufactured!!! future at the

DEPOT,
No. IOC Hanover Street, Boston
NEW

26

Compound,

ENGLAND

BOTANIC

Under the supervision of
REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.

Brown’s “Scalp Renovator,”
DR

WThe above celebrated Medicines ire to be had
of H. H. ilao, Cor. Middle and Free sts, and

gold by wholesale and retail dealers in medicine
elsewhere.
H. H. HAT, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

Price per Bottle, *1.

Drng-

80t17 is64 dWfStcwly

BWETT will attend to the business

department,

to whom all orders should be addressed.

eod8ui—wlttme.

dally,

Street.

and

privately, and with

tb« afflicted, at all
i,^?Sd®na*
® A “• to S r. m.

addrejJ;??

Or. U.
affliction of

under the
t-nvauTd!!JLbo “® *“aering
thS*?’.J!.. t^®1 arising from
”ll'*b“'®:
to'thai^S V,ICd
of
i,*1 £* licub * branch
*“ Ooa»axiTcI.T
UI
standing or recently contracted .I?.1,?"
?“*
the dregs ol disease from the
aysUm* anl“ mating a
perlect and J*/cliMAHJCti U

impure

ocnntclion or
Devoting his entire time
the medical profession, u*
autickivu a Cran m

He would call the attention ol the
afflicted
long standing and well
sumolent assurance of his

to th.

eirn^rcnumti!,.,

met of his

ekill'aiVsuo*
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CAUTION IO THE PUBLIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking person mast know
that remedies nanded out lor
general use should
have their elbaacy established by well tested
capertonce in the hands of a
educated physiregularly
“"*• whose preparatory studies lit* him lor all til#
he
dutlee
UBBthulttll; ye the country is lloodod with
cur«-<tlls, purponing to be the
best in the world, wldeb are not
only useless, bui always injurious. Ihv unlortuaat* should be ranTioolau in selecting Ills physician, ai It Is a lanteutable
yet lneoKtrovertable tact, ibat mauy syphilitm
patients are mademiseiablo vt ith ruined oonsUtniions
by maltreatment from Inexperienced physicians in
practice i for it is a point generally conceded
y the beet sypbilographers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross tb
whole time of those who weald be competent and
suocesstnl In their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general piuctiiioncr, having neither opportunity nor time to make himseli acquainted wnh
tnelr pathology, commonly pursues onesysten I
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminste
use oftbat
and dangerous weapon, Moreary.

E°ir.ll<2ttrum\5,“1

general

antiquated

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess cf
any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of yout’-„ or the
sting
ing rebuke ot misplaced confidence in matureryeats

SEk.K POR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aohes, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure < 'oiticn, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
De not wait or the consummation that is sure to f
low, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of beauty
and Complexion.

'•

ROW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
Yonog in n troubled with emissions iu tie a
complaint gen.rally the result of a bad has a
youth, treated soientlttoaily, and a perfect ouru v «r
ranted or no charge made.
Uardly a day passes buc we are oonsalted by one
or more young man with the above
disease, some of
whom aro ms weak and emaciated as though
they
had the consumption, and by their friends
supposed
to have It. All such cases yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and lu a short time
are made to rejoiee in per eot health.
AGED MEN.

MIDDLE

There are many men at tbo ago o' shirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from
the
bladder, often aooompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening
system
a
manner the patient cannot account tor. On
examina ropy stdimout will often be
ing
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the eoior will be of a thin
mi klsh hue, again changing to a dark and
turbid
appearance There are many men woo uie of this
difficulty, ignorant of tbo cause, which is the

lie

fu

urinary deposits

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
can warrant a perieot ewe iu such
coses, :m f«
full and healthy restoration of the nrlnarr organs
Persons who oanoot personally consult <L» Dr»
I

do so by writing in a plain manner a eserintioa
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies wilt
be forwarded immediately

cuu

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DE. J. B. HUGtlKS,
Address,
No. 8. Temple St„ [owner of Middle] Portland.
send
UP*
Stamp tor circular,

Elec tic IVIedica!
TO THE

Infirmary,

LADIES.

OB HUGHES particularly invites all Ladl .4*84
a medical adviser, to call at bis
roocm. No. 6
Temple Street, which they will And arranged lor
their especial accommodation.
Or. H's Kieotio Benovating Medicines are unrivaled In offlcaoy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is epecile and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will gnd it Invaluable in all casea cl obstruction* after all other re medies have l eva tried in
vain
It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tho health, and may ho taica
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to any part of the country with fnlldlroctlonsi
OB. HUG HES.
s Street, oorner ef Middle, Portland.
need

N. 11.—Ladles desiring may convnlt
A

own sex.
«“*■

COES DYSPEPSIA CURE,
tmm"dlately and Instantaneously, we pledge out
word as men ofhonor—our reputation as Thorn, iwt-

TESTIMONIALS.

lady of experience

Tfifi

oae ul UWr
oen-tanl -gfcod-

ianl 1868 dJtw y

LOH« lOUttMT rut

OI9COVMHMU AT LAST.

Cherokee

Brum the Pastor of the Methodist J. Church, Madison, Chan.
I hs.-e need Coe's Dyspepsia Cure in my hiaiii,
andean willingly testify to He value ms a medicine.
Unit by (ilDMAUb. Taster M. K Church,
Madison, Conn., June tutb, 1W4.
A Vases from horns its aug tour OUy Tnpars.
Mew Haven, Conn Juno to, HUM.
Merers. Bditsrs:—Allow me, through your eol*
nmna, to aoknowledge my gratitude tor t n» ben. lit 1
have received from the uee of (Joe’s Dyspepsia Care.
Although 1 wne n great sufferer Irom Dyspepsia,
the hrst dose gave instant relief, and m e ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without paiu.
I have now stopped using the medicine, as I no
longer need it.
rauuu Lrsu.

m

Good Hew* for t»«e Unforinuato.

utieU—our favorable acquaintance witldthu people as
propiietorsof the World-renowned -‘toe's roust
Balsam," if it is uted according to our directions,
which may bo found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonial.' IVo* onr neighhors and townsmen, to which we ssk yonr cue ml
niton tie*.

Remedy,

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE

_

Madison, Conn., Jane 30,186*.
benefit derived by the use of Coo lin.
1 am prepared to say that
sever intend
be without it and advise ail who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
fiiussis Lawts.
From Um

Care in my family,
pepeU
1
to

Mr. Cm :—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure yon
me has backed up your statement concerning
I have only nsed half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short cake or anything else, without trouble.
It acts like a eharm. The relief it affords is instan
taneons.
Jams a. Downer.
New Haven, June 18,1864.
cave

ft.

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been for the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my caso.wiiJ
reach almost any one. Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure bar
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, and it is vert
seldom I now have to use the medicine. It relieved
me in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Ann K. Baooott.
New Haven, Jane 88,1864.
lm ortant to Travelers.
While Journeying on the cars, lay stomaob bebadly deranged, causing severs pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would bav<
been called sea-siekness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my ooadition, reached out a bottio saying,
"take a swollow.” I did so. and in less than lire
minutes my trouble was ended. The meoicius was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Core,” and trom the efleot it had
npon the Stomach, and what I have learned ol II
since, 1 think it must be an oxoellcnf remedy foi
Soa-sickness and Dyspepsia.
MRS. SAMUEI. FIELD.
Madison, June 30 th, 1864.
Hew Haven, Jane 28tb, 1364.
Messrs. C. G. Clark fc Co.—Gentlemen:—I desire
instantaneous effects ol
tbo
almost
known
make
to
"Coe’s Dyspepsis Cure," in cases of choteramorbna.
I had been for twenty four hours purging ut the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minmoe. 1 wont
Into your drug store to proeure sotoe brandy, as 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy tor
Dysentery. My pallid faoe and my weakness al

onoe attracted toe attention ol the clerk in charge,
and he asked me at onoe “what is the matter?" 1
replied: “I have been for twentry-lour hours vomiting and purging, und I am unable to stand or walk
from weakness and this deadly sicknossatmystomaoh completely prostrates me/' He produced a bottle of COe's Dyspepsia Cure, saying, "take a large
swallow of that; It Is now 11 o’olocl; taken another
alter dinner."
From the moment I took that first dose of th*
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone- its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour I sat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever
hungry man partook, (as 1
was well cleared out of food.) and followed by a
teaspoonful of enre. I have not suffered u particle
of inoonvenienco since I took the remedy.
Its notion was so wonderful and so Immediate,
that I oould hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publicly make known these
faots, that the whole world may avail theznaelvee ol
Its nse. Like bread, it thould find a plaoe In every
one’s bouse, and I beliovo that no one ilioul l gc
away from home without a bottle of it in hie pocket,
or where It oould be quickly made available.

GKO. L. D&AKK

Truly yours,

length in

renewing the scalp, increasing and
strengthening the hair.

firts generally.

Sgomzing

HOYT.

Dr. Poland.—In the foil of 1864, I took a vary violent cold which brought op a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. I was also very badly
afflicted with that tronbiesome disease the Kidney
Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; 1 felt that my time here must b# short unless I soon got relief, In the spring 1 was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my frith la it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the ktdoey trouble a'so,
and I could rest nights without choking up and^afeing so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am
like a well man.
I would add, that my fother's fomily is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sister* having died
of it.

The White Pine

Cun come whore it is used; be
children to bathe their

Price per

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment oi
hearty food, without paying tbe penalty in the most
distress, and oftentimes complete proitraqu. To meet tlio terrible ravages of this worst ol
ail diseases, we have prepared

J.
Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1800-

FROM JAMES

diphtheria

ard’s lCyo Water.”

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General
Debility
of the whole System,

and we pledge oar reputation
wheu we say It will

Temple

CuJig

S.T0MACH AND BOWELS

improving.

well

» e a h e h
OF THM

Among ail the popular medicines offered for ka'e,
no ono seems 10 have gained favor like the White
Pine Compound. This Meuicine was fir«t made
lately as the spring of 1866, and then merely lor one
individual, who was an ec ted with an infi'mmation
This Inot the throat. A cure was effected by it.
duced others U> apply for the same remedy, and
a great benefit,
l be ar*
every one using it received
tide, however, went without a name till November
fo'lowing.whe it was called White Pine Compound.
During that month it was advertised for the fiist

Well known for

BOSTON.

AMD ALL

be referred to, and hundxeds of
oases of Kidney compla nta. cured entirely by taking
the White Pme Compound, having been reported

been forwarded

Indigestion !

can

Compound:

Iti a’l

ratio.

Foil information will be furnished in regard to
the above and all other Companies in the market,
upon application at our office, personally or by let-

!

and

came

THE

Boston and

Dyspepsia

—

intended to sail

and '’UhitbpB iwopom,”
to and from New York, carrying pasand from Liverpool, Glatoow, Betfatt,
Water
ford, Cork, Limerick, Galway or
Dublin,
Londonderry These steamers were built specially
tor-he Atlantic trail*, are divided into water and
are

are now

CO.,

The indnoements to invest which are offered b

March 2d the steamer New
Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, will until further nctioe leave Batlroad Wharf,
foot of state Street, evrry Thursday, at 6 o’olock,
P. M., for Eastport and St John.
Returning, will leave St John every Monday, at 8
A M for Eastport, Portland and Boston
F'reight received on days of sailing until 4 o’olook
P M.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Portland, Feb 20, 1866.-dtf

bia”

lauds

daily, or

EMERY A FOX. Brown’s wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 33 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1863.
dtf

Eastport,

Johnson Bean,
Goo. E Smish.

Books for Subscription are open at our cflice. Only 3300 shares are offered to the public at the subscription price of $10 each, and we wou d adv:se
prompt ay plication, believing the Stock to offer a
good and secure investment Five wells are now
being bored on the properties of this Company, ard
the interests of the stockholders are in tbe hands of
able and competent managers. Full information
will be given on application at our office, in pen on
or by letter.

to

Steamship Oo.

J. W, Parmentcr,

C. S. Whitohouse,
Charles Smith,
James P. Bridge,

Steamship Co

CHESAPEAKE, Capt Willasd,and
^3U^FK»NCIIM4, Capt.Sherwood, will

freight or pas <age apply

y
fe,
you,
soul,
blight,
and a sorrow.
You have st» ong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
mated, s: dally, would feel at home in the domestic

S

**• consulted
hour*

a

a

Iu this state a friend ol mine recommended me to
try Mrs. M. G. Brown's Metaphysical discovery, as
it had cured a friend of his of very bad eves, which
had ballled the skill ol the most eminent physicians.
Consequently 1 went to Mrs. M G. Brown’s offioe
and obtained her Metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10thinst. 1 applied Tat lour o’clock in
the afternoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided—a mo6t immediately I felt relief. 1 slept well
without any poultices, as before, aud at the time of
giving this certiticatt, he 21st inst., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and recommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

President,—Charles S. Whitkhodsm.
Treasurer,—Charlhb Smith.
Secretary .—Charles M PiriRCa.
Attorney,— Jopiah Ruttir, Jieq.
Managing Agent,—F, A. Wilder.

Boston,

passage frcm Liverpool to Bot ton, §60 00
30 00
Children ander 12 years,
10 00
Infants nn^r 1 year,
jgTTO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishout
from
the
Old Country,
ing to get their friends
these steamers offer advantage superior to those of
any other Line
Passengers by these steamships
land in Boston, where they will be within tasy reach
nf thnr friends, and where ih9y will avoid many of
the dangers and annoyances which twsst strangers
landing in New York.
Fcr freight or passage apply to WARREN k CO.
99 State St., and 418Comm«roi8l street Boston.
£7"*siaHT Drafts for XL Stoning and upwards,
payable in England. Ireland O' Scotland, for sal *.
Agents in Liverpool, Gao. Wakbkn k Co.. Fenf. bl6i6w
wick Chambers.

SEMI-WEEKLY

ninety-six (1096) Acof the very best Oil Lands,

on

The following splendid first class
iron Screw Steamships are appointed to sail from Liverpool for B03_iton every alternate Saturday, commanning Saturday, April 8, 1866.
2000 tone,
860 horse power.
Propontis,
860 horse power.
HfcLLMSPONr, 2500 tons,
800 horse power.
2510 tons,
Gambia,
2500 tons,
860 horse power.
1* akmount,
Ft»sengera by these Steamships will b9 regularly
su^pWed with a liberal allowance of cooked provis-

New England Screw

CHART,

Wells, September 1, 1863.

fc

JWuralgia.

This Company ie organized under tbe General
The progerty oonsists of—

FORTBIOHT.

C©’»

BROWN’S

N®.

Remedy

—»0*-

have been many severe cases in Boston
and vicinity cored by the White Pine Comwhich

FOC1TD AT BiB

PRIVATE medical rooms,
The World'* Great

Cures G-ravel,
Kidney Diseases

pound,

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Soro

Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.

THERE

nation

rut:

Popular Remedy

Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness,

by druggists.

Catarrh.

Lav. of Massachusetts.

dti

to

910

*

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.

res

HUGH ft ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G.T. R. R. Passenger Depot,

$300,000

...

PaT Value of Shares

Payable in Gold orits equivalent.
For freight orpaasago apply to

Steam from

00.

OIL

PETROLEUM

Return Tickets granted at Reduced Rates.

To be sneoeeded by the
the lltn Match.
Portland, N ov. 31,1864.

!

people to

jSSS*

June! 64-d»y

It la highly pertumed—mate, the hair dau,
•oft, »»*«r ut munm, dlapoaing it te nta aap di.lrca pwi,,,,,.

we

BOSTON

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Ftb 16—dim

For

it.

all claims

to

Portland, February 4th, 1866.

fUrebate

ailing Oat—proaiot«i
aaalp olaaa gad «ool.

Cashed, and

against the state or United States, collected by
MAXASSEH SMITH,

“

“*•*“*'

We believe

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co

On

and Railroad Transportation Bills
Collected at Low Bates.
Bobstitctk and Eitlistmeht Papers, made out
and attended to.
Prisoners’ Pay obtained for their wires or

«•*»'

lVMmt battling
thUfMdiZle.
"°hi
His*fS*
triumph complete.
fr Jt

and in Europe.

We would call apecial attention to tbe following
companies new being organized in this city, viz:

Collected for Seamen.

o'*”*"***

™Z£A%‘;z:datZTcChe head

Phil-

STEAMBOATS.

Pay,

Stage, Steamboat

It remorn all the wre<ohod
,...
f th'f
loaihsome malady, and aver*
oon^mpUon
JA Qitana the, head, deodoritet
the breath .„a
'*• “d af"
fords the most grateful relirf.
ag°*V and *ltnl
than

York,

New

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.
oc31 edtf

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

International

PAY,

Invalid Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,

ud xoDioinimnr »

j£Hfc%-saffea!S!=K

Commission, in

on

Stocks will be sold at tbe Brokers’ Boards of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.

stations.

For

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

The A.cnxe of Perfection. l

Coal Stocks

and Sell Oil and

Buy

3000 IBbls. Fer 2D ay

The erlecdid and Cut Steamship*

Invariably

real,

In advance....

PORTLAND.

for

mail and

matter. Marine

J. W. MUHGER, 166 lore St.,
Feb21edlm llmeodAwGw

by

news

Applications received by

Perfect

Daily Press,

Thelargest daily paper east of Boston, and having
a larger circulation than all the other dailies in the
city combined, is published at the Offioe in Fox
Block, H91 -2 Exchange Street, every morning'—
at *8,00 per annum,
Sunday exoepted,
1

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Frederick Cbaunoey,
David Lane,
Janus Low,
James Bryce,
Chas ti Marsha'I.
Jons D Jons. President.
Charles Dennis, Vine-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 3a Vlcs-Pres’t.
J. H. Chapman. Aotlug becretary.

•

RAILROAD.

ions
fetf 0T»ge

:

Wm Sturg s, Jr,
Henry K Bogcrt,
William e Dodgi,
Dennis Perkins,

Fletch r Wcsray,
Bob B Minium, Jr.
Go don W Burnham,

STREETj

STATE

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH

Improved Calorie

stant

William, NKW YORK.

John D Jones,
Charts; Den is,
W H « Moore,
Henry Coii,
Wm C Pickersglll,
Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Bussell,
Lowell Holbrook,
B Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Ca'eb Barslow,
A P Piilet,
Daniel 8 Miller,

Offioe has one of Soper’

Engines for motive power, and is furnished with

Certificates are issued, bearing interest until rtdeemeo.
The Dividends in the Tears 1863 1 and 6 were 13
per cent each.
Ths Profits for 23 Tears amount to the

*

C. M. MORSE, Supt.
deoil
Waterville, November, 1868.

—TO—

improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platon—

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Prt miums terminated daring the yrar; as d lor which

t

--

Carrying the Canadian and United States Hails.
PASSENGERS BOOKED

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.

Only

QS^SBsStation,

plain printing ef every description. Also,
Rule and figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that cannot tail to

MEDICAL
•

CA* ■■

Seme time in *856, an individua', who purchased
xor a hard cough, was not only cured of the
strong constitution, large brain,and ! bottlebut
also 02 a severe kidney complaint, of ten
vitality enough to sustain it. You are organized for cough,
Ibis being truly a discover if.
years endurat.ee.
health, and loug life, having descended from a subthe fact was meationed to aaailliul physician, woo
stantial, health), vigorous and long lived stock; in
in
that, the bar* of white
substanoe
replied,
have
the ergaoization of \ our
many respects you
pine was one of the best diuretics known, provided
father, your ntelieot espeo ally. There is not more
its astnugenoy could be counteracted. lithe other
than one person in ten thousand of eilher sex so
articles entering into the compcund wouid effect
strongly mcl neJ to reason logioally. You are wil- this, a fortune
was in the medicine. The fortune has
ling to stand by logical facts and to follow out the no?
yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures ei*
plan or purpose to its egiOrnate conclusion, judging feoted
by t> e compound, in the most aggravated
ofUf merits or demerit* accordingly.
cases of Kiduey diseases, including Diabetes, prove
You appieciate Philosophy, and such persons as
it to be a wonderful medicine for such ailments. ▲
have a philosophical turn of mind.
largo number of physicians now employ it, or recomYou relish wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous;
mend it or tuoh use.
and it you cannot carry the argument by direct
logBut while the White Pint Compound is so useful in
ic you use the '• Heduotio ad Absurdum,” and show
Kidney inflamation, it is also a wonderful curative iu all
the uueouudness of the opposite proposition by disand lung diseases. It so quCkly and sooth ngly
throat
closing iis weakness.
allays inflamation, that hoarseness and soreness are reYou are capable o ma*iug great discoveries; you
moved
as if by magic. Numerous cases have been reporthave the power of inventioa. You could not foled to the originator^ where relief in very severe cases has
low in the footsteps
other3, although with your
in one hour and a cure effected in
large irai ation you are capable ot aaapting yourscli been*experienced
twenty-four hours.
to the for ms and ucage» of society. \ ou are not inis a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
There
clined to adopt o her peoples' thoughts.
even the leaves, or‘‘needles,!’ of White Fine contain
You have largo Ideality and Constructive!}ess,
eminent mediciua 1 qualities. The Indians employed the
which gives imagination and originality; you are
bark of W bite Fine in treating diseases long before the
never better satisfied than when poring over some
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance connew problem, or following out some faint hint into
firming this may here be given.
its leg! imate and logical results. You are fond of
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, aseaily as 1534,
the beautiful and the new, and are inclined to make
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
combinations of wo;ds, idt as and thing*, and not
was the first among discoverers to enter the River St.
easily puzzled with complications. You have a facLawrence. On his return down the river, he found his
ulty ior unravelling causes. Your Spirituality is men sadly afflicted and disabled by what
sailors call the
large, which elevates your mind iato theunsien and scurvey.
Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
unknown. You promise yourself only so much hapable to bury the dead
of the Indians
Some
scarcely
piness or success *s you really work out; lor the rest along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disyou trust to Providence.
ease, bat Cartier observed that they soon recovered, lie
Your love of approbation isso large that you wish
therefore earnestly
enquired about their mode of treatthe good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
ment, and thev pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
you want all to give you a hearty and generous releaves of which they used in decoction, with signal suceptiou.
cess.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratifiYou cannot tea. a frown; a smile is sunshine to
cation of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
ur
to
a storm
while a frown
a
You have

Boston,

The

for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 A M. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
Rktubnino—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A.M., and
arrive in Portland at 8.90 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains opnnect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A.M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this

And

a

The Com' any has Assets, over Steven Million
Pollan, viz
United Slates and State of New-Vcrk
btook, City, Bsnk aud other btocks,
#1,974,700
Loans teoared by btocks and otherwise,
2,187,950
Premium Not. s and Bills BeceitaSle,
Beal estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other seoarit'es,
United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

99

G.

PHRENOLOGICAL
By Fowleb

small that

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk

nasstawn

THE DAILY PRESS

of

EXCHANGE!

mes, Circulars,

January, 1966.

Price «1.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Leave Boston ior Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.80

ATLANTIC

iUp{i«X?ZZ?r

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 660 in value, and that personal, unless novice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 6500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGEd, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov7
Portland, Nov. 7,1864.

P. M.

her a stick of flre-wood, filling this cruet
with vinegar, puttings little soft soap in this
pan, and please not let your turkey gobblers
rooBt on our fence.”

with
Or

CKSSS533 On and after Monday, Roy. 7,1864,
aaeSBEtrnins will run daily, (Sundays exoepttni; unui lunher notice, as follows:
DP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.25 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave 8outh Paris at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.

hhcovery!!

Pemberton Square, Boston.

M.

tot.

And all

0»»ICE8 (410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
(48 Bond street. New York.
BXTKACT8 F110M

MRS.

P. M.

paragraph.”

Of which there has been redeemed t y
Cash,

FEME! All COAL STOCK

WINTER

littlo
red-haired girl, with a pug nose and bare feet,
“mother says you will oblige her by lending

A

Colored

Weddincp G ards,

Punctuation,—A stranger in a printing
office asked the youngest apprentice vvbat was
his rale tor punctuation, who replied, “I set
up as long as I cau hold my breath, then put
in a comma; when I gape I Insert a semicolon, and when I want a chaw of tobacco, I

Joshua J
•eorge G

and

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got up In the best style of the art.

Am-

hogs in the seat ahead of me.”
“Cockney saw the point, bristled up, grunted, and then wilted.—Detroit Advertiser.

sum

Pot up in superior style.

Bronzed

thought," continued the lady, “that this
freight car, because 1 see two dressed

oor.

j

line.

ger coach.’’

WaU St,

Metaphysical

po&ANJys

The Great
For

Oimcul ie*. Diaeated Lves, i-os*
ofthe liair, Lysp'bpela, Lnlaraament of the Liver,
Disees.-s of the
Kidneys,.Constipation,Gravel,Piles,
Paralysis, with all ana every dis ase which in fasti
the human body, cured
oliectually by

PRICK 85.00.

adelphia,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

tjMMK, Beporti, mil ill kiadt of FtmfkloU,

|

was a

Mutual Insurance

Boston,

RAILWAY,

TRUNK

Dlt'cliaryM frt m the Ear, Catarrh,
Asthma,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism,Bronchial

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’S

Of Canada.

■

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at ekort not if.

lady, travelling on one of the Canadian
railways, centering here, was very much disturbed by two cockney individuals disagreeable by their twaddle about “Hamericans.”
The lady referred to kept quiet os long as
she could, and finally accosted the conductor,
and inquired whether she was riding in a
freight car. The conductor, at the apparently
curious question, replied:
“No Madam, this is supposed to be a passen-

Neighborly.—'“Mrs. Jenkins,”said

LOMBARD & GORE,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

erican

61

GRAND

Will bear tavormble comparison with any establish*
ment in the city.

kind.

make a

On

—

Book and Fancy Types

man.”
Never reply to the epithets oi a drunkard or
a fool.
Never speak contemptuously of woman-

“I

and after November 1st, 1864,
faidtPWnBmt’-ains will leave ae follows, until furthernotice:
Leave Saco River for Portland, aa 6.30 and 9.40
A. M., and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 8.00 A. M. and
3.00 and 6.80 P. M.
The 3.00 P. M. train oat and the 9.40 A. M. train
Into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages oonnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standlsh, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokson, Limington, CornisH,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N.H.
At Buxton Center, tor West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South Limington, Limington, Limeriok, Newheld, I’araonalield, and Ossipee.
At Saooarappa, tor South Windham, East Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oot 81.1864.dtt

Every description of

Oar

MEDICAL,

Fill CeMPOlIl,

WHITE

borotula, Consumption,

(18

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Noises in theSead,

dr.

Auecuun«, inroat

leaves Portland at 7 A. M. daily, and
KB WIN NOTES,
isdueatSP. M.
Deo 18, *64—dec23tfSupt.

TEE BEST STYLE OF THE AST,

Sexsibl® Maxims.—Never taste an atom
when you are not hungry; it is suicidal.
Never hire servants who go in pairs, as sisters, cousins, or anything else.
Never speak of your father as “the old

an

^

any other line.
Fieight Train

rwameegn

‘Ten pounds—ten is the notch; I weighed
him myself, and he’ll come to just a dollar,
brother Edgar.’
Brother Edgar paid the dollar, Insisted oh
having all to dinner, and made an excellent
friend of Mr. Tight.

Sarcastic.—A day or two since,

DEAFNESS,

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

Tight.’

No one is a fool always; every one sometime*.
Peace with Heaven is the best friendship.

pItroleumI

Portland
Kendall s

Through Fabks from Portland and Boston by
this route to Bangor will be made the bamk as by

POBTEAND, REE.

item of expense, aud then it showed that
his ministrations were not unacceptable. Several times on passing his benefactor’s house,
he was stopped, and the noble bird, whom the
children all knew was the ‘ministers gobbler,
farmer told
pointed out. The last time theinvite himself
him that he believed be must
on Thanksand family to dine with the minister
time together ovgiving day, and have a good
the fowl would furnish;
er the delicate tit bits
which invitation, of course, our friend cordially pressed, though he could not help thinking, when be remembered the number of
young mouths thus suddenly called in to assist in dispatching the plum-puddings aud
mince-pies, that the financial motives of gratitude in view of the arrangement had disappeared. The long-looked-for Thursday morning came at last, and farmer Tight came with
U, turkey in hand.
‘Is’nt It a flue one ? Is’nt it plumb ? and so
tender too! I assure you there will be fine
eating here,’ was his self satisfied assurance,
To wnich our
more than once repeated.
frieud tried to match expressions of admiration equally enthusiastic.
'He must weigh eight or tea pounds, Mr.

ter.

in

at2 p, m. in s train takes passengers at
Mills irom the train from Bangor at 9.10 A. M.
Comusct.on Tickkts arc sold at Freeport,Brune
Wick, Bath, and all otner stations between Brunsv iok and Kendall’s Mills, for Bangor anu nil otner
stations on the Maine Central K. B. east of Ken.

N. a. FOSTER & CO.,
Proprietors,
821-2 Exchange St.,
Block,
fox

an

Never abuse one who was once your bosom
iriend, however bitter now.
Never smile at the expense of your religion
or your Bible.
A good word is as soon said as a bad one.
The groat is ill saved that shames its mas-

Ken.

Bath, Augusta,
ouowhfcgan, ut 1.10 P m. At Kendall's
Mills this train connects at 6 20 p. m. with train lor
Baugor and ail stations east of Kendall's Mills same

a

/

P»»«enger Trains leave Portland dal-

SMUJBIlj for Brunswick,
ru.a

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

Attention is respectfully invited to
facilities for executing in

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.
_

CAtORIC POWER

grateful and appreciative congregation on
Long Island. Along in October one of bis
parishioners, not of the meat liberal reputation,
stopped after the morning service, and taking
the pastor aside, whispered In his ear Jhat he
must not buy a
Thanksgiving turkey, for he
had a flue one that he was fattening especially lor his use. Our friend expressed the gratitude he felt, for it was relieving him of quite

PETROLEUM.

RAILED ADS.

MISCELLANEOtTS.

MISCELLANY.

of (■)« Twenty-five.
New Haven, July 11th, 1864.
Mb. Cob—Sir;—Having been troubled with the
for
some
or twelve montb*.
I have
eight
Dyspepsia
taken the usual kinds of medicines, which have done
I saw your advertisement of a medime no good.
CM*

oine to

cure

the

Dyspepsia.

I havo tried

it,

and

found it to be thb medioine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of June.) that I took, relieved me in one minute
1 have taken It throe or four times, but have had nc
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking the
first 16

drops; although before, I

oould not eat a
more than three or four

meal, and sometimes no
mouthful!-' without distressing me.
BespeatfoUy,
J. F. WOODRUFF.

New Haven, June 11th, 1864
Mb. Cob—Dear Sir:—The bottle of Djspeoela
Medioine I recoived from yon, gave instantaneous
relief. I only used it when mv food distressed
me
It wss about like taking two doses
to-dav, one tomorrow, then every other day, inoreasing the quantity of lood and decreasing the medieine.nntil 1 was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all
My
oase was an extreme one,
having suffered for seven
years. I now consider myself onred, and by using
only one bottle of medioine In the spans of two
months. The dose was a teaapoonih).
Kuan S. Attn*.
Bold by Drnggista In oity and ooantry, sysrywhere.
Price 91.00 per Bottle.

ooxruoiD

uiu t„

luvu.

day.

times per

It Is dinrotio and alterative in I ts action; pari y iug
and clo inning tue blood, causing it to flow in all its
original parity and-v.'gor; thus removing from the
system all pernioious causes which haveinJuccddisate,

CHEROKEE INJECTION Is intended ai an ally
assistant to the CH&ROKEK REMEDY, and
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor At bus or White*
Its effoo s are healing, soothing and demuloent; removing all scalding, heat, chore!ee and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unondaraMe tain that
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack iEjecor

tions.

By the use Of the CHEROKEE REMEDY tndl
CHEROKEE IHJECTION—the two medicine* at
the tune time—ell impropord scbarge' ere removed
and the weakened organa are apecdUy restored to
full

vigor and strength.

For lull ptrt culm get a pamphlet from say drag
store in the country, or write as and we will mail
Ire3 to auy address, a full trealiso.

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, $2
three

per

bottle.

*r

bottles for £6.

Prise, CHEROKEE INJECUOS, *2par botlle.or
bottles for S6.

three

Sent

by Espress

to

any address

on

resetpt

ef tbs

pries.
■old by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MBRVYIM 4k Os..
SOL a

rnorniBToas.

He. 69

Liberty St., Hew team

Cherokee
T«1

INDIAN
OOMPOUUD

no*

Curet

B1U1

MNDICINM.

BOOTS, BABB

A»

LBATBS.

An

unfailing care for Spermatorrhea, Seminar
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caassd by self polution; taah as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in tbe Back, Dim ben ot
Vision. Premature old Age. Weak Nerves, Dillcuily
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale
Countenance, Insanity .Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused by departing from tbe pat a of nature.
This medicine la a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which we can
rely, as It baa been use- in oar
praotioe for many yea-s, and, with thousands treated,
t has not foiled in a
single ins ante. Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain victoy c ver the
most stubbou case.

those who have trifl-d with thsir constitution
they tbink themselves beyond the roach ot
medical aid, we would say. Dttpatr not: the CHKIiOK EE CUKE Win restore you to health and vigor,
and after all quack doctors have foiled.
To

until

For full particulars get * circular from any lirug
relu tbeoountry, or write the Proprietors, who
Will mail free to any one dosirlng the Samoa full
treatise in pamphlet farm.

stt

Price, *2 per bottle, or three bottles for M.and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by allre*pectable druggists everywhere.
DR.

W. R. M ERWIN ti CO
BOLB

febSoodfcwly

No.

PBOrBlKTOKl,
89 Liberty 8t.,New York.

AT351BL»S

Orders by mail, from elthor dealers er oonsumars

promptly attended to.
C. G. CLARK & CO.
WTtolttaie Druygitlt, We» Haven, C-oaa.,
Proprietors.
Bold in Portland by w »• Phillips, g- H. Hat
and Ml other d«jfon.
marabfinedlyR

loan,

non

OMKHOKKB ItKMKOr, Um (mt lodlallMiwti*
cure* all distaste of the Urinary Organ*, »uch as Incontinence ol lUe Urine, Inflame tion of tho Kidneys
Btonc ta the Bladder, Stricture. Gravel, Gleet, Gon~
orrhta, and la especially recommended In thoep
cases of Fluor Albas, (or Whit.s in Females.
It la prepared in a highly concentrated firm, tho
dose only bei jgfrom one to two teaspconiuls throe

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,
lOl Middle st.,
PORTLAND.
botMU

